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Preface
Wireless standards such as 2G, 3G, 4G and currently 5G, promise incremental improvements
in the Quality of Experience (QoE) and Quality of Service (QoS) when compared to their
predecessor technologies (e.g., 5G promises better QoE and QoS than 4G/3G/2G). The
quantitative measures of QoE and QoS relate to improved throughput, reliability, etc., from
the perspective of the user. These measures of QoE and QoS are tightly coupled with the type
of applications (e.g., Emergency services will require low latency and high reliability, while
broadband services will require high bandwidth with less stringent latency and reliability
measures as compared to emergency services). Further, up until 4G, industry and to some
extent academia, through 3GPP, IETF and ETSI, defined methods that served the networks
infallibly. However, with the industry facing a significant downturn in their revenues, the
prospect of integrating other business verticals as well as moving towards a more softwarized
(and thus economical) network deployment approach has led to the advent of 5G and hence,
a revolution.
However, such revolutions, as we may know from our knowledge in history, involves
significant transformations in each section of the community. Similarly, many mechanisms
that served the legacy telecommunication networks for months, years or decades are now
being identified as being non-usable or at best sub-optimal. The reason being, increased
heterogeneity, complexity and density within the 5G networks as compared to any other
legacy system. And so, one such class of mechanisms, which are also extremely critical for any
wireless standard, are the Mobility Management (MM) mechanisms. Mobility Management
mechanisms ensure the seamless connectivity and continuity of service for a user when it
moves away from the geographic location where it initially got attached to the network.
But, and as we have already indicated, the 5G network characteristics render the legacy MM
approaches as being either non-usable or inefficient.
Hence, in this thesis, we firstly explore the various mechanisms that have been employed
or conceived to perform Mobility Management in legacy (2G/3G/4G) as well as 5G net-
works. Further, based on the 5G requirements as well as the initial discussions on Beyond
5G networks, we provision a novel qualitative gap analysis. We also define the persistent
v
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challenges that exist with regards to MM mechanisms for 5G and beyond networks. Based
on these challenges, we define the potential solutions and a novel framework for the 5G and
beyond MM mechanisms. This novel framework specifies a complete stack of MM mecha-
nisms at the access network, core network and at the extreme edge network (users/devices)
level, that will help satisfy the requirements for the 5G and beyond MM mechanisms.
Following this, and as part of the defined novel MM framework, we present a novel on-
demand MM service strategy. This on-demand feature provisions the necessary reliability,
scalability and flexibility to the MMmechanisms. These three characteristics, as we elaborate
in more detail in the thesis, will be the pillars of future MM mechanisms. It is important
to state here that such an on-demand framework will ensure that appropriate resources and
mobility contexts are defined for users who will have heterogeneous mobility profiles, i.e.,
pedestrian, vehicular, high speed traffic, etc., along side applications with versatile QoS
requirements in a network with multiple Radio Access Technologies, such as LTE, Wi-Fi,
5G, etc.
Next, based on the novel MM framework for 5G and beyond mechanisms that we have
defined in this thesis, we tackle the problem of core network signaling that occurs during MM
in 5G/4G networks. A novel handover signaling mechanism has been developed, which elim-
inates unnecessary handshakes during the handover preparation phase as well as preserves
the legacy data structures. This not only allows for ease of transition to future softwarized
network architectures but also simultaneously leads to significant reduction in latency, pro-
cessing cost and transmission cost of handover signaling. Note that, to perform our analysis
we utilized data from Greek and Japanese network operators as well as from telecom vendors
such as Cisco. A further enhancement of the aforementioned proposed handover signaling
mechanism has also been provided, wherein a premonition of a handover failure is utilized
to design the handover preparation phase signaling. This consequently results in additional
performance gains as observed through our quantitative evaluation. We then perform a
comparative analysis of the proposed strategy and the 3GPP handover signaling strategy on
a network wide deployment scenario, wherein the performance gains through our proposed
strategy are further highlighted.
Lastly, a novel user association and resource allocation methodology, namely AURA-5G,
has been proposed. The developed methodology addresses scenarios wherein applications
with heterogeneous requirements, i.e., enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) and massive
Machine Type Communications (mMTC), are present simultaneously. Consequently, a first
approach in literature, wherein a joint optimization process for performing the user associa-
tion and resource allocation while being cognizant of heterogeneous application requirements,
has been performed. Concretely, the methodology aims at not only assigning an AP to a
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user, but also aims at reserving the appropriate resources, i.e., bandwidth at the chosen
APs, given the heterogeneous application requirements and other prevailing network con-
straints. As mentioned, we capture the peculiarities of this important mobility management
process through the various constraints, such as backhaul requirements, dual connectivity
options, available access resources, minimum rate requirements, etc., that we have imposed
on a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP). The objective function of this established MILP
problem is to maximize the total network throughput of the eMBB users, while satisfying the
minimum requirements of the mMTC and eMBB users defined in a given scenario. Through
numerical evaluations we show that our approach outperforms the baseline user association
scenario in terms of achievable system throughput for all possible constraint combinations.
The baseline scenario being, to attach the users to an AP with the best Signal to noise
ratio towards them and then dividing the access resources equitably amongst all competing
users at a given AP. Moreover, to ensure the applicability of the devised methodology, we
have presented a system fairness analysis, as well as a novel fidelity and complexity analysis
for the same. Notably, for the fidelity analysis, we analyze how well the system satisfies
the latency and backhaul utilization constraints. Further, for the complexity analysis, we
observe the time to converge to an optimal solution as well as the number of Monte Carlo
trials in which our framework is able to determine such an optimal solution, i.e., the solv-
ability of the MILP problem. An extension of this work has then been briefly summarized
in the future works section, wherein we comment about the possibility of integrating the
Ultra-reliable low latency communication (URLLC) services into the AURA-5G framework
via a multi-objective optimization methodology.
Given the aforementioned efforts, we believe that this thesis has significantly advanced
the area of Mobility Management for 5G and beyond networks by provisioning methods and
system concepts that address many of the important persistent challenges. This has been
reinforced by the broad acceptance of our work into multiple globally recognized conferences,
reputed journals as well as a patent application.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), introduced as part of the 3GPP Release 97 (R’97),
kick-started the age of mobile data networks. Ubiquitous connectivity and availability of
mobile data have now become quintessential aspects of human life, which pioneers in the area
of telecommunications had foreseen at the time of R’97. This sparked a cycle of innovation so
as to cater to the ever increasing demands for data and services coupled with the exponential
growth in mobile broadband subscriptions. As a consequence, technologies such as Enhanced
Data Rate for GSM Evolution (EDGE), 3rd generation networks (3G), High Speed Packet
Access (HSPA), and the current 4G-Long term Evolution (LTE) were introduced, and have
since become mainstays of the telecommunication infrastructure.
However, the aforesaid technological evolution has not lead to a similar growth in the rev-
enues for the operators. Through Figure 1.1 we observe that the growth of Average Revenue
per User (ARPU) has been declining as compared to the corresponding enhancements in the
data rates [1,2]. Contributing to this has been, low cost of data plans, high land acquisition
and spectrum licensing cost, exorbitant hardware prices and inflexibility to switch hardware
at will due to incompatibility issues. Moreover, and as mentioned above, multiple reports
such as [3–6] project that the amount of data consumed by mobile broadband users will
increase exponentially by 10-15 folds from 3.2 Exabytes (EB) in 2014 to 52 EB by 2021. In
addition, the number of mobile broadband subscriptions are also expected to follow a similar
trend and reach 9 billion by 2021.
These pressing issues have prompted the industry and consequently the academic com-
munity to explore new verticals apart from mobile broadband, such as emergency services,
Internet of Things (IoT), etc. Further, the exploration of new avenues for enhancing data
rates while reducing the incurred latency have also become critical work items in the ongoing
5G standardization process, given the diverse Quality of Service (QoS) requirements that
1
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Figure 1.1: Average ARPU across the major geographic Regions
5G will aim to satisfy. Concretely, the 5G standard promises to enhance the user experience
through 100x increase in data rates over those possible in LTE [7, 8]. Additionally, it also
aims to provide less than 1 ms latency alongside ensuring the requested reliability for de-
lay critical services, such as emergency services, Augmented Reality (AuR)/ Virtual Reality
(VR), etc, [7, 8].
Moreover, the ITU has clearly outlined the requirements that the 5G networks will have
to satisfy [9]. Based on the study carried out in [9, 10], these have been enlisted in Table
1.1. However, these requirements, that act as guiding principles for the development of 5G,
represent significant challenges as well. One of those significant challenges, and as has been
documented with every other wireless standard released, is to ensure seamless mobility whilst
ensuring the demanded QoS and Quality of Experience (QoE). Concretely, managing the
mobility of users whilst still provisioning data rates in excess of 1 Gbps, with heterogeneous
application and mobility profiles, and extreme reliability will be one of the most challenging
aspects for 5G networks. To better understand this challenge, we briefly discuss the principle
behind mobility management and the challenges it faces in 5G in the text that follows.
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Table 1.1: Expectations from 5G Networks
Parameter Support
Data Rates ×10-100 times more than the current 4G-LTE framework
Mobility Support for high data rate services even at 500 km/h
Heterogeneous Networks Support for mobility amongst heterogeneous Radio Access
Technologies, such as 4G, 5G, Wi-Fi, etc., as well as ability to
perform multi-connectivity
CAPEX/OPEX of the networks Sustainable
New deployment capabilities Easy
Wireless device density Support for massive deployment of wireless devices: ×10-100
End-to-End latency <1ms
QoE Consistent, but according to the user profile, i.e., user mobility,
application in use, etc.
Energy efficiency High
1.1 Mobility Management
1.1.1 Concept and Criticality
The ability of the modern day wireless networks to allow seamless mobility and maintain
continuity of service even at great distances from the initial point of attachment to the
network is what makes them extremely popular. This aforesaid critical functionality is
broadly defined as mobility management, which also determines the ubiquity of any wireless
technology.
Consequently, over the years mobility management has been included in every wireless
standard as an enabler and as a non-negotiable component. For example, the GSM (2G) stan-
dard adopted a hard handover (HO) approach with an Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)/Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) based base station (BS) selection mechanism [11], whilst
the CDMA (2G) and WCDMA (3G) standard adopted a soft HO approach [11] by also de-
termining the suitability of an BS using RSSI/SNR. Next, 4G technologies such as LTE have
specific methods to handle mobility scenarios, e.g., the X2 and S1 handovers. Essentially,
the X2 method allows for the possibility of a fast HO if possible. This is so because, the
X2 HO method does not necessitate any core network (CN) signaling, as compared to the
S1 handover. Additionally, the BS suitability in 4G-LTE is determined based on the RSSI
reported by the user [12].
In addition to the cellular technologies, IEEE 802.11 suite of technologies also allow for
intra-domain mobility, wherein a change in BS is permitted through the utilization of CAP-
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WAP [13]. Concretely, CAPWAP permits an access controller to manage multiple BSs, thus
allowing for a global view and hence, the capability of managing intra-domain handovers.
Moreover, inter-domain HO was up until now a significant challenge. However, ongoing
research efforts in the area of Licensed Assited Access (LAA), which aims to allow LTE net-
works to contend for resources on the unlicensed bands alongside the Wi-Fi BSs [14], and LTE
Wi-Fi Aggregation (LWA), which aims to integrate Wi-Fi services to the 3GPP core network
at the PDCP layer [15], have been gradually attempting to alleviate this shortcoming. Cer-
tain other technologies such as Bluetooth, which are close range communication technologies,
do not incorporate mobility management suites within them. Consequently, this is one of
the major reasons with regards to their adoption as mainstream wireless standard in many
mobility applications, being deterred.
Given this extremely vital nature of mobility management in any wireless technology,
5G networks are expected to incorporate MM approaches that will enable it to provision
users/devices with uninterrupted connectivity, low latency, faster data rates and support at
higher ground speeds, while satisfying Table 1.1.
1.1.2 The 5G Aspect
5G networks are being designed and developed such that they can support upto 10 Gbps data
rates, provide ultra-low latency services, i.e., approximately 1 ms, as well as service nearly
106 users per km2 [9]. To achieve these goals, multiple enablers for 5G, such as Software
Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV), Distributed Mobility
Management (DMM), Mobile Edge Computing (MEC), Device-to-Device Communications
(D2D), Ultra Dense Networks (UDN), Multi-Radio Access Technology (M-RAT), i.e., ability
to utilize multiple RATs in conjunction simultaneously, Joint Access and Backhaul design
methods (also known as Integrated access backhauling in 5G), millimeter Wave (mmWave)
and Cloud Radio Access Network (CRAN) have been proposed and discussed at length in
the research community [16].
Concretely, SDN and NFV aim to provision a softwarized network framework, which
will be able to grant the network operators with enhanced flexibility in-terms of deployment
of hardware as well as services [7, 16]. It will also provision a global view to the network
which can then be utilized for optimizing the functionality of existing network functions,
such as MM [17]. Next, the DMM paradigm aims at de-centralizing the MM operation
and hence, making it more flexible and resilient [18]. This will consequently assist the 5G
network operators in provisioning seamless mobility for the users in a highly dynamic network
environment. Another enabler, which is aimed at improvising the QoS for the users via
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reduction in service times as well as provisioning of compute facilities near the network edge,
is the MEC paradigm [19]. Furthermore, the D2D communications will enable information
sharing as well as extended connectivity near the network edge [7]. This will facilitate 5G
networks in provisioning better scenario specific, i.e., context-based, services.
Additionally, the UDN, M-RAT, mmWave and Joint access and backhaul strategies, aim
at provisioning extreme flexibility on the radio side in terms of resource availability as well as
resource sharing. Specifically, UDN and mmWave techniques aim at increasing the spectral
efficiency of the network by bringing the BSs closer to the users and opening up the higher
frequency bands, respectively [7]. Moreover, via the M-RAT technique, it will be possible for
any given user to be able to connect to multiple BSs belonging to different RATs. Through
Release-15, 3GPP has already standardized the concept and functional characteristics of dual
connectivity [20]. And whilst the aforementioned strategies primarily increase the resource
availability, the Joint access and backhaul design mechanism aims to address the issue of
on-demand and context based resource sharing. Multiple works, such as [C2], have already
envisioned how the joint design mechanism can enhance the performance of 5G networks.
Lastly, C-RAN aims at provisioning a flexible RAN deployment procedure, and hence, a
flexible RAN split. This essentially will assist operators in deploying lower cost RRHs and
centralizing the processing of the data, which will eventually lead to significant processing
gains [21].
However, and also according to our contribution [J2], these aforesaid enablers do not
instill the required reliability, flexibility and scalability necessary to ensure the seamless
mobility aspect of 5G networks. This is so because, while the SDN and NFV paradigms give
a global view of the network, the signaling required to gather such information for mobile
users can quickly drown the entire network with control messages [J2]. The DMM paradigm
on the other hand, whilst handling the mobility without a central controller and solving
the core network signaling and latency issue [22–24], can be quite detrimental at the access
network level. The reason being that it requires control signaling amongst the routers to
exchange the context of the migrating user. Any disruption in the link or an abruptly large
number of migrations can present significant challenges to the DMM strategy. Additionally,
techniques such as M-RAT, UDN, C-RAN and mmWave, complicate the development of an
effective MM strategy because they increase the dimensionality of the search space as well as
alter the behavior of the physical channel, as compared to the sub-6 GHz based 2G/3G/4G
standards.
Lastly, the MEC paradigm through its close proximity to the access network can help
alleviate issues regarding latency as well as core network signaling. However, when users are
mobile their services will also need to be replicated/migrated. So far research efforts such
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as [25–27] have not been able to provision methods which meet the latency and efficient
compute capacity utilization requirements in the event that service replication/migration is
required.
1.2 Motivation
From our discussions so far, it is evident that in 5G networks the design and development
of MM solutions will be faced with multitude of challenges. It is these existent challenges
that have contributed significantly to the motivation for the work that has been presented
in this thesis. Hence, we firstly consolidate these challenges as follows:
• The ultra high density characteristic of the 5G networks, wherein there will be an
exponential increase in the number of devices it serves, will be an important challenge
[7, 9]. Moreover, a similar increase in the number of BSs, which will cater to these
devices, is also expected. Thus, to manage the mobility contexts as well as the signaling
involved in such a dense scenario will present a significant challenge.
• Extreme heterogeneity in the network, wherein the users have different services with
different QoS requirements along side the heterogeneous RATs provided by network
operators, will pose significant challenges towards the design and development of future
MM solutions. The reason being that, currently a one size fits all approach is being
utilized. However, given the aforesaid heterogeneity, it will be important that the future
MM strategies consider each service type’s requirement individually. Note that, here
by different services we mean the Ultra-reliable low latency (URLLC), enhanced Mobile
Broadband (eMBB) and massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) services, as
defined in the 5G standards [7]. Concretely, the URLLC services will require extreme
reliability, not only in terms of the bit error rate performance but also in terms of link
outage probability, as well as low latency, approximately 1ms or less. Furthermore, the
eMBB services will necessitate extremely high data rates, i.e., upto 10 Gbps, to support
applications such as VR/AuR, etc. Additionally, the mMTC services will require that
the network supports extremely large deployment of devices, i.e., of the order of 106
per km2 [7, 9].
• Given the heterogeneity in service types, RAT types, as well as the broader range of
support, in terms of speeds (upto 500 km/hr), that the 5G network aims to support, the
users will consequently have a broader variety of mobility profiles. Furthermore, the
increased density of network and the choice of RATs will translate to an extremely high
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dimensional solution space to determine appropriate user-BS associations and resource
allocation schemes. Thus, to be able to determine these appropriate resources and
associations, future MM schemes will have to traverse through the aforesaid extremely
high dimensional solution space to find an optimal solution. This will consequently
perpetuate the challenging nature of 5G scenarios for MM.
• The current methods as well as legacy mechanisms do not provision a unified and
complete MM framework. Concretely, multiple studies highlighting individual MM
mechanisms, such as DMM [22–24], LTE handover [12], Dual Connectivity [20], etc.,
exist. However, as stated above, a comprehensive suite of MM strategies at the ac-
cess, core and extreme edge (users/devices) level, that will help satisfy the 5G MM
requirements, is not available yet.
Given these broad challenges, the motivation for the work done in this thesis is to build
on the decades of experience gained by the research community in developing effective MM
strategies, and advance it such that the newly developed MM strategies can cater to the re-
quirements of the 5G networks and even beyond. Such an approach should also compulsorily
take into account the 5G enablers mentioned in Section 1.1.2.
Further, the current 5G standards by 3GPP [28,29] provision mobility management meth-
ods through the handover signaling sequences as specified in [29] as well as procedures for
communicating with non-3GPP techniques through LAA and LWA. Additionally, the aca-
demic community has presented multiple solutions for 5G MM. However, specific applicable
and implementable MM procedures that will be able to handle the complexity, which the 5G
framework introduces, continue to elude. Consequently, another motivating factor for the
work done in this thesis has been to also develop solutions that are tangible, adaptable and
employable by both industry and academia.
And so, in the following section we highlight the objectives of this thesis, followed by the
contributions of the work embodied in this thesis to achieve the aforementioned objectives.
1.3 Objectives and Contributions
While the main objective of this thesis is to investigate and develop Enhanced Mobility
Management mechanisms for 5G Networks, we broke it down further into several
relatively smaller yet significantly important and critical objectives. We discuss them as
follows:
• Suitability of existing MM algorithms: While we seek to innovate and develop new
methods to handle the complex network scenario that 5G will present, it is always
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prudent to understand and analyze if already existing mechanisms can assist in meeting
these requirements in part or in full. Henceforth, we developed a novel qualitative
analysis whereby we investigated some of the most prevalent MM approaches from the
legacy mechanisms as well the MM mechanisms being developed for 5G networks by
current academic and industrial efforts. Additionally, we have also taken cognizance of
the emerging discussions related to Beyond 5G (B5G) networks and their corresponding
enablers. As a consequence, we have extended this particular study to B5G scenarios as
well. And so, through the aforementioned qualitative analysis we have concretized the
persistent challenges that continue to exist, potential solutions to these challenges and
a framework for future MM mechanisms, thus also paving the way for our subsequent
research efforts. An embodiment of this work, i.e., reference [J2], titled “Are mobility
management mechanisms ready for 5G and Beyond?” has been submitted to Elsevier
Computer Communications Journal and is currently under review.
• On-demand Mobility Management: An important aspect for the MM mechanisms to
cater the extremely dense and heterogeneous 5G networks will be to provision a flexible
and on-demand strategy. This is so because, the current day networks provision a one
size fits all approach. Such a strategy will be counter-productive given the 5G network
characteristics. Hence through our work, titled “Mobility Management as a Service for
5G Networks” [C1], which was presented at the 2017 IEEE ISWCS conference, we have
provisioned an on-demand MM framework which also explores the multiple avenues of
introducing flexibility in provisioning MM service.
• Handover mechanisms for 5G networks: One of the most basic elements of managing
mobility of users is to be able to allow them to seamlessly transition from one BS
to another. This seamless transition can be either in the same tracking area/Central
entity domain/PLMN or they might be transitioning to an BS of another tracking
area/Central entity domain/PLMN. By central entity here we mean SGSN/GGSN
for 2G/3G networks, MME in 4G-LTE and SMF in the 5G network. In any of the
aforementioned scenarios, continuity of service with the required QoS needs to be
maintained. This burdens the current handover strategies because 5G networks will
be extremely dense and heterogeneous. Hence, we developed a novel handover method
and system that enhances the current handover mechanisms by upto 50% in terms of
latency, processing cost and transmission cost for the various handover scenarios defined
by 3GPP [29]. Note, the evaluations were performed by utilizing real network data
from Greek and Japanese operators as well as from vendors such as Cisco. Further,
an SDN based method and system has been proposed which not only enhances 5G
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handover signaling, but it also enhances the inter-RAT handover between 5G/4G and
4G/3G-2G networks.
Consequently, some of the initial work that focused on the 4G Intra-RAT and
4G/3G-2G Inter-RAT handover method was published as “Enhanced handover signal-
ing through integrated MME-SDN controller solution” in 2018 IEEE 87th Vehicular
Technology Conference (VTC Spring) [C3]. Further, a subset of the 5G/4G Inter-
RAT Handover signaling method wherein the N26 interface does not exist was then
presented as “Improved handover signaling for 5G networks" in 2018 IEEE 29th An-
nual International Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications
(PIMRC) Conference [C4]. This work was then followed by a publication titled “Evo-
lutionary 4G/5G network architecture assisted efficient handover signaling" in IEEE
Access Journal [J1]. The work focused on other 5G Inter- and Intra-RAT handovers
as well as a novel handover preparation aware handover rejection methodology. Fur-
ther, a novel network wide analysis, utilizing data from a Greek and Japanese network
operator, was also provided. Lastly, based on the work done with regards to the HO
signaling along side a more detailed development of the SDN based system, a patent
application titled “Handover Systems and Method for 5G Networks” was filed with the
European Patent Office [PT1]. Currently, we have obtained a positive international
search report (ISR) for our PCT application.
• Application aware User Association Methods: In 5G, the heterogeneity will arise not
only from the different type of BSs but also from the different application types that
will need to be served. Thus, in order to ensure that they receive the requested QoS,
it will be equally critical to determine the best application to BS association. In our
work we consider only single application per user, and hence, it can be treated as a
traditional user association paradigm. However, note that the work presented in this
thesis can be easily extended to multiple applications, with different QoS requirements,
per user.
Henceforth, we developed a novel Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) based
optimization framework, known as AURA-5G, that evaluates the topology and finds the
most optimal application (user) association given the multiple real network constraints.
Further, we have evaluated scenarios wherein only eMBB services exist, and where both
eMBB and mMTC services exist together. Through this work we have also provisioned
a working tool for the community so that it can be utilized for research as well as
implementation. Given, implementation being one of the intended aspects, we have
additionally performed extensive fidelity, performance and complexity analysis. As
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a consequence, an embodiment of this work, titled “User Association and Resource
Allocation in 5G (AURA-5G): A Joint Optimization Framework”, is currently under
review with the Elsevier Computer Networks journal [J3].
1.4 Thesis Outline
With the motivation and contributions of our work now highlighted, we specify the organi-
zation of this thesis in the text that follows.
In Chapter 2, we discuss the state of the art of mobility management strategies as well
as the various avenues where it can be employed. We also take cognizance of the emerging
studies related to B5G networks and its enablers from the perspective of mobility manage-
ment. Next in Chapter 3, a novel qualitative gap analysis, wherein we have evaluated the
legacy as well as the currently proposed MM mechanisms, has been provided. Following
this, we have presented a novel discussion on the persistent challenges, potential solutions to
these challenges and a framework for 5G and beyond MM mechanisms. This consequently
lays down the foundation for our subsequent work and also chapters.
Thus, in Chapter 4, we present a novel on-demand MM paradigm. We detail its concept
and methodology as well as the various benefits it presents for 5G MM mechanisms. Fur-
ther in Chapter 5, we present an extensive discussion on handover signaling and the current
5G standards for the same. We then highlight the shortcomings and present our approach.
Following this discussion, we present our analytical approach and the resultant comparative
analysis for the myriad scenarios that 3GPP specifies. Additionally, a novel network wide
analysis has also been presented to concretize the benefits that our approach provisions for
5G networks over the current standards. Then, in Chapter 6, we explore another dimension
of MM methods wherein a new novel user association strategy has been proposed. We also
propose a novel framework, namely AURA-5G, which can be utilized/implemented by in-
dustry and academia. Henceforth, we also present an analysis for the framework highlighting
its fidelity and complexity.
Lastly, we provide conclusions for the work done in this thesis in Chapter 7 and then
discuss our future work proposals in Chapter 8. The thesis is concluded with an Appendix
that consists of additional figures that have not been illustrated in the main text.
Chapter 2
State of the Art in Mobility Management
Overview
In this chapter we present a detailed background with regards to the main mobility man-
agement mechanisms conceived and developed for the wireless networks. We firstly high-
light the various functional requirements from future MM procedures, which is then fol-
lowed by a detailed discussion on the various mechanisms/strategies in mobility manage-
ment. These mechanisms/strategies are categorized as legacy and current state-of-the-art
mechanisms/strategies. Note that, these discussions are carried out while being cognizant of
the ongoing discussions with regards to B5G networks and their enablers. Additionally, we
provision a novel 5G Service based architecture diagram along side a unique classification of
the current state-of-the-art mechanisms. Note that, in Chapter 3, we build upon this state of
the art and present a novel qualitative analysis with regards to the suitability of the myriad
MM mechanisms, discussed in this chapter, for 5G and beyond MM mechanisms.
Contributions
[J2] A. Jain, E. Lopez-Aguilera, and I. Demirkol, "Are Mobility Management Solutions
Ready for 5G and Beyond?", Accepted in Elsevier Computer Communications, pp.
1–36, 2020. (Quartile: Q2; IF: 2.816 (2019))
[C2] R. I. Rony, A. Jain, E. Lopez-Aguilera, E. Garcia-Villegas, and I. Demirkol, "Joint
access-backhaul perspective on mobility management in 5G networks", IEEE Confer-
ence on Standards for Communications and Networking, CSCN 2017, pp. 115–120
Future wireless networks define a very challenging environment for mobility management
(MM) solutions, due to the significant increase in density (in terms of both users and de-
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ployed base stations), in heterogeneity (given the various radio access technologies (RATs)
supported), as well as in programmability (the network as well as the environment can be
programmable). To achieve an ubiquitous network service in such challenging environments,
it is critical to devise effective MM strategies that facilitate seamless mobility by allowing
users to traverse through the network without losing connectivity and service continuity.
One of the traditional approaches for allowing applications to serve a user in mobile sce-
narios has been to maintain network connectivity through handovers based on criteria such
as Radio Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR),
Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ), Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP), etc.
However, in addition to the signal quality parameter centric handovers, modern day appli-
cations necessitate that other parameters such as available core network bandwidth, End-
to-End (E2E) latency, backhaul bandwidth and backhaul reliability [30] are also taken into
consideration. Moreover, maintaining Quality of Service (QoS), e.g., provisioning service
continuity, link continuity, required bit-rate and latency, during mobility scenarios has been
one of the primary objectives for novel MM mechanisms. Multiple strategies to satisfy such
QoS criteria such as service migration [31], service replication [26], path reconfiguration [24],
etc., have been proposed by the research community. MM solutions for 5G and beyond
networks are also expected to ensure E2E connectivity and session continuity through the
maintenance/preservation of IP address of the user towards the core network entity that
provisions the service for the corresponding user.
To motivate further, we consider an illustrative example of the future mobility scenario is
presented in Figure 2.1, which shows the extraordinary nature of complexity that the future
networks will present for MM. As shown in the Figure 2.1(a), a mobile user equipment
(UE) is connected to multiple RATs (5G BS/ Long Term Evolution (LTE) evolved NodeB
(eNB)/visible light communications (VLC) and Light Fidelity (LiFi) Small-cells [32–34],
etc.), while having a delay tolerant and a delay sensitive application datastream (flows)
with distinct QoS profiles. Also, the BS through which the delay tolerant flow is being
served to the user has a good wireless link with a meta-surface in the vicinity. Note that,
meta-surfaces are thin, but electrically significant, surfaces that enable the possibility of
engineering the channel through the manipulation of phase, amplitude and polarization
of the incident wave [35–37]. In addition to the meta-surfaces, future networks will also
consist of mobile BSs such as drones, as shown in Figure 2.1(a). Note that, the density of
meta-surfaces and drone BSs will also be extremely high in future networks. Further, in
the scenario illustrated, we consider the use case wherein the drone BS is servicing a D2D
cluster, and connecting it to the core network through one of the ground based BSs. The
D2D cluster over the course of its existence does not generate packets as frequently as the
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Figure 2.1: An illustrative 5G and beyond network mobility scenario.
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other users, since the cluster devices mainly host Internet of Things (IoT) applications.
Next, in Figure 2.1(b), as the user moves, it starts to register wireless links with better
signal quality from other BSs as compared to those it is already associated to. It is imperative
to state here that, the BSs can be from the same or different network operators. Henceforth,
a careful and efficient RAT and BS selection for each flow will be necessary as part of the
future MM mechanisms. It is interesting to observe that while the BS used for serving the
delay tolerant flow in Figure 2.1(a) no longer has a good link quality, through the meta-
surfaces and their programmable nature it still has a good wireless link to the user and
hence is able to serve it.
Following the new RAT/BS association, flows pertaining to the user are redirected
through the most optimal path. Novel MM mechanisms that aim to service the 5G and
B5G networks will require efficient route optimization methods to perform the same. Addi-
tionally, the MM mechanisms will also need to implement IP forwarding so as to ensure E2E
link continuity. In Figure 2.1(c) we then observe that as the user moves further, the RAT/BS
selection and optimal routing methods are continually implemented. Further, when a new
application request is generated, as seen in Figure 2.1(c), an appropriate RAT and BS for the
given flow is selected alongside the route that satisfies the requested QoS. Lastly, in Figure
2.1(d), it can be seen that alongside the user’s flows, the D2D cluster’s flows are also being
serviced by network. However, the D2D cluster is firstly serviced by a drone BS, which then
relays information to/from the ground based BSs. These ground based BSs assist in serving
the data flows generated from the devices in the D2D cluster by relaying the data to the
relevant servers in the core network.
Given the complexity of the scenario presented in Figure 2.1, it is evident that no single
MM mechanism will form the solution to all the possible situations and scenarios that will be
prevalent. And, although current MM mechanisms propose methods for careful RAT and BS
selection, IP packet forwarding, route optimization, and session management, a more than
10-fold increase in user density coupled with the heterogeneity in flow types and network
will extremely limit their capabilities. New user applications such as Augmented Reality,
Virtual Reality, Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X), etc., will present very restrictive delay require-
ments, exceptionally high reliability and bandwidth requirements [38], that will consequently
severely challenge the capabilities of current MM strategies. Further, the RAN technologies
themselves are expected to undergo important transformation in the future networks given
the significant interest in VLC, Li-Fi, etc., [32, 33]. Whilst both Li-Fi and VLC, being
TeraHertz (THz) bandwidth technologies, enable near Terabits per second (Tbps) speeds,
they are significantly impaired by the environment. This consequently has significantly more
detrimental effects on the user QoS during mobility scenarios, which we will discuss in further
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detail in the later sections.
Also, owing to the telecom operators’ desire to serve more industry verticals, a new set of
mobility patterns will emerge. For example, a platoon of vehicles moving coherently together,
vehicles disbanding from one platoon to join another, ultra-fast moving users (in excess of 500
km/h), moving base stations (such as those on drones [39]), etc., thus introducing another
dimension to the MM problem. Henceforth, the ability to serve devices with mobility patterns
that will be more diverse and challenging as compared to current day network scenarios, will
be a significant challenge towards the design, development and deployment of 5G and beyond
MM mechanisms. An additional yet significant challenge will be to manage and potentially
reduce the control plane (CP) signaling load due to mobility events, as expressed in our
contribution [J1].
Thus, a fresh perspective, wherein MM solutions are decentralized and flexible, can sup-
port multiple use cases simultaneously and account for the various other radical changes in
5G and B5G networks with reliability, is required. Note that, decentralization will permit
MM mechanisms to service the exponentially increasing number of users coupled with differ-
ent mobility profiles (e.g., static IoT devices and users in high-speed trains). On the other
hand, flexibility will allow them to adapt to the user, network and/or environment context
(e.g., QoS, user mobility profile, network load, flow types, meta-surfaces, etc.). Additionally,
reliability will aid in provisioning seamless mobility as well as in satisfying the ultra-reliable
criterion for future wireless network applications.
References [40] and [41] aim to provide new MM strategies via Software Defined Net-
working (SDN) based MM and multi-RAT mobility. However, they do not elaborate on
the myriad challenges that future MM mechanisms will encounter, such as time complexity,
signaling overhead, etc. Similarly, while in [42] MM strategies, such as advanced cell associa-
tion, group handovers, etc., have been discussed to address the heterogeneity in the mobility
patterns and profiles that will arise in 5G, they fall short in addressing the challenges such
as core network signaling, complexity, etc., that 5G and beyond MM solutions will face.
Further, surveys such as [43] and [44] are restricted to the current network architecture, and
hence, fail to provide a MM perspective for 5G and beyond networks. In addition, while [34]
aims to provide insights into the requirements, architecture and key technologies for B5G
networks, it does not address the critical issue of MM in B5G networks.
And so in this chapter, through our contributions [J2] and [C2], we firstly present a novel
discussion on the functional requirements and design criteria for 5G and Beyond MM mech-
anisms in Section 2.1. Next, in Section 2.2 and 2.3 we provision a detailed discussion on
the existing/legacy and current state-of-the-art MM mechanisms to pave the way to qualita-
tively analyze their suitability for 5G and beyond MM mechanisms in the next chapter, i.e.,
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Chapter 3. We also provide a novel classification of the current state-of-the-art mechanisms
based on where they are implemented or create an impact within the network, i.e., CN,
access network (AN) and extreme edge network. Additionally we also provision a mapping
of these classifications onto the 5G service based architecture (SBA) defined by 3GPP [45],
which subsequently in Chapter 3 will assist in explicitly indicating the gaps that still exist.
2.1 Future MM Strategies: Functional Requirements and
Design Criteria
Future wireless networks, in addition to being dense, heterogeneous and extensively pro-
grammable, will serve multiple industry verticals as well as accommodate multiple tenants
on the same network infrastructure [36,46]. These transformations, some of which are being
discussed by the research community [35, 47], represent a paradigm shift from the current
network architecture design. As a consequence, MM mechanisms need to be re-evaluated
and/or re-designed. For this, we first present the functional requirements of MM mecha-
nisms for future wireless networks in Table 2.1, based on the characteristics we derive from
the current and future network scenarios.
From Table 2.1, it can be observed that the MM solutions for 5G and beyond networks will
have to adapt and evolve, so as to be able to serve the future wireless networks efficiently.
Further, MM solutions will need to be redesigned so that they are flexible, scalable and
reliable to ensure the requested QoS and seamless mobility. Apart from these requirements,
there are certain criteria that will impact the design and development of future MM solutions.
Consequently, in the following text we present an insight into these myriad design criteria
and their impact on 5G and beyond MM.
2.1.1 Centralized vs. Hierarchical vs. Distributed Solution
While a centralized solution might offer optimality given its global view, a distributed ap-
proach can offer more reliability by eliminating the Single Point of Failure (SPoF) problem
as well as avoiding congestion at a specific network node. Instead, a hierarchical approach
can incorporate the benefits of both aforesaid techniques. For example, in LTE, MME is
the mobility management entity with the Serving Gateway (S-GW) being the mobility an-
chor, and hence, it is a centralized solution. However, Distributed Mobility Management
(DMM) [53] assists in decentralization of the traditional MM mechanisms, wherein instead
of having a single MM anchor for all the flows on a UE, the anchors are now distributed. By
distribution of MM anchors here we mean that, when a flow is initiated to/from a UE, the
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anchor may be chosen dependent on the flow requirements. For example, given a new flow
originating to/from a UE, a MM anchor is chosen which might be very close to the UE to
assist in network offloading purposes, whereas pre-existing flows might still be served from
the MM anchors to which they were first assigned, so as to avoid service disruptions. Hence,
it would provide more reliability. The hierarchical method on the other hand, will combine
the centralized and distributed approaches to offer the reliability of the distributed approach
(through decentralization of mobility anchors) and the optimality of the centralized approach
(e.g. through master and slave network management entities). An example of such a dis-
tributed/hierarchical approach can be found in the upcoming 5G networks, wherein through
SDN and NFV there is a separation between the CP, i.e., Access and Mobility Function
(AMF)- Session Management Function (SMF) for mobility management, and the data plane
(DP), i.e., OpenFlow (OF) switches, etc., [24,54]. A more detailed explanation with regards
to the AMF and SMF functioning has been provided in Section 2.3.
2.1.2 Computational Resources
The computational resource locations and their corresponding computational power will
determine the degree to which the mobility management mechanisms can be distributed.
For example, edge clouds can aid not only in MM related computation (e.g., RAT and BS
selection) but can also enable faster access to content through caching. In addition, for 5G
and beyond networks, it will also be critical for the MM mechanisms to determine whether
services need to be migrated or replicated [25,26,55], so as to maintain service continuity and
hence ensure the required QoS. Note that, by service replication we mean that the services
being requested by a user undergoing a mobility event are replicated to other edge servers.
Further, by service migration [25, 31] we imply that the services being accessed by a user
undergoing a mobility event are migrated to the next edge cloud server where the user is
expected to move to.
2.1.3 Backhaul Considerations
Network densification and the prohibitively expensive nature of installing optical fibre as
backhaul [52] will render the backhaul scenario in 5G and B5G wireless networks to be ex-
tremely heterogeneous, i.e., they will be composed of both wired and wireless links. Further,
the backhaul wireless links will consist of multiple radio access techniques such as microwave,
mmWave, VLC or LiFi, co-existing together [33]. These transformatory trends will need to
be taken into consideration while developing future MM mechanisms, as:
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• Congestion or multiple-hops in the backhaul can impact the E2E latency, and conse-
quently, the perceived QoS [C2].
• Backhaul reliability will be critical given the relatively poor penetration capability of
mmWave [56] and additionally, strong atmospheric absorption features for VLC [32].
Thus, during mobility, attaching to an BS with a poor backhaul link quality can
correspondingly lead to degradation in QoS since, there can be increased packet loss
or even an outage altogether.
2.1.4 Context
A multitude of parameters, such as user mobility profiles, type of flows, network and user
policies, BS signal quality, network load, backhaul-fronthaul options, etc., constitute the
context. Additionally, MM mechanisms for 5G and B5G networks will have to service users
with different mobility profiles, accessing different services. Hence, the available contextual
information will be valuable for any future MM mechanism. For example, in [41], network
load aware MM methods present an improvement of 75% in throughput at the cell edge as
compared to the context agnostic methods, thus reinforcing the aforesaid criteria.
2.1.5 Granularity of Service
Granularity in MM services (e.g., based on flow, subscriber or mobility profile) will be an
important component for MM methods to provision optimal solutions for 5G and B5G
networks. Further, the type of granularity offered, i.e., per-flow based, mobility based,
etc., will depend on the user context as well as the network conditions. Hence, innovative
mechanisms like the Mobility Management-as-a-Service (MMaaS) paradigm, as developed
in our contribution [C1], will be required. In MMaaS, on-demand MM solutions can be
employed by or assigned to UEs. For example, if a device is moving at a high speed and there
is another device, say an IoT device, that is stationary, then a mobility based granularity of
service can be adopted. Based on this service granularity provision, the high mobility device
can be allocated resources on Macro-cells whilst the stationary device can be served by Small-
cells. Another important example being that of network slices. Network slicing, the concept,
typically refers to a resource based logical slicing of the existing network infrastructure
to support multiple verticals and corresponding operators that serve them [57]. In such
scenarios, on-demand MM will be necessitated by the network slices, as they will cater to
services with differing mobility requirements and patterns, such as the URLLC and eMBB
services.
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2.1.6 D2D Service Availability
The availability of D2D services will determine how the mobility management mechanism is
executed, as D2D can assist in providing seamless mobility through CP information and/or
DP data forwarding. This will be specially relevant in scenarios involving V2X [58], wherein
for example, the vehicles, that are outside the coverage area of the infrastructure network
(IN) or are experiencing a deep fade with the IN, can exchange data with it by relaying their
information through other vehicles, over the PC5 interface [58], that might be nearby and
within the coverage area of the IN or are experiencing better channel conditions with it.
2.1.7 Physical Layer Considerations
The introduction of massive MIMO and mmWave technology will certainly impact current
MM methods. Concretely, in urban environments the mmWave links will face extensive
blockage alongside their limited range due to the propagation characteristics. Hence, this
will require densification, which introduces the possibilities of frequent handovers (FHOs).
Here by FHOs, we refer to the fact that in a dense network environment, such as those in
5G, the users will be subjected to handover scenarios more frequently as compared to that
in the current networks. On the other hand, beamforming through massive MIMO antennas
can be utilized to track moving users and hence, provide them with high QoS through higher
throughput and better localization services.
Further, for B5G networks, VLC and meta-surfaces have emerged as the main enablers.
Note that, VLC will be challenged extremely by the existing environment. This is so because,
it operates in the Terahertz range of frequencies, thus making most objects in the environ-
ment as blocking agents. Also, meta-surfaces will lead to programmable environments, which
will create the issue of dimensionality for an optimal solution.
Henceforth, the physical (PHY) layer techniques require consideration in any MM mech-
anism development for 5G and beyond networks.
2.1.8 Control Plane Signaling
An important target of future MM mechanisms will be to reduce the CP signaling induced
during handovers. Studies, such as our contribution [C3], have proposed enhanced handover
signaling mechanisms for an SDN-based core network architecture, such that the transmis-
sion and processing cost as well as the overall latency during a handover process is reduced
whilst ensuring the Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) does not rise significantly. Such a pro-
cedure will enhance the QoS for the user while switching base stations and hence, will be
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critical to the future MM suite.
Given the requirements in Table 2.1 and the aforesaid design considerations, a complete
overhaul of MM mechanisms for future wireless networks might result in optimal MM solu-
tions. However, the time to develop and market them will be correspondingly longer. Hence,
it is prudent to explore and evaluate the myriad legacy as well as current state-of-the-art
mechanisms and standardization efforts, and evaluate their suitability as enablers for MM in
5G and beyond wireless networks. But, before we perform such an analysis, a detailed back-
ground into these mechanisms has been provided in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Concretely, we have
divided the existing mechanisms into two categories, i.e., Legacy mechanisms (2G/3G/4G
defined by 3GPP and also non-3GPP solutions such as Wi-Fi) and Current mechanisms
(5G as defined by 3GPP and other relevant solutions proposed by academic and standards
bodies).
2.2 Mobility Management: Legacy Mechanisms
Mobility Management, as has already been stated, permits a user to stay connected even
when it moves beyond the geographic boundaries of the network to where it first attached to.
This property, as a result, also determines the ubiquity of a given wireless standard. Further,
given the softwarized characteristic of the 5G and beyond networks, and the centralized
nature of current and legacy mobility management strategies, it becomes even more critical
to explore the various avenues/aspects of future MM strategies. Henceforth, as part of our
detailed study, we first reflect back on some of the most significant MM strategies that have
served the wireless networks well up until now. Concretely, in the following subsections we
present a discussion on the MM strategies for pre-5G networks.
2.2.1 3GPP based MM techniques
In this subsection, the various mobility management techniques developed and deployed by
3GPP, as part of the LTE framework, have been discussed in detail.
2.2.1.1 LTE Handover Mechanisms
3GPP based LTE [59] standard is the most widely accepted and subscribed wireless standard
today. With the global subscription reaching 1,100 million [60] for LTE in 2015 and expected
to increase by four times by 2021, it is imperative to understand the mobility management
mechanisms as prescribed by 3GPP for LTE.
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eNB
SAE-GW
MME PCRF
Internet
Figure 2.2: Basic LTE Architecture.
In order to understand mobility management in LTE, it is essential to first understand the
LTE core structure and the entities that perform mobility management. Figure 2.2 provides
a diagrammatic representation of the LTE architecture. From Figure 2.2, the Mobility
Management Entity (MME), as the name suggests, is responsible for the handover and policy
management functions. It not only performs the negotiations for resources in the core and
access networks (in case of S1 handover) but it is also responsible for communicating with
the Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) and the System Architecture Evolution-
Gateway (SAE-GW). Note that, the SAE-GW is a single entity representing both Serving
Gateway (S-GW) and Packet Gateway (P-GW) together as one unit. And so, in addition
to the MME, P-GW is another entity that is connected with the mobility management of
the UE. It is known that the LTE network is an all-IP network, and hence, every UE that
accesses the network receives an IP address. This IP address is assigned by the P-GW and it
acts as the anchor for the same until the UE stays in its domain. Note that, layer 3 mobility
is an important component in ensuring continuity of the service whilst allowing mobility.
This is so because, many application services are not designed to handle a change in IP
address without service interruption. And hence, techniques to allow for seamless mobility
in such scenarios is of great interest when studying mobility management.
It is important to state here that mobility management in LTE involves: 1) Handover
(when the UE is in active state) and 2) Cell re-selection and Tracking Area Update (TAU)
(when the UE is in idle state).
Handovers: In LTE, handover may either be within the same Tracking Area (TA) (or
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a TA registered in the MME) or it might be to a TA that is not associated with the serving
MME, and hence may entail the extra step of tracking area registration. Further, LTE
provides two types of handovers, i.e., X2 HO and S1 HO [61].
Whilst within the same tracking area and performing a HO, the UE first sends its mea-
surement updates to the Source eNB (SeNB). The SeNB is the eNB to which the UE is
currently attached to. And so, if the measurement report results in the decision to HO, the
SeNB then checks for the presence of the X2 interface to the target eNB (TeNB). TeNB is
the eNB that is chosen to which the UE has to be handed over. Thus, in case it is absent,
S1 HO is initiated. For S1 HO (illustrated in Figure 2.3), the SeNB informs the MME about
its decision, which in turn informs the TeNB about the HO request. After negotiating for
the resources, the TeNB formulates an indirect route to the SAE-GW and informs the MME
about it. An indirect route refers to a route that allows the SeNB to tunnel the packets
to the TeNB via the SAE-GW. Hence, the MME informs the SAE-GW about the same,
and also asks the SeNB to form an indirect route with the SAE-GW. This allows for the
SeNB to tunnel the downlink packets to the TeNB whilst the HO is being executed. Further,
the SeNB also informs the TeNB about the sequence number of the downlink and uplink
packets. Next, the SeNB signals the UE to perform the HO, and starts tunnelling its DL
packets to the TeNB where they are buffered. After the HO is completed, the UE indicates
to the TeNB that it has completed the HO. This allows the TeNB to start transmitting the
buffered DL packets and accept the UL flow. Further, the TeNB informs the MME about
the same, which then informs the SAE-GW and SeNB. The SAE-GW then switches the path
to the most optimized one, i.e., it now invalidates the indirect route, and at the same time
SeNB releases the UE context. In this way the LTE S1 HO is executed and complete. An
illustrative description of the S1 HO process is presented in Figure 2.3.
However, and as mentioned above, in case the SeNB has an X2 interface to the TeNB,
the HO negotiation is performed through the X2 interface. The benefit of the X2 interface
is that it does not entail any signaling with the elements in the Evolved Packet Core (EPC),
and hence it reduces the signaling load in the core network as well as reduces the interruption
time. Consequently, the QoS for the users is also improved. The drawback to this method
is that to have an X2 interface eNBs need to be connected to each other either through
fibre or microwave links, which increases the CAPEX and OPEX for the service provider.
When X2 HO is the selected method, SeNB passes the HO request message to the TeNB.
After resource negotiation, the TeNB sends back a HO acknowledgement message to the
SeNB. Further, the SeNB now informs the UE to start the HO, and tunnels the DL packets
to the TeNB. As soon as the HO is confirmed, and TeNB receives this message from the
UE, it informs the MME of the event. The MME now requests the SAE-GW to switch the
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paths, and after the path has been switched for the DL, a release resource message is sent
to the SeNB. This causes the SeNB to release all the resources reserved for the UE that just
completed HO from its domain to that of the TeNB. And hence, in this way the LTE X2
HO is executed. Similar to Figure 2.3, in Figure 2.4 an illustrative description for the X2
HO is provided.
Cell re-selection and Tracking area update: Cell re-selection and TAU happen
when the UE is idle, i.e., it does not have any active sessions running. The process of cell re-
selection is fairly simple process (here we initially assume that the UE moves within the TAs
that are already registered at the MME). Firstly, the UE while camping on a particular cell
performs neighbour cell and serving cell measurements. After ranking the cells based on the
RSSI, if the serving cell RSSI is greater than the threshold then no re-selection is performed.
However, in the case when the neighbouring cell RSSI is greater than the threshold as well
as that of the serving cell, cell re-selection is performed and the UE now camps on the new
cell. Further, in the event that this new cell is in a TA that is different from those registered
at the MME, a TAU message is sent to the MME. The MME then registers the new TA
and also sends back a list of TAs to the UE. This list allows the UE to traverse in the TAs
mentioned without performing any TA update.
In the event, that the UE is not idle and it performs a HO, a HO with TAU is performed.
In this case, the HO procedure is the same as mentioned before, the only additional signaling
being that at the end of the HO a TAU, as discussed above, is performed.
2.2.1.2 3GPP Dual Connectivity, LTE-WLAN Aggregation and LWIP
The Dual Connectivity (DC) concept allows a user to camp on two BSs simultaneously.
Concretely, a UE can be connected to a Small-cell (SC) and a Macro-cell (MC) at the same
time, wherein the MC and SC are connected to each other via the X2 interface. According to
3GPP, all control plane communications, including resource allocation on SC, are performed
via the corresponding MC, to which the UE is associated to. Note that, DC was introduced by
3GPP for LTE during Release-12. But, it is in Release-13 that this concept matured, wherein
multiple usage scenarios, architecture and the operational characteristics were defined. A
detailed description of the same has been presented in [62]. Furthermore, during Release-13,
the concept of LTE-WLAN aggregation (LWA) was standardized [15]. Through LWA, a UE
can simultaneously receive packets over both the LTE and the Wi-Fi interfaces, wherein
the aggregation (and splitting in the eNB) of these two physically distinct data streams
takes place at the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer in the protocol stack.
However, note that the LWA functionality is defined only for the downlink [63].
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Another technique, similar to LWA, is the LTE WLAN integration using IP security
tunnel (LWIP) [64]. In this technique, while the objective is similar to that of LWA, i.e., to
integrate the LTE and WLAN technologies, it is done at the network layer in LWIP. However
in LWA, the integration is performed at the PDCP layer. Further, LWIP, unlike LWA, can
be implemented for both uplink and downlink.
2.2.1.3 3GPP Traffic Offloading
Traffic offloading essentially helps the operator to reduce the amount of traffic in its core
network [65] by either offloading it to another domain in its network or to a completely
different network such as Wi-Fi, the latter of which will be explored in more detail later.
And so, specifically with this objective 3GPP introduced the Local IP Access (LIPA) and
Selected IP Traffic Offload (SIPTO) frameworks [53, 65, 66]. The main reason to analyze
the traffic offload frameworks is that they implicitly involve mobility from one domain to
the other. And hence, the requirements of traffic offloading also need to be taken into
consideration whilst designing the mobility management scheme and policies.
3GPP through the LIPA and SIPTO framework made provisions for traffic offloading
approach in 3GPP networks. LIPA allows the network to offload the traffic locally if both
the mobile node (MN) and the Correspondent Node (CrN) are in the same domain. By
same domain we refer to the fact that the MN and CrN are associated with the same Home
eNB (HeNB). Figure 2.5 presents the scenario involving LIPA traffic offload. Additionally,
LIPA also allows for a local breakout to the Internet/CrN domain, hence bypassing the core
network during the flow of data. An important challenge of LIPA with regards to MM is
that, session continuity for LIPA connections during mobility events is not supported.
Further, the SIPTO framework enables the network to offload traffic to a geographically
proximal gateway, hence, allowing the network to reduce traffic load on a particular gateway.
Figure 2.6 provides an illustrative description as to how SIPTO framework operates. As can
be seen from Figure 2.6, the traffic to the UE is offloaded to a set of gateways that are
geographically close to the UE’s point of attachment to the access network, which here are
P-GW2 and S-GW [53]. Next, during 3GPP Release-10, the concept of IP Flow Mobility
(IFOM) was also introduced. IFOM allows a UE to offload, if possible, data sessions to the
Wi-Fi network from the 3GPP network. Consequently, through IFOM, a UE can maintain
data flows belonging to the same packet data network (PDN) connection simultaneously
on both the 3GPP and the Wi-Fi network [66]. However, while in LWIP the connection
eventually passes through the LTE core network, in IFOM the offloaded connections pass
through the WLAN network, and onto the IMS core.
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Figure 2.5: Local IP Access (LIPA)
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Figure 2.6: Selected IP Traffic Offload
It is important to re-iterate that since traffic offloading procedures implicitly invoke mo-
bility management schemes/policies, it becomes necessary to study them with the perspective
of designing mobility management schemes of 5G and beyond networks, which will be done
in Chapter 3.
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2.2.2 ITU – Vertical multi-homing
The future generation of wireless networks is envisioned to be one that is both dense in users
as well as BSs, and heterogeneous. By heterogeneity it is understood that the network will
comprise of multiple RATs co-existing in a single domain. This provides an opportunity to
the users to utilize multiple RATs in order to improve the total throughput, reduce latency
and increase the reliability of their link. And so, the ITU-T through its study on vertical
multi-homing [67] provides the requirements, expectations and an architecture to perform the
same. Concretely, in vertical multi-homing, each layer has a multi-homing feature and there
are many network resources used to establish multiple network connections. In PHY/MAC
layer, multiple network access technologies, multiple network interfaces, multiple channels,
and multiple radios are network resources. In network layer, multiple IPv6 addresses and
multiple prefix information are network resources. In transport layer, multiple transport
sessions are network resources. To efficiently establish multiple network connections and
manage network resources, it is needed to manage them in an integrated and harmonized
fashion.
Moreover, while vertical multi-homing consists of aspects on how to connect with multiple
interfaces (and how support across layers for the same is provided), MM in multi-RAT and
multi-connectivity scenarios becomes a complex issue and hence, an analysis into the vertical
multi-homing concept is well placed in the realm of our current research.
To elaborate, according to [67], vertical multi-homing entails having multi-homing capa-
bilities in each of the layers of the implemented OSI network model, at both the host and
the client. The modular approach of the OSI model, although ideal for making modifications
without affecting other blocks, is the first challenge that vertical multi-homing encounters.
This is so because, inter-layer coordination to optimize resource allocation and utilization is
essential for the purpose of vertical multi-homing. As an example, consider the PHY/MAC
layer has multiple interfaces active (each interface corresponds to a different technology)
and the network layer has multiple active IP prefixes, however if the layers do not interact
with each other, then the network layer will not know about the multiple interfaces. Con-
sequently, an optimal association between active IP prefixes and active network interfaces
cannot be determined, which will lead to an inefficient utilization of the resources. Hence, it
is imperative that the protocol layers interact with each other. Further, as additional require-
ments, vertical multi-homing necessitates the provision of routing optimization, QoS based
connection selection in presence of multiple network connections, bandwidth utilization over
multiple network connections (through optimal stream splitting and combining), recovery
methods in the event of network interface failure, and network interface selection (in the
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event a single or a small subset of available networks can be utilized). Additionally, [67] also
presents some methods that can be employed to implement multi-homing. These methods
are classified as: 1) Based on correspondence between IPv6 address and interfaces (multiple
IP addresses may configure multiple interfaces or a single IP address may be shared amongst
multiple interfaces), and 2) Based on the supporting layers for multi-homing.
Through the requirements and methodologies as mentioned above, it is evident that the
vertical multi-homing implicitly invokes mobility management schemes/policies. Moreover,
as a step to handle vertical multi-homing on the network/host side a vertical multi-homing
functions block, represented in Figure 2.7, is defined by ITU.
Resource 
Identifying 
function
Resource 
management
 function
Network status 
recognize and 
adjust function
Interaction 
across layers 
function
Figure 2.7: ITU-VMH functions block
Concretely, the vertical multi-homing functions such as resource identifying function,
resource management function, network status recognize and adjust function, and lastly
interaction across layer function provide functionality not only for vertical multi-homing,
but they also serve as resources for carrying out mobility management whilst enforcing
vertical multi-homing. And hence, the ITU-T, through its study in reference [67], implicitly
tackles certain mobility management aspects such as RAT selection, resource identification
and management, network status feedback and adaptive management, to mention a few.
2.2.3 CoMP
The Co-ordinated Multipoint (CoMP) strategy involves multiple base stations co-ordinating
with each other to serve a given user [68]. Similar to ITU-VMH, CoMP can provision
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path redundancy as well as seamless handover capability, owing to its coordinated feature.
Further, similar to ITU-VMH, CoMP can configure multi-connectivity alongside per-channel
granularity (multiple BSs permit multiple channels for transmission of data and hence, per-
channel granularity of service can be provisioned) [68]. However, since CoMP will involve
centralized scheduling operations, it will lead to SPoF as well as challenge the scalability of
backhaul networks.
2.2.4 IETF based MM techniques
To enable mobility for the networked devices, IETF developed several standards such as
the most famous Mobile IPv4 (MIPv4) and the most recent Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6). Since
these standards have some drawbacks, there have been many proposed modifications of these
standards to overcome the drawbacks and make mobility seamless. Hence, in the ensuing
discussions, details with regards to the various mobility management schemes/enablers in
the IETF framework are analyzed.
2.2.4.1 MIPv6
The MIPv6 framework is similar to the MIPv4 in that it allows for mobility by defining the
MN to have a home address (HA) when attached to its home link and a Care-of-Address
(CoA) when attached to a foreign network. The responsibility for allocating HA and CoA
lies with the Access Router(AR). And so, according to [69], when a mobile node ventures
out of its home area, a CoA is assigned to the MN. Hence, any packet arriving on its HA is
automatically re-routed to its CoA wherein the packet then gets delivered to the MN. As an
important preliminary step to allow such a routing procedure, a binding between the home
address and its CoA is created.
Further, it is essential to note that MIPv6 is different from MIPv4 on several aspects [69].
While MIPv4 provides route optimization as an extension, MIPv6 makes route optimization
as a necessary step and also reduces the amount of overhead involved during authentication
step for route optimization. Additionally, MIPv6 also utilizes an extended header [69] for
forwarding packets to the care-of-address. Hence, it also reduces the amount of time that
would have been needed to process an encapsulated packet, as compared to MIPv4.
However, MIPv6 still suffers from link outage when a handover occurs, i.e., there is a
service interruption time before it can be restored. Further, route optimization involves
setting up new authentication between the network nodes, which will again lead to increased
latency during mobility. And so, in the subsequent discussions, methods to tackle these
aforementioned issues have been analyzed.
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2.2.4.2 FMIPv6
Negotiation of resources, and creating bindings between the HA and CoA is the initial and
the most time consuming step during a HO. Further, if the AR is in a separate domain,
and if it requires new authentication and authorization steps, then the service interruption
time becomes unacceptable. And hence, Fast MIPv6 (FMIPv6) [70] aims at solving the
aforementioned issues, although it does not solve the authentication and authorization issue.
FMIPv6 provides a fast handover procedure, and can be essentially termed as a make-
before-break approach. When, through layer 2 signaling techniques, a requirement for HO
is detected, the current home AR provides the MN with information regarding the neigh-
bouring routers (BS ID, IP prefix, etc.). After this information is made available, the MN
configures a tentative CoA and forwards it to the current router in the form of a Fast Binding
Update (FBU) message. The current AR then negotiates with the new AR with regards to
the validity of the CoA. After the new CoA is considered valid by the new AR, an acknowl-
edgment is sent to the MN. Additionally, during the period when the current AR sends a
Fast Binding Acknowledgement (FBAck) and it receives a Fast Neighbour Acknowledgement
(FNA) message from the MN (after attaching to the new subnet), the current AR buffers and
routes the incoming packets at the new AR. And hence, the latency involved in configuring
a new CoA as well as the arrival of packets after performing layer 2 attach at the new subnet
is significantly reduced through the above process.
In addition to the aforementioned protocol, [70] also enlists a predictive and a reactive
approach, wherein the predictive approach essentially delivers the FBAck message to the
MN when it is still attached to its current AR. This demands that a prediction regarding the
movement and direction of movement for the MN is made accurately. The other approach,
i.e., the reactive approach, is executed when the MNmoves to the new subnet before receiving
the FBAck message or before it is able to send an FBU message on the current AR’s link. In
such a scenario, these messages are encapsulated within the FNA message and the protocol
operation is carried out. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 depict the predictive and reactive HO signaling
diagram, respectively, for reference.
2.2.4.3 HMIPv6
One of the issues encountered during the mobility management process is that the frequent
handovers can entail significant delays while updating binding entries as well as performing
authentication processes. Hence, in order to reduce the latency due to the aforesaid factors,
[71] introduces the Hierarchical MIPv6 (HMIPv6). HMIPv6 introduces an intermediate
entity known as the Mobility Anchor Point (MAP). MAP, as shown in Figure 2.10, operates
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Figure 2.8: FMIPv6 Predictive HO signaling.
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Figure 2.9: FMIPv6 Reactive HO Signaling
between the HA and the MN. The domain of MAP encompasses a collection of wireless BSs,
and as can be inferred from the discussion in [71], MAP provides a regional CoA (RCoA)
for the MN attached to its domain. Further, within the domain, a Local CoA (LCoA) is
configured for the MN, and a binding between the RCoA and the LCoA is created to allow
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the packets to be routed to its destination.
To CN
To CN
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UE
Figure 2.10: HMIPv6 Architecture
Further, when a mobile changes its BS within a MAP domain, it only changes its LCoA,
whilst its RCoA is still the same. Hence, the interruption in service is negligible, and the
service is agnostic to any movement. Additionally, through route optimization MN can
utilize its RCoA to directly forward data to its CrN without having to send it through the
home router. And hence, from the above discussion it is clear that HMIPv6 reduces the
amount of handover updates, consequently reducing the handover latency.
2.2.4.4 PMIPv6
Almost all mobility management approaches require that the MN is involved in the signaling
process to initiate and execute the handover. However, this assumes that the MNs are
enabled to work with those mobility management schemes, which essentially requires the
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MN to be configured with the necessary software beforehand. And since this might not be
true in most cases, Proxy MIPv6 (PMIPv6) was designed in order to provide a network
based mobility management scheme. PMIPv6 [72] has been designed such that it does not
require the MNs to participate during the handover process, and consequently MNs do not
need to be specifically configured to be served by a PMIPv6 enabled domain.
PMIPv6 protocol specifies the provision of two new networking entities, i.e., Local Mo-
bility Anchor (LMA) and the Mobility Access Gateway (MAG) [73, 74]. The LMA is the
global mobility anchor for any MN. It is also responsible for issuing IP prefix to the MN
in its domain. The MAG on the other hand is responsible for tracking the movement of
the MN, and triggering HO as and when it is required [73, 74]. It must be noted that MN
is not involved in any HO signaling, and so it is the MAG’s responsibility to detect any
possibility/requirement of a HO. It is noteworthy that PMIPv6 has also been adopted by
3GPP networks [75], thus reflecting the maturity and reliability of the solution with regards
to its utility for future MM solutions.
Figure 2.11 shows an illustration for the PMIPv6 architectural setup. It must be noted
that when a node changes BSs, it still is in the MAG domain and hence, no path switch or
reconfiguration is required. However, when a MN switches between two MAG domains but
within the same LMA domain, then the Binding Cache Entry (BCE) for the MN is updated
on the LMA. Further, when the MN attaches to the new MAG it carries the same network
prefixes, and hence for the MN and the network, the connection is virtually static. This
reduces the prefix configuration latency, and hence reducing the service interruption time.
In addition to the aforementioned features, PMIPv6 also allows for the local traffic, i.e.,
if the MN and CrN are in the same MAG domain, to be routed through the MAG. This
is a form of route optimization as well as traffic offloading, with the benefits being reduced
latency and traffic load on the core network. However, being centralized in nature, it can
impact the network scalability and reliability in dense and heterogeneous future network
environments, as a large volume of the traffic will pass through a single anchor. This can
consequently lead to SPoF and congestion [76], thus making it less favorable for 5G and
beyond MM mechanisms. And so, certain studies such as [76, 77] have provided discussions
on scalable methods for PMIPv6. Specifically, in [77] a PMIPv6 based DMM approach has
been proposed. The DMM approach provisions a decentralized method (without any mobility
anchors) and helps eliminate the SPoFs. Furthermore, in [76], a cluster based approach was
proposed to enhance the scalability of the existing PMIPv6 protocol.
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Figure 2.11: PMIPv6 Architecture
2.2.4.5 MPTCP
Whilst mobility management for the most part entails handling the handovers and provid-
ing tracking updates in a manner that ensures seamless connectivity, the idea of multiple
interfaces and multi-homing should also be considered when designing mobility management
schemes. Multipath Transmission Control Protocol (MPTCP) [78–80] allows for multiple
TCP paths to operate over single/multiple interfaces as well as multi-homed networks. Gen-
erally utilized for increasing data rates [81] and improving the QoS, the provision of multipath
redundancy [82–85] and congestion awareness (at the transport layer level) [86–88] will be
beneficial for 5G and beyond MM mechanisms. Additionally, MPTCP provisions granularity
of service at the flow level, which will be essential for the future MM mechanisms.
However, according to [78, 79, 89], for MPTCP to be implemented without altering the
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legacy systems, proxy servers supporting MPTCP will need to be installed in front of the
legacy devices, such as the middleboxes installed by service providers. The legacy systems
can then communicate with the proxies using the legacy TCP protocol, while the proxies
utilize MPTCP for communicating with the destination MPTCP capable device. Such a
requirement will potentially impact the scalability of the MPTCP solution for 5G and beyond
MM mechanisms.
2.2.4.6 SCTP
Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [80], like MPTCP supports multi-homing
and allows for separate message streams to be sent simultaneously. However, it differs from
MPTCP in the fact that it incorporates qualities of both User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) in how the messages are handled, whereas MPTCP is
a direct extension of TCP.
Additionally, and similar to MPTCP, it provisions multipath redundancy and congestion
awareness [90]. Moreover, it also facilitates flow level granularity of service, like MPTCP,
which will be important for 5G and beyond MM mechanisms. Hence, SCTP through its
features is also a potential future MM mechanism enabler.
Note that, for SCTP, both the user and server protocol stacks need to be updated [90].
The aforesaid update will essentially be a software update, wherein the transport layer of
the protocol stack is updated. However, given the number of users in future networks, it will
pose a scalability challenge for the deployment of SCTP as part of the 5G and beyond MM
mechanisms.
2.2.5 IEEE Media Independent Handover 802.21
In order to provide inter-domain mobility, i.e., between various IEEE 802 standards as well
as non-IEEE 802 standards such as 3GPP technologies, IEEE standards group came up with
the IEEE 802.21 standard. The IEEE 802.21 is a Media Independent Handover (MIH) ser-
vice, that as the name suggests provides a common intermediate platform and consequently
enables the upper layers to interact with the lower layers (layer 2 and below) irrespective of
the technology [91].
The MIH service provides the event, command and information services, which form the
core of this protocol. This enables the higher layers in the protocol stack to query information
that is present on the link and MAC layers for ensuring seamless connectivity in between
domains and consequently enhance the user QoE [43,91–94].
Further, the IEEE 802.21c amendment [93], provides insights as to how UEs with single
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radio can perform seamless inter-domain handovers. The suggested approach is a make-
before-break approach. This amendment also states that the most time consuming process
when involving an inter-domain HO is the authentication and context information exchange.
And hence, in order to reduce this latency a proxy connection approach is adopted, depicted
in the architecture in Figure 2.12.
In Figure 2.12, the MN, which is undergoing a handover, is initially attached to the
source network via a Source Point of Attachment (Source PoA). The MN is consequently
being handed over to the Target PoA (TPoA). And so, the MN, instead of traversing the
entire network to reach the information server, to retrieve details regarding the candidate
target networks and their corresponding handover policies, accesses the same via the Source
Point of service (SPoS). Following the handover decision, it is the responsibility of the SPoA
to communicate with the TPoA, with regards to resource allocation, and authentication and
context information exchange. These processes, according to [93], are performed proactively
via the interaction between the SPoS/SPoA and TPoS/Proxy TPoA.
Target PoA
TPoS/ Proxy PoA
Source Network Target Network
Information 
Server
MN during 
handover
Source PoA
SPoS/Proxy Info 
Server
Figure 2.12: IEEE 802.21c – Single Radio handover functional model
Thus, through the provisioned proactive information transfer between the target and
source networks, the latency can be significantly reduced. Further, in Figure 2.12, the proxy
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connection between target and source networks helps in the secure exchange of context and
UE authentication data, while there is no requirement for a layer 2 attach for exchanging
such information. This allows for fast and secure handovers and in this way inter-domain
handovers for single radio receivers can be made seamless.
It is important to mention that as stated in [95], the initial drafts of IEEE 802.21 did not
favour mobile assisted handover mechanisms. However, through the course of its standard-
ization IEEE 802.21 has adopted an approach wherein the decision to perform a handover
is taken through collaboration between the network and the UE.
And so, with these provisions, IEEE has facilitated the process of providing a standard-
ized platform for the various heterogeneous technologies to co-operate and allow seamless
mobility [43, 91–94]. Moreover, 3GPP technologies can also utilize this information and
hence, allow devices to handover from 3GPP to IEEE 802.x RATs and vice versa.
2.2.6 RSS based BS selection methods
The erstwhile Received Signal Strength (RSS) based methods employ a very simplistic ap-
proach to BS selection, by comparing the detected BS link quality (RSSI/RSRP/RSRQ)
levels [75,96,97]. The aforesaid simplistic nature renders them easy to implement, and does
not entail a high processing and signaling load either. However, such an approach can be
plagued by multiple issues. For example, BSs with a good RSS might be overloaded (as
more users will be assigned to them) whilst others maybe under-utilized. Such a scenario
also implies that a better RSS does not always guarantee better QoS, since, congestion will
lead to degraded QoS. Moreover, in dense scenarios, even with the implementation of a hys-
teresis, UEs will be subject to FHOs due to the fluctuating RSS and availability of multiple
candidate BSs. This exemplifies the unreliable nature of RSS based methods for 5G and
beyond MM. Additionally, these methods are one-dimensional, given that they consider only
RSS as a decision parameter. The RSS methods also do not provision any granularity of
service, context awareness, multiple levels of HO support, etc.
It is imperative to state here that, in Chapter 3, wherein we present the qualitative gap
analysis, a subset of the legacy mechanisms discussed in this section have been analyzed.
Concretely, we analyze the 3GPP LTE handover mechanisms, 3GPP LTE Traffic offloading,
3GPP Dual Connectivity and LWA, IETF PMIPv6, IETF MPTCP, IETF SCTP, IEEE
802.21 and RSS based BS selection methods. We choose the aforementioned strategies for
the qualitative gap analysis due to their wide-ranging acceptance/applicability in wireless
networks.
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2.3 Mobility Management: Current State of the Art
Global efforts have spinned up consortiums that have provided impetus to the development
of 5G, including that of MM strategies. Further, for B5G networks, such as 6G, certain
collaborative efforts have already started. References [32,33,35,36,98] highlight the advances
that have been made with regards to identifying the enablers and core principles of B5G
networks. Hence, in this section we first detail the 5G architecture defined by 3GPP, followed
by the discussion on current state of the art in MM mechanisms.
2.3.1 3GPP 5G Architecture Background
We introduce, through Figure 2.13, the 5G architecture standardized by 3GPP [45]. Concur-
rently, we have also presented the classification of the various mechanisms that we explore
in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 with respect to the 5G architecture in Figure 2.13. This classifi-
cation is dependent on the portion of the network that is impacted (directly or indirectly)
the most by a particular MM scheme. Furthermore, we have illustrated whether the studied
mechanisms are either control plane or data plane solutions. Concretely, a CP solution would
primarily impact MM via either CP signaling or decisions, while a DP solution would entail
provisioning alternate and more efficient data paths. A detailed discussion with regards to
these classifications has been provided in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.
Concretely, the 5G architecture, as shown in Figure 2.13, consists of two main core
network functions, i.e., the Session Management Function (SMF) and the Access and Mo-
bility Management Function (AMF). The SMF communicates with the User Plane Function
(UPF) over the N4 interface, while the AMF is responsible for communicating with the RAN
side over the N2 interface. Furthermore, the AMF and SMF communicate with other net-
work functions, such as the Policy Control Function (PCF), Authentication Server Function
(AUSF), etc., to execute their defined functionalities within the ambit of the policies and
existing user and network context. For the sake of conciseness, in Figure 2.13 we club all of
these functions into a single entity box called Network Functions. Moreover, the AMF also
has an N26 interface that connects to the EPC to facilitate Inter-RAT mobility, while an
N32 interface exists in the event of a change in Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) with
5G Core (5GC) as the CN for both the visited and home networks. Note that, the interfaces
N2, N4, N26 and N32 are all control plane paths, with the AMF, SMF and other network
functions forming the control plane entities.
In addition, the AMF in 5G networks is the equivalent of the MME in LTE-4G networks.
It focuses on handling mobility at the access network level (such as BS selection, resource
allocation, etc.). The SMF on the other hand handles the CN related tasks during mobility
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events (such as path re-routing, etc.). Next, in Figure 2.13, it can be seen that the RAN
interacts with the UPF through interface N3, and the UPFs use the N9 interface to commu-
nicate amongst themselves. Also, the 5G networks provision a local breakout through the
N6 interface from an UPF. The interfaces N3, N9 and N6 constitute the data plane paths,
with the RAN and UPF forming the data plane entities. Lastly, the UE, which is also a
data plane entity, interacts with the AMF through the N1 interface. However, to maintain
clarity, we have omitted the illustration of this interface from Figure 2.13. Thus, with this
background, we now explore the current state of the art in MM mechanisms.
2.3.2 3GPP 5G MM Mechanisms
3GPP, through TS 23.501 [45], TS 23.502 [99] and TS 38.300 [100], has provided significant
insights into the design and development of 5G MM strategies. New session management
methods, service continuity states, UE mobility monitoring, provisioning for multi-homing,
load balancing strategies, provision of on-demand MM, resource allocation due to mobility
events, the new MM module, i.e., AMF, inter- and intra- next generation core (NGC) han-
dovers, and LTE-EPC 5G-NGC interworking have been introduced in the aforesaid 3GPP
specifications. These techniques through the provision of a softwarized solution and a global
view of the network scenario alongside user context appear to facilitate the efficient operation
of 5G and beyond MM mechanisms. Consequently, in the text that follows, we discuss these
newly defined 3GPP MM mechanisms.
A. UE Mobility monitoring: In TS 23.501 [45], details with regards to how the UE mo-
bility is monitored and the corresponding actions with regards to resource allocation
and context updates have been specified. Concretely, when a UE is mobile, the 5G
standards define that the AMF will be responsible for monitoring its movement and
hence, its mobility pattern. Furthermore, during a UE mobility event, new resources
on the destination BS are managed by the AMF through the RAT and Frequency Se-
lection Parameter (RFSP). Such a process simplifies the identification of the required
resources, as well as migration of these resources to the destination network. Moreover,
the AMF manages the UE mobility event notification, i.e., it provisions details with
regards to the mobility event as well as the areas of interest (Tracking areas, Cells,
RANs, etc., to which a UE might migrate to). The other Network Functions (NF),
such as the SMF, can subscribe to these notifications so as to employ their decisions
and policies.
B. Session Management: Through TS 23.501 [45], the various modes that can be utilized
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to manage the multiple heterogeneous sessions for a given user has been defined. No-
tably, if a UE is connected to multiple RATs then, for a given Protocol Data Unit
(PDU) session, the UE has the choice to select the access network over which this
PDU session will be served. In addition, the UE, in the event of mobility or conges-
tion, can request a PDU session to be transferred from 3GPP to non-3GPP RAT(s).
Furthermore, in roaming scenarios, PDU sessions can either avail a local breakout or
be routed through the home network. Specifically, each PDU session can be granted,
independently, different routing modes. To do so, the SMF in the 5G CN controls
and monitors the status of the data paths. Moreover, the SMF also provisions the
capability of performing selective traffic routing by the application of Uplink Classifier
(UL CL) on certain data plane entities, i.e., UPFs. A UPF essentially performs the
function of a router in the 5G network.
C. IPv6 multihoming: The new 5G standards, as specified in TS 23.501 [45], have formal-
ized the use of IPv6 multi-homing so as to reap the benefits from the multiple physical
channels that will be available for use through multi-connectivity. Specifically, accord-
ing to TS 23.501, more than one session anchor can be specified for a PDU session.
Note that, a PDU session anchor’s primary role is to assign the IPv6 prefixes that are
used by the UE for a given PDU session to communicate with the public network.
However, all these PDU session anchors will have a single UPF as a branching point.
Next, during a mobility event, a make-before-break approach for a PDU session is
adopted to provision service continuity. It must be stated here that, service continuity
is ensured through the Session and Service Continuity (SSC) modes, which we will
discuss next.
D. Session and Service Continuity Modes: 3GPP, through TS 23.501 defines the SSC
modes, which are critical for the network in determining the level of service continuity
offered to a PDU session [45]. Concretely, three modes are defined: SSC mode 1, SSC
mode 2 and SSC mode 3. We briefly describe them as follows:
– SSC mode 1: This mode ensures that the IP address is preserved. Specifically,
the PDU session anchor is maintained regardless of the access technology being
used by the PDU session after the mobility event. Furthermore, the IP address is
maintained throughout the lifetime of the PDU session. Additionally, more PDU
session anchors might be allocated for additional IP addresses, however, it is not
necessary that they be maintained just like the initial IP address and PDU session
anchor.
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– SSC mode 2: In this mode, if needed, the network can release a PDU session
and request the UE to immediately establish a new PDU session with the same
network. Moreover, if the UE has multiple PDU session anchors, the additional
anchors can be released or allocated (for new IP prefixes/addresses).
– SSC mode 3: In this mode, IP address is not preserved. This consequently makes
any changes in the user plane visible to the UE. However, to ensure that an
acceptable level of QoS, and hence, service continuity is maintained, a make-
before-break approach is followed. This essentially determines the destination
PDU session anchor before relieving the resources the PDU session occupies at
its current anchor.
It must be stated here that the SSC mode for a UE is selected by the SMF depending
on the UE subscription details as well as the PDU session type.
E. User Plane aspects: In 5G networks, UPFs will be utilized to handle the data plane
traffic. Concretely, they can be thought of as routers, on whom the routing rules are
programmed by the SMF. In TS 23.501 [45], the aforesaid specifics have been defined.
However, note that the methodology to establish these paths still involves exchanging
Tunnel Endpoint Identifiers (TEIDs) between CN entities. This, as we will state in the
analysis, can be a cause of increased network load. Additionally, traffic re-routing, in
the event of mobility or load balancing, is handled by the SMF, wherein it sends the
necessary information, such as the forwarding target information, to the UPFs. Lastly,
in the event of mobility of a UE, packet buffering is also provisioned so as to minimize
the loss of packets and hence, QoS.
F. Dual Connectivity: Through TS 23.501 [45] and TS 37.340 [101], 3GPP has also con-
cretized and standardized the integration of Multi-RAT Dual Connectivity (MR-DC)
into 5G. Concretely, the UEs will now have the capability and possibility to connect
to two BSs belonging to the same RAT (LTE-LTE, 5G New Radio (NR) - 5G NR) or
to different RAT(s) (LTE - 5G NR). As in LTE-DC, this can be configured to allow
fast-switching (fast HO), since control plane is not changed unless the Master Node is
changed. Further, it can also be used to increase data rates by using both RATs at
the same time. Also, the UP is terminated at Master node, so, no CN signalling is
necessary for intra-Master Node HO.
G. Edge Computing: TS 23.501 [45] defines the support for edge computing platforms
in 5G networks. Concretely, these are utilized in the non-roaming or local breakout
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roaming modes. Note that, the 5G CN is responsible for selecting a UPF that is close
to the UE and also has access to an edge compute node. Consequently, traffic steering
is performed at this UPF towards the edge compute node.
H. Network Slicing: The concept of enabling a telecom operator to be able to slice its
infrastructure network into logically separated networks and consequently service mul-
tiple tenants, e.g., virtual network operators, services (eMBB, URLLC, mMTC), etc.,
using the same, wherein the logical separation involves dynamic allocation of network
resources, is termed as network slicing [57]. 3GPP, in TS 23.501 [45], has discussed
network slicing in detail, wherein its support for roaming as well as its involvement
in the inter-working process between 5G CN and LTE-EPC have been elaborated. It
also defines support for migrating and translating the Single Network Slice Selection
Assistance Information (S-NSSAI), which consists of the necessary information with
regards to an assigned network slice for a UE, between the Home PLMN (H-PLMN)
and the Visited PLMN (V-PLMN) has been detailed. Similarly, for the inter-working
process, 3GPP charts out the principles for migration, translation and creation of S-
NSSAIs whenever a UE undergoes mobility and changes from a 5G network to an LTE
network, and vice versa. Moreover, the support has been defined for scenarios where
the N26 interface, which is the standard 5G CN and LTE-EPC inter-working interface,
may or may not be present [45].
On the other hand, and importantly, the concept of network slicing also assists in
provisioning tailor-made MM solutions for the tenants that each network slice will cater
to. This consequently helps to deploy on-demand MM strategies.
I. Load Balancing and Congestion Awareness: In TS 23.501 [45], 3GPP has defined
procedures for load balancing at the AMF and SMF, as well as congestion awareness
within the core network. Concretely, two specific strategies, i.e., load balancing and
load re-balancing, have been provisioned. Within the load balancing paradigm, new
users incoming into an AMF region, if necessary, are directed to an appropriate AMF
in order to manage the load of the AMFs. To do this, appropriate weights, indicative
of the load on each AMF, are assigned and updated at appropriate intervals (typically
on a monthly basis). On the other hand, if an AMF becomes overloaded, then load re-
balancing is performed. Here, already registered users are migrated to other AMFs that
are not overloaded while ensuring minimum service disruption [45]. Note that, the new
AMF chosen should belong to the same AMF set. An AMF set is defined as the AMFs
which belong to the same PLMN, have the same AMF region ID and the same AMF set
ID value [45]. These parameters are pre-configured by the network operator. Lastly,
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3GPP also provisions extensive details with regards to handling congestion control for
the Non Access Stratum (NAS) messages. This is important from the perspective of
MM, as MM messages are carried over NAS to the CN nodes. For further details with
regards to the specifics of the congestion control procedures, the reader is referred to
TS 23.501 [45].
J. Cell, Beam and Network Selection: Through TS 23.501 [45] and in particular through
TS 38.300 [100] details with regards to cell, beam and network selection have been
specified. For cell selection these standards documents, developed by 3GPP, specify
support for cell selection procedures given that the UE is in either Radio Resource
Control (RRC) idle, or RRC inactive or RRC connected state. Note that, RRC idle
state refers to a UE that can listen to paging channels, broadcasts and multicasts,
as well as perform cell quality measurements. The RRC inactive state refers to a
UE that, in addition to the functionalities specified in the RRC idle state, can roam
within the RAN-based notification area (RNA) without informing the NG-RAN. The
RRC connected state for a UE implies that it has an active connection and data flow.
Most notably, for the RRC connected state, cell mobility and beam mobility have been
specified. As the name suggests, a UE can either undergo a cell handover or it can
switch between the beams that a given BS uses. To perform this, procedures for beam
quality and cell quality measurements have also been defined in [100]. The beam quality
measurements are performed in the physical layer for multiple beams being transmitted
by a given cell. These measurements are filtered and aggregated at the RRC layer
to obtain the cell quality measurements. Note that, these quality measurements are
still performed using the RSSI/RSRP/RSRQ/SINR metrics. Furthermore, in [100],
procedures for cell selection and handover involving intra- and inter-frequency handover
in 5G NR, Inter-RAT handover within 5G CN, Inter-RAT handover from 5GC to EPC
and vice versa, have been specified. We refer the reader to TS 38.300 [100] for a
more detailed discussion on the same. Moreover for Inter-RAT handovers, procedures
for packet buffering and forwarding as well as data path switching, to ensure the
requested QoS, have also been defined. Lastly, roaming and access restrictions are also
appropriately defined based on the user subscription to both the SMF and AMF. This
facilitates the selection of the right BS and PLMN for a given user [45,100].
K. Inter-Working, Migration and Handover signaling: While TS 38.300 [100] specified
certain handover procedures for both the CP and DP, a detailed description of the
handover signaling, inter-working between 5G CN and EPC, and migration of PDU
sessions has been provided in TS 23.502 [99] and TS 23.501 [45]. Concretely, through
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[99] the CN signaling process for the various stages in a handover, i.e., handover request,
handover preparation, handover complete/cancel/reject, have been presented in detail.
These handover signaling procedures have been detailed for Intra-RAT HO (N2 and Xn
handovers) as well as for Inter-RAT handovers (involving 5GC and EPC). Moreover,
the handover signaling procedures have also been defined for the scenarios wherein
the EPC-5GC inter-working interface, i.e., N26, may or may not be present. Also
note that, the 5G-N2 handover is similar to the LTE-S1 handover (specified in Section
2.2.1) and the 5G-Xn handover is similar to the LTE-X2 handover (specified in Section
2.2.1). Next, for the 5GC and EPC inter-working, in TS 23.501 [45] the principles
for maintaining IP address continuity, i.e., addressing, relaying and routing, in the
event of UE mobility from 5GC to EPC or vice versa have been provisioned. However,
it is also specified that in the event a UE transitions from 5G to 3G or 2G and vice
versa, the IP address continuity might not be maintained. Furthermore, procedures for
transferring the PDN/PDU sessions established by a UE over a 4G/5G network, when
it transitions to the 5GC/EPC, over the N26 interface have been provisioned in [45].
Also, traffic steering and forwarding procedures have also been elaborated. Lastly,
procedures for migrating PDU sessions from non-3GPP access to the 3GPP access,
when a UE undergoes a mobility event from 5GC to EPC, is also supported [45].
L. D2D mobility support: With the standardization of Proximity Services (ProSe) in
3GPP Release-12 and 13 [15], 5G networks can utilize the capability to orchestrate
data forwarding/relaying in both DP and CP. This can consequently enhance the abil-
ity of the network to provide a proactive and seamless handover procedure [102].
Given that the 3GPP 5G MM mechanisms provision both CP and DP related strategies as
well as the core, access and extreme edge network related mechanisms, in Figure 2.13 they
have been classified as illustrated.
2.3.3 Other Research Efforts: Core, Access and Extreme Edge Net-
work Solutions
From the perspective of MM strategies in 5G networks, the main objective of the ongoing
academic and industrial research efforts has been to provision mechanisms that cater to
the myriad user mobility and application profiles, as well as to ensure context/on-demand
based service provision and continuity [103]. For example, in [104], a wide swathe of avenues
that exist in the 5G MM design have been explored. It discusses an SDN based framework
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that can encompass strategies and techniques which grant certain level of adaptability (feed-
back based), flexibility (in terms of granularity of service provisions) and reliability (through
availability of multiple paths) for 5G MM solutions. Notably, and apart from the aforemen-
tioned broad study, specific areas of MM have also been tackled through research efforts such
as through our contribution [J1], wherein optimal handover signaling strategies for 4G-5G
networks have been proposed.
Hence, given that we will be analyzing a wide range of mechanisms and strategies, we
have broadly classified them as being Core Network, Access Network and Extreme Edge
Network based solutions, as shown in Figure 2.13. These classifications reflect the regions in
the network where the respective mechanisms generate the most impact. Concretely, Core
network based solutions will invoke solutions that primarily assist in the provision of MM
services through the core network. Similarly, the Access network and Extreme Edge network
solutions assist in provision of MM services through the access (RAN side) and extreme edge
portion (users/devices side) of the wireless network, respectively.
2.3.3.1 Core Network Solutions
Core network solutions have been categorized further as either being SDN, DMM or Edge
clouds based. Solutions that utilize SDN to implement MM can be equipped with a global
or locally-global network view. This top-view of the network enables MM solutions to offer
a high degree of optimality. However, as a result of the convoluted 5G network scenario,
the design of SDN CP also becomes increasingly crucial. Hence, the placement of SDN
controller(s) (SDN-C) in the overall network topology is an important factor to consider [105].
Consequently, we present a brief discussion on the SDN based solutions, which might be
Centralized, Semi-Centralized or Hierarchical [106–108].
A centralized MM solution will consist of a single global SDN-C which monitors and
manages the entire network. With the global view, it enables the formulation of optimal
MM solutions. However, the centralized nature might not offer the scalability and reliability
(SDN-C can be a SPoF) [106,109] needed by 5G MM solutions. Note that, even though SDN-
Cs might appear as SPoFs, corresponding clustering for load sharing and redundancy can
help alleviate this issue. Specifically, and similar to the method proposed by 3GPP to pool
the Mobility Management entities (MMEs) to avoid SPoF problem and to share the workload
between MME instances, SDN-Cs can be clustered together to provision redundancy (and
hence no SPoF) and workload sharing. Next, semi-centralized approaches divide the entire
geographical region into smaller domains, each managed by a separate SDN-C. This SDN-
C, responsible for handling MM in its domain, helps to enhance the network scalability.
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However, since each domain still has a single SDN-C managing it, SPoF issue might become a
limiting factor. Further, for inter-domain HO, extensive signaling would be required between
two SDN-Cs whilst the same would be non-existent in a centralized approach [106]. On
account of this trade-off, a semi-centralized approach can be successful if an appropriate
number of SDN domains are created, which do not increase the signaling burden while
reinforcing the network reliability and scalability characteristics [109]. A combination of
the aforementioned approaches, i.e., hierarchical approach, consists of SDN-Cs at multiple
levels [106]. Whilst the global SDN-C behaves as a master (tuning HO parameters, manage
inter domain HOs, etc.), the SDN-Cs in the lower hierarchical levels manage MM within
their domains and function as slaves.
Next, similar to the SDN based solutions, DMM based approaches can contribute signifi-
cantly to the design and functioning of 5G networks. With the ability to provide a distributed
DP in conjunction with a distributed/centralized CP [22–24,53,110], DMM can enhance the
scalability (by removing anchors prevalent in current MM solutions, i.e., decentralization)
and flexibility (by allowing the most optimum access router for each flow independently) of
the 5G networks. These approaches can be classified as being fully distributed, partially
distributed and SDN based.
The fully distributed approach whilst distributing both DP and CP, will encounter ex-
tensive amount of handover signaling between ARs during a mobility event [22, 24]. Note
that the DP functionalities and location of ARs are the same as that of the UPFs. How-
ever, depending on the type of DMM approach, the CP is fully or partially located on the
ARs themselves, instead of being located in a centralized controller. And so, while the fully
distributed approach is challenged by the signaling between ARs, the partially distributed
(P-DMM) approach centralizes the CP, hence, alleviating this concern [22,24]. The P-DMM
approach also maintains the benefit of avoiding a single mobility anchor. However, an en-
hancement of this approach is the SDN based approach. Similar to the P-DMM approach,
the CP is still at a central controller, i.e., SDN-C, however, the signaling between the con-
troller and the DP devices is far more simplified as compared to the partially distributed
approach. The reason being, in an SDN based approach, the ARs are converted to mere
forwarding devices and it is the SDN-C that orchestrates the forwarding rules (routing table)
on them to realize the data paths for the existing sessions in the network. Concretely, in
the SDN based approach the DP devices no longer need to perform a handshake, like in the
P-DMM approach, with the central controller to establish a route, instead the routing infor-
mation is now fed to the DP devices by the SDN controller [22, 110]. These enhancements
are further quantified in [22] by the fact that the mean HO latency for SDN based DMM is
reduced by 3.94% as compared to P-DMM, while the E2E delay is reduced by 39.55% for
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the evaluated scenarios.
Subsequent to these discussions, and given that the current standardization in 5G [45,99]
stipulates the functionality for mobility management to be split up between the AMF and the
SMF NFs, it is noteworthy that the decoupling of the CP and DP and subsequent utilization
of the aforesaid NFs via an SDN-C can provision the capability to implement fast and efficient
MM solutions for 5G and beyond networks. However, since CN signaling during mobility
events will still be a challenge, given the future network scenario, there remains a possibility
for the SDN and DMM based 3GPP 5G MM solutions to be rendered sub-optimal.
Moreover, edge clouds, which essentially refer to data clouds/processing centers close to
the RAN within a given network infrastructure, can have a profound impact on the user
QoS during mobility scenarios (through fast access to data and compute resources) [111].
Henceforth, several studies such as [25,31,55,112–114] alongside 3GPP and ETSI [115], have
studied the fundamental concepts of utilizing the edge clouds for fast data access (via data
caching) as well as for processing capabilities (i.e., performing certain MM operations without
the messages having to traverse the entire CN). Note that, we classify the edge clouds to
be a CN solution, even though we state that they are most likely to be closer to the RAN,
because, certain topology designs might entail a hierarchical setup. In this hierarchical setup,
there will be some edge clouds that are placed close to the RAN and some of them being
placed further away from the RAN, say close to the S-GW and Packet Gateway (P-GW) in
an LTE network [111]. Such an approach can help in caching data according to their level
of popularity, taking into account CN traffic as well as the latency to retrieve the requested
content [111].
Lastly, given the SDN based mechanisms assist in MM through CP procedures, DMM
based solutions assist through CP procedures as well as provision alternate and effective DP
paths, and Edge clouds provision alternate and effective data paths, they have been classified
as being CP, CP/DP and DP procedures, respectively, in Figure 2.13.
2.3.3.2 Access Network Solutions
As part of access network strategies, one of the key approaches that has been proposed, and
similar to LTE dual connectivity, is the concept of phantom cell [116]. It allows the UE to
camp its CP on a MC, while its DP is being handled at the SCs that lie within the coverage
of the earlier mentioned MC. This, in essence offers a low signaling cost regime to perform
the intra-MC HOs as the UE does not need to access the CN for radio resource management
operations during HO. Concretely, the MC handles the radio resource allocation operations
for the phantom cells, and hence, during HOs between the phantom cells the CN signaling
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is avoided [62].
Moreover, owing to the softwarization of the complete network, the process of exchanging
information between the various OSI layers, i.e., implementation of the cross layer strategy,
is eased. This in turn allows the network to formulate solutions that are optimal, taking into
cognizance the impact and benefits that the solution will produce at various levels of the
network [117–119]. However, to realize cross-layer techniques, significant modifications to the
software architecture of the protocol stack will be necessary [117–119]. Another consequence
of the softwarization process is the RAN-as-a-Service (RANaaS), also known as Cloud-RAN
(C-RAN), which allows on-demand allocation of access network resources (e.g., Baseband
unit (BBU) pool, BBU- Remote Radiohead (RRH) functional splitting) depending on the
network and user context [120–122]. Additionally, the BBU pool, through close interaction
of various RATs at a single location, can orchestrate fast handovers on-demand [123].
However, in order to choose the best BSs to connect to in a multi-RAT scenario, computa-
tionally tractable RAT selection mechanisms need to be adopted. The multi-RAT solutions
are a broad classification for the myriad RAT selection processes (Optimization based, Fuzzy
logic and Genetic Algorithm based, RSSI based, etc. [44,124–126]) that have been proposed.
From our earlier discussions it is evident that RSSI based methods, although simple, do not
weigh in other parameters such as network load, backhaul conditions, or user/network poli-
cies, for a RAT selection decision. This will most certainly result in sub-optimal solutions.
But, optimized mechanisms, that can facilitate closed form solutions and are computation-
ally tractable, will be able to capture more features from the network. Consequently, context
aware mechanisms, such as [127] and our contribution [J3], will lead to optimal solutions that
can be implemented for real-time scenarios.
It must be stated here that, the aforesaid HO decision may be executed either at the
UE (user-centric) [127], at the network, or as a joint effort between the UE and the network
(hybrid decision process). Moreover, given the intelligent RAT selection mechanism assists
in MM through RAT selection (which is a CP task) and provision of effective and alternate
DP paths, the phantom cell method provisions support for MM by handling the CP signaling
for SC selection as well as provision alternate and effective DP paths via SCs, and RANaaS
and Cross layer strategies assist through efficient resource allocation decisions (which is a
CP task), thus they have been classified as being CP/DP, CP/DP, CP and CP procedures,
respectively, in Figure 2.13.
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2.3.3.3 Extreme Edge Network Solutions
Contrasting to the design and implementation of access and core network based methods,
the extreme edge network based solutions consider the potential of utilizing D2D techniques
for facilitating seamless HO. Multiple research efforts, such as [128–132], have provisioned
methodologies to handle mobility of D2D pairs. Concretely, in [128] two types of handovers
for D2D pairs have been provisioned. These are either D2D aware and D2D triggered han-
dovers. They take into account the fact that the control of the D2D pair can be handed
over independently of the actual cellular handover. And so, for the D2D aware handover,
the D2D pair control (and if possible the cellular control) is handed over from the source
eNB to the target eNB only after both the devices in the D2D pair satisfy the conditions
to handover to the target eNB. On the other hand, the D2D triggered handover mechanism
aims at clustering the devices of a D2D group in minimum number of cells. Hence, during
mobility events the algorithm tries to determine the cell to which the majority of devices
within the D2D group belong too.
Similarly, in [129] two handover management mechanisms have been proposed. While
the joint handover strategy aims at migrating both the devices in a D2D pair simultaneously
to the target eNB, the half handover stipulates that such a migration can be asynchronous.
Furthermore, the D2D handover decision has also been specified in [129]. The Channel
Quality Information (CQI) criteria has been utilized for the same. Next, in [130], a Markov
chain based model has been proposed for D2D mobility.
Lastly, the work done in [131,132] develops a model and simulation framework analyzing
D2D mobility. Specifically, it considers a D2D pair with one of them being a transmitter
(TX) and the other being just a receiver (RX). Thus, a handover procedure is defined for
the scenario when the TX moves to the target eNB. In this procedure, the control of the
D2D pair is transferred to the target eNB as soon as the TX migrates to it.
And so, given that the other research efforts only define D2D mechanisms that can assist
in MM through CP assistance, they have been classified as being CP procedure in Figure 2.13.
To conclude, in Chapter 3 we perform the qualitative analysis for all of the current state of
the art methods owing to their recent development in the realm of 5G network solutions.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the state of the art mechanisms in mobility management.
Specifically, we discussed the functional requirements and design criteria that would be
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required with regards to the future MM solutions. We then detailed the various legacy
mechanisms, wherein we explored the strategies developed/standardized by the various stan-
dardization bodies like 3GPP, IETF and IEEE. We also, studied strategies developed by the
academic community for the same. Following this, we then explored the current state of the
art in MM strategies, wherein we presented a detailed discussion with regards to the 3GPP
5G MM mechanisms as well as other research efforts in industry and academia. Concur-
rently, we also presented a novel classification of these studies based on them being either
Core Network based, Access Network Based or Extreme Edge Network Based. Notably, our
discussions in this chapter have also taken cognizance of the fact that there have already
been some meaningful studies towards Beyond 5G networks and their enablers.
Next, we utilize the background developed in this chapter to present a novel Qualitative
Gap Analysis for some of the well known/utilized MM strategies in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3
Qualitative Gap Analysis in Mobility
Management
Overview
In this chapter, we firstly elaborate upon the three pillars of any future MM strategy, i.e.,
reliability, flexibility and scalability criteria. We establish a novel relationship between the
requirements defined in Chapter 2 and the aforesaid criteria. We then present a novel dis-
cussion on the readiness of MM for 5G and B5G networks. We perform this through a novel
qualitative gap analysis, wherein we evaluate the pros and cons of the legacy and current
MM mechanisms and determine the extent to which they satisfy the aforesaid criteria. Note
that, and as we will show in this chapter, a complete agreement towards these three criteria
will be equivalent to satisfying the requirements enlisted in Table 2.1. Subsequently, we then
determine the persistent challenges that exist towards the development of 5G and beyond
MM strategies as well as the potential solutions that will assist in tackling these challenges.
We then provision a future framework for the 5G and beyond MM mechanisms. Lastly, we
highlight how our contributions, detailed in the Chapters 4-6, aim to realize this framework.
Contributions
[J2] A. Jain, E. Lopez-Aguilera, and I. Demirkol, "Are Mobility Management Solutions
Ready for 5G and Beyond?", Accepted in Elsevier Computer Communications, pp.
1–36, 2020. (Quartile: Q2; IF: 2.816 (2019))
In Chapter 2, we established a detailed background on mobility management mechanisms
and their corresponding utility/impact. Following this, it becomes prudent that we analyze
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the gaps that still exist with regards to the MM strategies that will satisfy the 5G and beyond
networks’ requirements. And so, in this chapter we present a novel qualitative gap analysis,
which is also published in part in [J2]. We evaluate certain predominant legacy mechanisms
as well as the current state-of-the-art mechanisms on the basis of reliability, flexibility and
scalability: the three pillars of any future MM strategy.
3.1 Qualitative Analysis Criteria
As part of this qualitative analysis, we firstly present a detailed description of the three
criteria, i.e., reliability, flexibility and scalability, as follows:
• Reliability helps to determine whether the MM mechanisms employed will be able to
ensure guaranteed and continuous service in any given network topology. Such reliabil-
ity requirements entail not only continuous connectivity whilst traversing a geographic
area, they also include reliability in delivery of packets for critical and delay sensi-
tive services. Further, reliability from a MM mechanism also envelops factors such as
tolerance to congestion (through for example, Distributed MM), ensuring faster yet
trustworthy re-connection and authentication whilst mobile, ensuring appropriate lev-
els of redundancy in the number of flows, connections, and hosts, and also ensuring
appropriate resource allocation for users with myriad mobility and application profiles
at the edge, access and core network.
• Flexibility as a qualitative analysis metric helps to determine the adaptability that
MM mechanisms will provide to the network, which as discussed will be heterogeneous
and dense in all perceivable aspects. The flexibility provisioned by MM mechanisms
for future networks hence envelops factors such as the ability to formulate and deploy
MM policies depending on individual user profiles, flow profiles or based on a slice
profile. Further, ensuring the possibility of multi-connectivity through various layers,
such as transport layer (SCTP/MPTCP), IP layer (Multi-homing), MAC-PHY layer
(Dual Connectivity), will be an important factor for ensuring a flexible MM policy.
Additionally, factors such as multi-objective base station selection/user association
taking into account factors such as congestion, QoS requirements, backhaul reliability,
etc., will be critical to a flexible MM mechanism.
• Scalability aspect allows one to determine if the future MM mechanisms can serve the
increasing number of user devices with a corresponding increase in requested QoS with
heterogeneous mobility profiles. A measure of scalability of MM mechanisms can be
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gained by analyzing factors such as number of connections that can be managed given
an increasing number of user devices, management of the signaling load generated due
to mobility events, management of the increasing load due to processing the many CP
messages generated in mobility events, as well as the ability to permit de-centralization
(which in essence would ensure scalability) and being easily deployable on a large scale
given a new MM mechanism.
We summarize the aforesaid criteria into a list of parameters for each criteria and present
them in Table 3.1. Additionally, we also indicate the requirements (from Table 2.1) for whose
fulfilment each of these parameters contribute towards. Note that, compliance with each
of the stated parameters in Table 3.1 for the reliability, flexibility and scalability criteria
will be essential towards ensuring that the MM mechanism under consideration satisfies
the requirements defined for the upcoming 5G and beyond networks (Table 2.1). We now
elaborate upon the parameter-requirement relationships that have been illustrated in Table
3.1, with the objective of enhancing the comprehensiveness of the evaluation criteria.
3.1.1 Reliability: Parameter to Requirement mapping
The provision of redundancy in the number of flows and connections, i.e., by satisfying
parameter RL1, can help fulfil requirement R7 presented in Table 2.1. This is so because,
redundancy in connections will help overcome the fragile nature of wireless channels in the
frequency bands that constitute VLC and mmWave communications. Next, satisfying the
parameter RL2 will contribute towards fulfilling the requirements R1, R7, and R8 (Table
2.1). Here, the ability to provision seamless handover assists in supporting mobility amongst
multiple RAT(s) (R1 ), supporting multi-connectivity and thus reliability (R7 ), and utilize
enhanced localization capabilities to accomplish the same in dense urban scenarios (R8 ).
Additionally, the RL3 parameter for the reliability criteria, when satisfied, will help to fulfill
the R3 and R4 requirements (Table 2.1). The reason being, decentralization will allow for
efficient handling of the number of devices (R3 ). Moreover, to establish an effective level of
decentralization, such as for accessing cached data at the edge and in the IMS core, enablers
such as NFV and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) will be utilized (R4 ). Furthermore, the
RL4 parameter holds significant relevance towards fulfilling the requirements R5 and R10
(Table 2.1). Specifically, fast path re-routing in the CN ensures that the increased dynamism,
due to the mobility of both the UE and BSs (R5 ), is catered to in the CN. In addition, data
path modifications due to service migration and service replications, which do not lead
to extensive delays, is also ensured through parameter RL4. Lastly, satisfying the RL5
parameter will help towards fulfilling the R2 requirement (Table 2.1), since guaranteeing
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congestion awareness helps service the different QoS requirements of the applications, such
as virtual reality and emergency services, with better reliability.
3.1.2 Flexibility: Parameter to Requirement mapping
When a MM mechanism under study satisfies the flexibility parameter FL1, it correspond-
ingly helps to fulfil the R9 and R11 requirements (Table 2.1). This is so because, FL1 states
that a MM mechanism should support granularity of service. This will correspondingly as-
sist in accommodating the multitude of service requirements independently (R9 ) as well as
avoid the one size fits all approach (R11 ). Next, FL2 parameter will help in satisfying the
R1 and R9 requirements (Table 2.1). Essentially, the capability to be able to connect with
multiple BSs will assist in multi-RAT MM (R1 ) as well as in provisioning enhanced agility
for MM mechanisms in a dense and heterogeneous network (R9 ). Further, when the FL3
parameter is satisfied, it helps to fulfil the R4 and R9 requirements. The reason being, to
enable handover support at multiple levels of the network, usage of SDN, NFV and MEC
platform will be necessitated for efficient implementation (R4 ). Moreover, such multi-level
handover support will also provision flexibility for the network (R9 ). Additionally, satisfying
parameter FL4 enables the MM mechanism under study to contribute towards satisfying the
R1 and R9 requirements (Table 2.1). Specifically, having a handover decision mechanism
that utilizes multiple parameters aids in handling MM amongst multiple RAT(s) more flexi-
bly and hence, efficiently (R1 ). Also, such strategies will ensure that alongside being flexible,
solutions are computationally tractable and energy efficient (R9 ). Finally, parameter FL5,
when satisfied, will be relevant for the fulfilment of requirements R2, R9 and R10 (Table
2.1). To elaborate, the context awareness feature of a MM mechanism will assist in provi-
sioning MM support dependent on application, user and network context (R2 ), flexibility to
handle the increased heterogeneity in the network (R9 ), and ensure QoS whilst performing
complex tasks such as migrating or relocating services based on user mobility events (R10 )
through appropriate path and resource management.
3.1.3 Scalability: Parameter to Requirement mapping
For the scalability criteria, when parameter SL1, SL2 and SL3 are satisfied by a MM mech-
anism, they correspondingly also assist in fulfilling the R3 and R9 requirements (Table 2.1).
Concretely, the ability to be able to manage increasing number of connections, signaling
load and processing load with the number of increasing users will correspondingly assist
in handling a user density of more than 106 devices per km2 in 5G and beyond networks
(R3 ). Also, they will help in ensuring the required scalability to accommodate the increasing
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heterogeneity in the network as well as the corresponding tractability of the MM solution
(R9 ). Next, when parameter SL4 for the scalability criterion is met, it helps to fulfil the
R4 requirement (Table 2.1). Specifically, to accomplish decentralization objective the MM
mechanism under study will need to utilize enablers such as NFV and MEC. Lastly, satis-
fying parameter SL5 will help to meet the requirement R6 (Table 2.1). The reason being
that, ease of implementation usually arises from the fact that a MM mechanism has been
used/deployed before, as well as is suitable to accommodate legacy devices whilst catering to
a new set of service and devices. Hence, satisfying the SL5 parameter will assist in ensuring
that backwards compatibility requirements (R6 ) are adhered to.
And so, from the aforementioned elaborate understanding of the mapping, it can be de-
duced that the criteria chosen for our qualitative analysis are comprehensive in nature and
approach. Moreover, and considering only the 5G networks since their KPIs have been de-
fined [48], provisioning beyond 99.999% reliability will be ensured through the reliability
metric during mobility scenarios. Further, latency less than 5 ms for connected cars and 10
ms for virtual reality and broadband applications, will be guaranteed through the reliabil-
ity and flexibility metric. Specifically, the reliability metric will help provision congestion
awareness, reliable link selection, etc., while flexibility will allow multiple type and number of
connections during mobility scenarios. In addition, support for nearly 1 million devices per
km2 with different application and mobility profiles will be ensured through the scalability
criterion. Consequently, this further reinforces the comprehensiveness of the criteria chosen
for the qualitative analysis that follows.
Before we proceed, we highlight certain specifics with regards to the analysis that follows:
• The goal of the following analysis is not to compare the considered standards and
mechanisms against each other but rather to highlight the extent of their suitability
for 5G and beyond networks.
• The mechanisms chosen for the qualitative gap analysis are based on their wide-ranging
acceptance/applicability in the wireless networks domain.
3.2 Legacy Mechanisms
Utilizing the discussions in Chapter 2 with regards to the legacy mechanisms, i.e., Section
2.2, as well as the MM requirements and evaluation criteria specifics in Section 3.1, we now
perform the qualitative analysis for the legacy mechanisms in the text that follows. As part
of the analysis, for each of the studied mechanisms we firstly highlight their pros and cons
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towards 5G and beyond MM mechanisms. Subsequently, we translate the insights gained
from these pros and cons into a summary of parameters satisfied for the reliability, scalability
and flexibility criteria.
3.2.1 IETF MPTCP-SCTP
Given our objective of determining the suitability of MPTCP and SCTP for 5G and beyond
MM mechanisms, we firstly enlist their pros and cons as follows:
• MPTCP Pros
– Allows for multiple data flows at the transport layer level [78, 79, 84], and hence,
provisions for resiliency against connection failures, given the multipath feature
[82–84]
– Provisions congestion awareness, with studies such as [86] proposing specific con-
gestion control methods for MPTCP
– Through its ability to divide a connection into multiple sub-flows, MPTCP pro-
visions the capability to handle each flow independently [84,88]
• MPTCP Cons
– The middleboxes installed by service providers are not optimized to support
MPTCP [78,79]
– MPTCP requires proxies to allow MPTCP enabled devices to take its full benefits
[89]
• SCTP Pros
– Allows for multiple data flows at the transport layer level [85, 90], and hence,
provisions for resiliency against connection failures, given the multipath feature
– Provisions congestion awareness, wherein reference [90] establishes the presence
of congestion avoidance methods within the SCTP suite
– Assists in network level fault tolerance through support for multi-homing [85,90]
• SCTP Cons
– Requires both host and destination device protocols stacks to be updated with
the SCTP protocol [90]
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From the pros and cons of both MPTCP and SCTP, as listed above, it can be concretely
stated that the IETF MPTCP-SCTP methods satisfy parameters RL1 (allowing for multiple
flows over the network for any given user) and RL5 (provisioning congestion awareness as
part of the transport layer characteristic for MM) for the reliability criterion. Further, for
flexibility, from our discussion above, it is clear that IETF MPTCP-SCTP only satisfies
parameter FL1 (by allowing for multiple flows, flow level granularity can be induced).
3.2.2 IEEE 802.21
For the purpose of analysis, we list the pros and cons of the IEEE 802.21 mechanism towards
5G and beyond MM strategies, as follows:
• IEEE 802.21 Pros
– Provisions seamless handover capability, as it allows users to switch between mul-
tiple RATs [43,91,94]
– Provisions the possibility for a UE to connect to multiple BSs [43,92]
• IEEE 802.21 Cons
– Requires the protocol stacks of both the host and destination devices to be mod-
ified, so as to enable the IEEE 802.21 functionality [91,93]
And so, given the aforesaid pros and cons with regards to IEEE 802.21, it can be deduced that
it satisfies parameter RL2 for reliability (allowing for seamless movement between different
RATs) and FL2 for flexibility (allowing for the possibility to connect with multiple RATs)
criteria.
3.2.3 IETF PMIPv6
Based on the discussions carried out in Section 2.2.4.4, we now enlist the pros and cons
of the PMIPv6 strategy with regards to its utility for 5G and beyond MM mechanisms, as
follows:
• PMIPv6 Pros
– Given that PMIPv6 is adopted by 3GPP and it forms a relatively agnostic setup
for an UE towards its mobility signaling, it can thus provision seamless mobility
[73–75]
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– Through the DMM based PMIPv6 approach, decentralization can be introduced
[77]. Furthermore, other approaches, such as the clustering based approach in [76],
can grant enhanced scalability and reliability to the PMIPv6 approach
– Given that it has already been adopted by 3GPP for LTE, the available imple-
mentational expertise will enhance the ease with which it can be adopted in future
networks
• PMIPv6 Cons
– In its original flavor, PMIPv6 suffers from scalability and reliability issues due to
the SPoF formed by the LMA in its architecture [76]
– An explicit treatment of PMIPv6 with regards to the parameters for flexibility
criterion is missing in [73–77]
And so, it can be deduced that the IETF PMIPv6 in its original flavor, given its matu-
rity in development and deployment, satisfies the seamless handover parameter RL2 in the
reliability criteria. Moreover, with enhancements from the use of DMM and cluster based
methods, PMIPv6 can be decentralized and scaled thus satisfying parameters RL3 and SL4
in reliability and scalability, respectively. Furthermore, since it has already been explored
and implemented in the LTE networks, it satisfies parameter SL5 owing to its relative ease
of implementation as against any other new protocol.
3.2.4 3GPP LTE MM Mechanisms
For the 3GPP based MMmechanisms, we firstly highlight the pros and cons for the handover,
traffic offloading and DC and LWA strategies, as follows:
• LTE Handover Pros
– The LTE-X2 and S1 mechanisms together offer handover support at the access
and core network level [133]
– Through LTE-X2 handover mechanism, CN signaling can be avoided [133]
– LTE-X2 permits decision making for a handover to be taken at the access network
level. Hence, it reduces the processing load on the CN entities as well and also
permits fast handover capabilities [133,134]
• LTE Handover Cons
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– The S1 based handover mechanism involves signaling through the CN, which
creates increased load on the CN [134] as well as introduces SPoFs
• LTE Traffic Offloading Pros
– Provisions a method for managing the traffic load given that the number of
users/devices will increase significantly [66]
– Provisions a method for managing the processing load in the network nodes [66]
• LTE Traffic Offloading Cons
– LIPA does not support session continuity during mobility events, as well as it
requires an additional gateway [66]
– SIPTO is not helpful in mitigating radio congestion [66]
– IFOM is significantly harder to implement as it necessitates coordination with the
non-3GPP networks [66]
• LTE DC and LWA Pros
– Provisions the ability to connect to multiple 3GPP as well as Non-3GPP RATs
[15,62,63,135]
– Provisions the capability to have multiple physical paths for data transmission,
and thus better fault tolerance [15,62,63,135]
• LTE DC and LWA Cons
– 3GPP LWA is only applicable for downlink
From the pros and cons for the LTE MM mechanism, it is clear that they provision
redundancy in data paths (through DC and LWA), decentralization (through X2 and traffic
offloading) and seamless handover (through X2 and S1 handover), thus satisfying RL1, RL2
and RL3 parameters for the reliability criterion. Further, for the flexibility criterion, LTE
MM mechanisms offer the possibility of a multi-level HO support (through X2 and S1 han-
dover) as well as the ability to connect to multiple BSs/RATs at the same time (through DC
and LWA), thus satisfying parameters FL2 and FL3 for flexibility. Lastly, LTE MM mech-
anisms offer enhanced support with regards to the scalability criterion for 5G and beyond
MM, as they satisfy parameters SL2 to SL5, given their decentralization, ease of integration,
multi-level handover mechanisms (X2 and S1 handover), and traffic offloading characteristics.
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3.2.5 Non-3GPP Multi-Connectivity Solutions
For the non-3GPP multi-connectivity approaches we evaluate ITU-VMH and CoMP. We
present their pros and cons as follows:
• ITU-VMH Pros
– Provisions path redundancy through multi-homing [67]
– Provisions the capability to connect to multiple RAT(s) at any given time [67]
– Per-channel granularity of service is possible
• ITU-VMH Cons
– It will require the transformation of the entire protocol stack [67]
• CoMP Pros
– Provisions path redundancy through its ability to coordinate data transmission
from multiple APs, which may also belong to different RATs [68,136]
– Provisions the capability to connect to multiple RAT(s) at any given time [68,136]
– Through the use of multiple BSs for transmission, per-channel granularity of ser-
vice is made possible
• CoMP Cons
– Centralized processing introduces the possibility of SPoF [68,137]
– Backhaul networks will need to have extremely high capacity and extremely low
latency characteristics, so as to support CoMP whilst maintaining QoS [137]
Concretely, ITU-VMH and CoMP satisfy parameters RL1 (allowing for the possibility of
redundant physical connections) and RL2 (allowing for seamless mobility) for the reliability
criterion, and parameters FL1 (provisioning the possibility of per-channel granularity for
MM) and FL2 (allowing for the possibility of connecting to multiple RATs/BSs) for the
flexibility criterion.
3.2.6 RSS based BS selection methods
Based on the discussions in Section 2.2.6, we present here the pros and cons of the RSS
based BS selection methods as follows:
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• RSS based methods Pros
– Easy to implement, given that it has already been adopted by 3GPP [75,96,139]
– Relatively low processing and signaling load, owing to its simplicity [139]
• RSS based methods Cons
– FHOs in ultra dense scenarios is a pertinent issue [138]
– It is agnostic of other parameters related to the UE and the network, such as the
load, UE context, etc., thus making it unreliable and one-dimensional [75,96,138]
Given these pros and cons, the erstwhile RSSI based method due to its existence and
maturity can ensure mobility between multiple RAT(s), hence, satisfying parameter RL2 for
reliability criteria. Furthermore, owing to the aforementioned simplicity and maturity in de-
velopment and deployment it also satisfies parameters SL2, SL3 and SL5 for the scalability
criterion.
To summarize, we introduce Table 3.2 wherein we indicate the parameters that each of the
explored methods satisfies for the reliability, scalability and flexibility criteria. We also enlist
the important references that have lead us to the development of Table 3.2, as presented in
this chapter. From the discussions, analysis and Table 3.2, it can be deduced that none of the
legacy mechanisms, that have been studied, achieve the requirements as necessitated by 5G
and B5G networks. Concretely, none of the studied mechanisms satisfy all the parameters
of the criteria utilized for the qualitative analysis. Notably, the 3GPP based LTE MM
mechanisms provision the best basis and support for 5G and beyond MM mechanism, given
that they collectively satisfy the most parameters amongst other strategies explored.
3.3 Current State-of-the-Art
Based on the discussions in Chapter 2 with regards to the current state-of-the-art mechanisms
(Section 2.3), in this section we provision the qualitative analysis for these mechanisms. We
develop, firstly, the pros and cons and then subsequently specify the parameters that the
mechanism under study satisfies for the reliability, scalability and flexibility criteria, as listed
in Table 3.1.
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3.3.1 3GPP 5G MM Solutions
Given the extensive overview with regards to the MM solutions that have been provisioned
by the 5G standards [45,99,100] in Section 2.3.2, we now, as part of our qualitative analysis,
present the pros and cons for the same, as follows:
• 3GPP 5G MM Pros
– Provisions monitoring of UE mobility, mobility event notifications and resource
negotiation mechanisms at destination networks [45]
– Employs flexible session management strategies, wherein provision of per-PDU
session granularity, through path selection, roaming support and traffic steering,
has been detailed [45]
– Support for IPv6 multi-homing [45]
– Provision for multiple sessions and service continuity modes [45]
– Support for Multi-RAT DC [45]
– Support for Edge Computing [45]
– Network slicing information migration support in the event of inter-/intra- RAT
mobility [45]
– Network slicing support for provisioning on-demand MM
– Ability to provision context awareness via network slicing
– Provision for managing core network load by introducing load balancing and re-
balancing principles on the AMF [45]
– Provision of congestion awareness on the CP handling MMmessages, i.e., NAS [45]
– Introduction of beam level MM support [100]
– Intra-RAT (5GC to 5GC) and Inter-RAT (5GC to EPC and vice versa) HO
support [45,99]
– Well defined EPC and 5GC inter-working interface, i.e., N26 [45,99]
– Mobility support at the D2D level [15,102]
• 3GPP 5G MM Cons
– From our contribution [J1], it can be deduced that handover signaling in the CN
is extremely sub-optimal
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– RAT selection still relies on received signal quality fundamentals only [100]
– A unified framework for cross-layer mechanisms, such as MPTCP-SCTP (trans-
port layer), IPv6 multi-homing (network layer) and MR-DC (Physical and MAC
layer) working together, has not been provisioned
– In IPv6 multi-homing, a single point of failure (SPoF) still exists, as the multiple
PDU session anchors are still connected to a single UPF from where the paths
branch out [45]
– Co-ordination between D2D peers for enacting an efficient MM strategy is not
explored explicitly in the standards
From the pros and cons, it can be deduced that the 3GPP 5G MM mechanisms will be
able to support reliability parameters RL1 (owing to the support for MR-DC and IPv6 multi-
homing, and hence, redundancy in the number of connections and flows), RL2 (owing to
the support for MR-DC and handover procedures defined, thus ensuring seamless handover
capability), RL3 (owing to managing mobility at the access, core and extreme edge network
levels as well as local breakouts, thus introducing decentralization) and RL5 (owing to the
congestion awareness feature in NAS). Next, for the flexibility parameters, 3GPP 5G MM
mechanisms satisfy FL1 (owing to the granularity of service support per PDU session as well
as per mobility level, and the ability to support on-demand MM through network slicing
support), FL2 (owing to the ability to connect to multiple BSs through MR-DC and IPv6
multi-homing support), FL3 (owing to the handover support at the access, core and extreme
edge network levels via the Xn handover, N2 handover and 3GPP ProSe, respectively) and
FL5 (owing to the ability to take into account the context of the tenant via network slicing).
Lastly, 3GPP 5G MM mechanisms, for the scalability criterion, satisfy parameters SL1
(owing to the AMF load balancing strategies, local breakout strategies, multi-level handover
support as well as the granularity in service per mobility levels), SL4 (owing to local breakout
and support for edge computing, thus leading to decentralization) and SL5 (since these are
standards, implementation and integration is not a bottleneck).
Note that, scalability parameters SL2 and SL3 are not supported owing to the sub-
optimality in CN handover signaling as well as the presence of SPoFs, as stated in the cons
for the 3GPP 5G MM mechanisms.
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3.3.2 Other Research Efforts: Core, Access and Extreme Edge Net-
work Solutions
3.3.2.1 Core Network Solutions
For analyzing the core network solutions we utilize the generic classifications, i.e., SDN based,
DMM based and Edge Cloud solutions, and firstly list their pros and cons.
• SDN based mechanism Pros
– Provisions global view of the network [106,108]
– Provisions hierarchical solutions, thus enabling decentralization [106]
– Provisions the ability to manage CN signaling, and hence, DP paths during mo-
bility events [106–108]
– Provisions a single point of collection for network statistics thus enabling the
design and development of context based MM mechanisms [109]
• SDN based mechanism Cons
– Extensive CN signaling for managing handovers in a centralized/semi-centralized
approach [106]
– It does not alleviate the issue of mobility anchors which can lead to SPoFs in the
DP
• DMM based mechanism Pros
– Provisions decentralization of the mobility management anchors [22–24,110]
– Assists the CN in implementing efficient data paths for UEs undergoing mobility
[22,24,53]
• DMM based mechanism Cons
– Fully decentralized solution introduces extensive CN signaling in order to manage
the changes in data paths and mobility anchors, and hence, handovers [22]
– Partially distributed solution, while solving the extensive CN signaling, introduces
a central controller, and hence, an SPoF [22]
– Co-existence and integration with already deployed networks and devices will be
a significant challenge [53]
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• Edge clouds Pros
– Ensure data offloading opportunities, and hence, reduction in CN traffic load
[25,115]
– Facilitate processing of MM related tasks without the messages having to traverse
the CN [113]
– Provisions context awareness, as delay sensitive applications can access edge
clouds whilst delay tolerant applications can still access services located in the
core network [113,114]
• Edge clouds Cons
– Require dedicated infrastructure and appropriate placement [25,31,115]
– Require fast service migration strategies to ensure seamless mobility [55]
From these pros and cons as well as the preceding discussions, it is evident that the SDN
based solutions satisfies parameter RL2 (allowing for seamless mobility), RL3 (through the
provision of decentralized solutions), RL4 (through the ability to re-program paths in CN via
orchestration of OF rules) and RL5 (through the ability to utilize network statistics for traffic
steering with the CN) for the reliability criterion. For the flexibility criteria, the SDN based
mechanisms satisfy the parameters FL1 (through the capability of orchestrating policies
dependent on flow type, slice, etc.), FL3 (by allowing for CN based MM solutions that will
work in synergy with the access network based solutions) and FL4 (through the global view
of the network wherein a variety of parameters such as network load, QoS requirements,
etc., are considered). In terms of scalability, SDN based solutions satisfy parameters SL1
to SL3 (given the ability to manage and steer traffic flows with the ability of having a
distributed, hierarchical or centralized implementation) and SL4 (due to the possibility of
having a decentralized configuration).
The DMM based solutions, however only satisfy parameters RL2 (allowing for seamless
handovers) and RL3 (due to the decentralized nature) in the reliability criterion. Further,
for the flexibility criterion, DMM based solutions only satisfy parameter FL1, i.e., they
only offer granularity of service by preventing any mobility anchor. It is noteworthy though
that, from the scalability aspect DMM based solutions, like SDN based solutions, satisfy
parameters SL1 to SL4, and for the same reasons.
Lastly, for the edge cloud based solutions, parameters RL2 (allowing for seamless mobility
through fast access to data/processing capabilities upon migration to the target network) and
RL3 (allowing decentralization of MM based services) are satisfied for the reliability criterion.
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For the flexibility criteria, parameters FL1 (due to the ability to provision services based on
mobility and application profiles), FL3 (by allowing for MM methods at the edge network
level in addition to the access and core network based solutions), FL4 (by provisioning
processing capabilities for user association/BS selection services) and FL5 (by allowing for
context awareness in data caching according to user mobility) are satisfied. Additionally, for
the scalability criteria, parameters SL1 to SL4 are satisfied by the edge cloud solutions. The
reason being, they allow for decentralization which can consequently permit better capability
to manage connections and control messages due to increasing number of users.
3.3.2.2 Access Network Solutions
As part of the analysis for the access network solutions, we firstly present the pros and cons
for each mechanism discussed in Section 2.3.3.2, as follows:
• Phantom Cell method Pros
– Grants the ability to a UE to connect to multiple BSs simultaneously, thus also
granting redundancy in physical layer connections [116]
– As per reference [116] and our contribution [C1], it provisions the ability to allow
per-flow and per-user granularity of service
– Handover support at access network level [116]
– Ease of implementation due to existing standards on MR-DC [45,116]
• Phantom Cell method Cons
– Handovers between different MC domains will still entail service disruption [45,
116]
– According to [116] and our contribution [J1], Inter-MC domain handover signaling
will still be a significant burden on the CN
• RANaaS Pros
– Provisions on-demand allocation of network resources at the RAN level [120–122]
– Provisions the ability to execute on-demand handovers, through close interaction
between the various RATs that are integrated at a BBU pool [123]
– Assists in allowing UEs to camp on more than one BS
– Introduces support for executing handovers at the access network level [123]
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– Introduces the ability to utilize per-flow/channel granularity of service by being
able to manage the physical connections more centrally [120–123]
• RANaaS Cons
– Requires a complete architectural overhaul at the RAN side of the network [120–
122]
• Cross layer Pros
– Allows for the sharing of network statistics between the various OSI layers [117–
119]
– Allows for interaction between multiple OSI layers, thus facilitating the possibility
of efficient utilization of multi-homing [67,117–119]
• Cross layer Cons
– Requires significant software modifications to the existing modular nature of the
protocol structure [117–119]
• Intelligent RAT selection Pros
– Optimized RAT selection strategies [44,124–127]
– Utilization of multiple parameters, such as BS load, UE context, etc., jointly for
RAT selection [44,124–127]
– Provisioning the ability to select RATs per-slice/user/flow [127]
– As per our contribution [J3], it provisions the ability to select multiple BSs (pos-
sibly belonging to multiple RATs)
• Intelligent RAT selection Cons
– Requires rapid collection of network statistics to perform well informed selection
– Based on our contribution [J3], computational complexity and convergence time
of RAT selection algorithms will be critical, given the QoS requirements in 5G
Given the discussions in Section 2.3.3.2 and the pros and cons listed above, we now
determine the parameters, listed in Table 3.1, satisfied by each of the mechanisms explored.
Concretely, for the phantom cell method, parameters RL1 (redundancy in physical layer
connections) and RL2 (seamless mobility) are satisfied for the reliability criterion. For the
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flexibility criterion, parameters FL1 (by permitting the possibility of per-flow and per-user
based MM), FL2 (allowing for connectivity to multiple BSs potentially belonging to different
RATs) and FL3 (provisioning handover support at the access network level that will work
in synergy with CN based mechanism) are satisfied. In terms of scalability, the phantom
cell method satisfies parameters SL1 to SL3 (owing to the handling of handover related
computation and decision at the access network) and SL5 (owing to the existing standards
on MR-DC, as discussed in Section 2.3.2).
Next, the RAN-as-a-service concept satisfies parameters RL2 (allowing for seamless han-
dovers) and RL5 (the softwarized nature enables dynamic initiation for RAN functionality
such as BBU resources, functional splits, etc., depending on the network and user context)
for reliability, parameters FL1 (allowing for per-flow, per-user, per-slice, etc., service gran-
ularity through its softwarized nature), FL2 (allowing the possibility for connecting a user
to multiple BSs through its softwarized nature), FL3 (provisioning handover support at the
access network which will work in synergy with the CN and edge network based methods)
and FL4 (enabling the possibility of collection and utilization of RAN based information and
generating intelligent BS selection/user association decisions) for flexibility, and parameters
SL1 to SL3 (by offloading handover decision making and signaling to the access network)
for scalability.
On the other hand, cross-layer methods only satisfy parameters RL2 (allowing for seam-
less handover) and RL5 (allows for congestion aware method by sharing statistics about
queue lengths, buffer sizes, etc., amongst the various layers) for the reliability criteria. Fur-
ther, for the flexibility criteria they satisfy only parameters FL2 (by allowing for the possi-
bility of multi-homing, etc.) and FL4 (allowing for the possibility of sharing statistics and
other information amongst the various OSI layers and enabling joint optimization for BS
selection, path re-routing, etc.).
Lastly, for the intelligent RAT selection methods parameter RL2 (allowing for seam-
less handover through optimized decisions on RAT selection) is satisfied for the reliabil-
ity criterion. For the flexibility criterion, parameters FL1 (allowing for the possibility of
flow/user/slice based RAT selection), FL2 (allowing for the possibility to select multiple
RATs for a given user) and FL5 (via the ability to utilize user and network context for RAT
selection) are satisfied, while for scalability only parameter SL5 (owing to the extensive body
of research for optimal RAT selection strategies) is satisfied.
3.3.2.3 Extreme Edge Network Solutions
We firstly present the pros and cons for the D2D strategies as follows:
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• D2D strategy Pros
– Provisions D2D handover management strategies [128,129,132]
– Provisions MM support at the extreme edge network level [128–132]
– Provisions the ability to decentralize MM functionality
• D2D Strategy Cons
– Control signaling overhead will be a challenge [128,129]
– The viability with regards to energy efficiency of D2D peers as well as latency
incurred in conveying the decisions with regards to MM are un-explored questions
Based on the discussions and the aforesaid pros and cons, the device-to-device methods
satisfy parameter RL2 (through the provision of various seamless handover management
studies) for reliability, parameter FL3 (provisioning mobility support at the edge network
level which will work in synergy with access and core network based methods) for flexibility,
and parameter SL4 (allowing for the decentralization of MM functionality) for scalability.
3.3.3 B5G Networks
In this subsection we present a short study detailing the challenges that current state-of-
the-art mechanisms will continue to face for B5G networks. Furthermore, given the special
characteristics that B5G networks will pose, as shown in Figure 2.1, we also list potential
research areas for MM in B5G networks. Note that, these are then utilized in the subsequent
section wherein we define challenges and potential solutions for 5G and beyond MM.
Concretely, while SDN and NFV will provide the tools for the B5G networks to pro-
vision rapid programmability of the meta-surfaces, during mobility scenarios they will be
challenged critically. The reason being that, while current networking paradigms permit any-
where between 1 ms–10 ms time interval for performing any programmability task (latency
restrictions, as specified in current 5G networks [38], on most services), in B5G networks
this will be constrained even further as additional surfaces need to be programmed and or-
chestrated. Specifically, an increased number of surfaces/network nodes leads to more data
to be processed for generating appropriate programmability decisions. These decisions then
need to be sent out (orchestrated) to the relatively large number of network nodes (including
meta-surfaces), to execute the given task. Hence, this leads to an increased latency constraint
on the network programmability aspect. Further, while the meta-surfaces provide a higher
degree of freedom to the operator, they need to be programmed, as mentioned above. This
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introduces the challenging aspect of managing the SDN domains, NFV orchestration and the
related signaling. As a consequence, the compactness as well as the efficiency of the current
state-of-the-art SDN and NFV procedures will be challenged.
Next, with techniques such as DC, the challenge will be multi-fold as B5G networks will
not just comprise of meta-surfaces, which can also act as a MIMO array, but they will also
be equipped with Terahertz and mobile BS based multi-tier networks. And while, DC and
multi-RAT procedures, as stated in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, will aid in ensuring a context-
aware network selection procedure, the complexity for the access network techniques will be
compounded by the fact that not only will they need to ensure QoS requirements, but they
will have to also ensure sufficient available access bandwidth as well as backhaul bandwidth.
Note that with the backhaul bandwidth there will be a significant design challenge since VLC
technology is capable of carrying data rates of up to 1 Tbps. Current backhaul technologies
cannot provision such high bandwidths [52]. Further, it is important to reiterate that the
network will be composed of not only 4G-LTE and mmWave BSs, but there will also be VLC
and drone based BSs, which essentially are the main reason for the increased complexity as
discussed above.
Moreover, for the edge clouds, while they aid in allowing low latency access to cached
content as well as the compute resources, the deployment strategies will need to be rethought
given the ongoing growth pattern for data usage as well as the number of served devices cou-
pled with more resource hungry services. Certain important recent studies in this direction
have been provisioned via references [140,141].
Given these significant shortcomings in the current state-of-the-art mechanisms towards
B5G networks as well as taking into account the seminal works in the area of B5G techniques
[32,33,35,36] [39], the potential areas of research in MM for these networks are as follows:
• Characterization of the channel between meta-surface and the users, and meta-surface
and the BS, in the event of user/BS being mobile, for the purpose of MM decisions
• Consideration of reliability and coverage of VLC link for MM decisions
• Characterization of the computational complexity for re-calibrating the meta-surfaces
alongside the network, during mobility events
• Impact of mobility upon the programmable environment1 concept, drone based com-
munication and VLC
• Optimal RAT and BS selection with a programmable environment
1By environment, we refer to the physical environment that lies between the transmitter and receiver.
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• Optimal RAT and BS selection in scenarios where both the UE and BS (drone based)
are mobile
• Characterizing the computational complexity of optimization methodologies for user
association
• Methods to handle possible increase in handover signaling/messaging during other
network processes, such as reprogramming meta-surfaces to serve mobile users
• Formulation of a sound heterogeneous RAT strategy, just like the 4G-5G concept,
given mmWave and Terahertz technologies and their associated challenges related to
coverage.
Note that, the aforementioned research areas do not form an exhaustive list, but are
broadly indicative of what aspects remain to be explored with regards to MM in B5G net-
works.
To summarize, in this section we firstly introduced the 5G service based architecture and the
classification of the various mechanisms that we analyzed, through Figure 2.13. Following
this, we qualitatively analyzed the 3GPP 5G MM mechanisms as well as other research
efforts with regards to their efficacy towards 5G and beyond MM solutions. Consequently,
we introduce Table 3.3 wherein we indicate the parameters that each of the explored methods
satisfies for the reliability, scalability and flexibility criteria (Table 3.1). We also enlist the
important references that have lead us to the development of Table 3.3, as presented in this
chapter. And so, from the capability profiles of each mechanism, as illustrated in Table 3.3,
it is evident that even after significant efforts none of them completely meet the specified
requirements as expected for the 5G and beyond MM mechanisms. Concretely, neither the
3GPP 5G MM mechanisms nor the other academic and industrial research efforts satisfy all
the criteria completely. Subsequently, it is deduced that none of the analyzed mechanisms
satisfy the requirements for the future MM mechanisms, as listed in Table 2.1. Hence,
through the aforesaid qualitative analysis we have further exposed the gaps in the design
and development for 5G and beyond MM mechanisms.
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3.4 Mobility Management: Persistent Challenges, Po-
tential Solutions and Next-Generation Framework
From our discussions in Chapters 2 and 3 so far, we have highlighted the requirements
from MM mechanisms as well as the criteria that future MM mechanisms should satisfy
to meet these requirements in Tables 2.1 and 3.1, respectively. Further, we have analyzed
the legacy mechanisms and the current state of the art towards their utility for 5G and
B5G networks in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. However, we have observed that gaps
in fulfilling the requirements still persist. Concretely, we have demonstrated that none
of the strategies evaluated satisfy the reliability, flexibility and scalability criteria in their
entirety. Hence, to be able to design and develop a holistic MM mechanism, it is of substance
to our study to understand the challenges/questions that persist. We consolidate, from
earlier works in literature and the discussions in Chapter 2 and Sections 3.1-3.3, these key
challenges/questions in the text that follows.
3.4.1 Challenges
3.4.1.1 Handover Signaling
Even after the release of 3GPP specifications for 5G [29], HO signaling is still a challenge.
Hence, reducing HO signaling to ensure system scalability and reliability will be one of the
key challenges. Certain studies such as our contribution [J1], discussed in detail in Chapter
5, have provided methods to help overcome this challenge and thus, can be actively pursued
by the research and industrial community.
3.4.1.2 Network Slicing
Network slices have been defined to ensure different service types are served according to
their own resource demands. Hence, it will be a key challenge to design MM strategies
that either jointly take into account the requirements of multiple network slices or provide
individual solutions for each network slice.
3.4.1.3 Integration framework for MM solutions
The state of the art and 3GPP specifications ensure to some extent the provision of flexi-
bility, reliability and scalability for 5G MM solutions, as discussed earlier. However, since
these solutions function at different sections of the network (Figure 2.13), the challenge will
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be to design them such that collectively they ensure the appropriate levels of flexibility, scal-
ability and reliability in MM mechanisms to cope with the diversity in mobility profiles and
applications the devices will access. Also, a part of this challenge will be to ensure that the
CAPEX and Operating Expenditure (OPEX), owing to the architectural (software or hard-
ware) transformations stemming from these redesigned MM mechanisms, are manageable.
3.4.1.4 Ensuring Context Awareness
Context based MM solutions accounting for factors such as network load, user preference,
network policy, mobility profiles, etc., to ensure best possible provision of requested QoS, will
be important. The criticality of this challenge is enhanced by the fact that, low computational
complexity whilst executing these solutions will be of the essence to meet the strict latency
constraint requirements.
3.4.1.5 Architectural Evolution Costs
SDN and edge cloud capabilities will be important for enhancing the user experience during
mobility, as discussed in Section 2.3. However, a key challenge will be to ensure appropriate
scalability while maintaining a manageable CAPEX and OPEX.
3.4.1.6 Frequent Handovers
Reducing frequent handovers, ping-pong effects and devising an optimized HO strategy will
still be a key challenge, given the dense and heterogeneous future network environment. This
is further exacerbated by the fact that current methods, such as IEEE 802.21 and 3GPP
specifications, fail to integrate cellular and non-3GPP networks effectively for seamless HO
between them. For example, while methods such as LWA have been explored extensively
[14, 142], an effective handover methodology between 3GPP and non-3GPP networks still
remains elusive.
3.4.1.7 Security
An important challenge for ensuring service continuity and seamless mobility in an extremely
dense and heterogeneous network environment, such as 5G and beyond networks, will be to
ensure that security related tasks, such as authenticating the user as well as the network,
be completed as efficiently as possible. By efficiently here we mean that the authentication
should guarantee a required level of security whilst provisioning low computational complex-
ity [143] as well as latency [144]. Again this task will become even more critical in scenarios
where mobility occurs between 3GPP to non-3GPP networks.
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3.4.1.8 Energy Efficiency
Given that one of the goals of 5G is to ensure enhanced battery lives for the devices, it will
be a critical component for 5G MM services to ensure that the mobility of the devices is
handled in an energy efficient way [145]. Additionally, 5G MM services will also need to
ensure that the energy footprint goal for 5G networks is achieved via techniques such as
smart BS selection methodologies [146] and reduced CN signaling [J1, Chapter 5]. By smart
BS selection methodologies we refer to being able to not only account for the user energy
consumption over the course of its mobility, but also accounting for the energy consumed
whilst performing such selections.
3.4.1.9 Meta-surface Reconfiguration for mobility support
For the B5G networks, finding the optimal configuration of meta-surfaces during mobility
related scenarios will be challenging. This is because, the physical characteristics of the
surfaces will have to be altered rapidly so as to have the signals arriving at the user in a
constructive manner.
3.4.1.10 Beyond 5G Network: Handovers
A fundamental question that will be posed in B5G is: how frequently and when will the
handovers be needed? The reason this question is a challenge because, up until now the rate
of power loss in an urban environment is characterized by a R4 factor (where R is distance
between the transmitter and receiver) given the destructive interference encountered. How-
ever, with programmable environments, according to [36], this decay will now be similar to
the free space scenario, i.e., R2, since all signals can be modulated in phase and polarization
to interfere at the receiver in a constructive manner. And so, in mobile environments, the
power decay will not be significant even at distances further away. Hence, the handover
triggering methods and their execution procedure need to be revisited as currently they do
not expect such a reliable behavior from the channel.
3.4.1.11 Beyond 5G Network: Protocol stack
A next fundamental question posed in B5G, with reference to meta-surfaces, is: What is the
impact on the existing layers? The reason this question is a challenge because, the MAC,
Radio Link Control (RLC), PDCP and TCP layers, they all have error control, packet
re-ordering, transmission repeat request and other reliability control mechanisms in-built.
These were designed keeping in mind that the environment is unreliable and randomly vary-
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ing. However, with programmable surfaces the environment will be much more deterministic
and reliable. Thus, there arises a case for either eliminating/modifying some of these layers
(for example, a lightweight version of TCP may be utilized, as the channel is deterministic
and the probability of having lost packets due to error or timeout is significantly lower since
the multipaths can be redirected to interfere constructively at the receiver by the meta-
surfaces, or the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) can be utilized with much more reliability),
which play a critical part in MM procedures, or revisiting their original implementation to
adapt to these programmable environments.
3.4.1.12 Dynamic Network Topology
In terms of user association for B5G networks, the challenge will now not be to just choose
an BS with the best SINR/RSSI/RSRP/RSRQ, but it will rather be to choose or program
an BS/programmable surface configuration/drone, depending on the user mobility, location
and coverage from these sources. While it still reduces to the problem presented for 5G net-
works, the increased dimensionality and heterogeneity of the problem will provide formidable
challenges to existing methods.
3.4.1.13 Edge Node configuration in B5G networks
Edge nodes’ placement for supporting user mobility will also be challenged. This is so because
the possibility of supporting better QoS over longer distances can reduce the requirements for
service replication/service migration. This is a consequence of the fact that the handovers
would be impacted given the programmability of the environment and the squared decay
instead of a fourth power decay in the received signal power.
3.4.1.14 IP address continuity
The vision for near zero latency by 3GPP [147] necessitates that E2E link continuity is en-
sured given any network and mobility scenario. Hence, maintaining IP address continuity
during mobility events will remain a critical challenge as the complexity of the networks
increases in 5G and B5G.
The aforementioned key challenges define the technology gap towards fulfilling the MM
governing parameters listed in Table 3.1. In the following subsection we list the potential
solutions that can fill this technology gap. Note that, we codify these potential solutions as
P1 -P7, which are then utilized in the development of Table 3.4.
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3.4.2 Potential Solutions
3.4.2.1 P1: Smart CN signaling
Utilizing the properties of SDN, the signaling performed within the CN for handover and
re-routing purposes can be optimized further. This will enable more scalability and better
support to users with high mobility. Concretely, techniques such as graph theory, Machine
Learning [148] as well as the recently established intelligent Information Elements (IE) map-
ping methods, as developed in our contribution [J1], etc., can enable faster and efficient
CN signaling, as mentioned above. Here by efficiency we imply that the transmission cost,
processing cost and other CN signaling related metrics, specified in our contribution [J1]
(Chapter 5), are reduced/optimized.
3.4.2.2 P2: On demand MM
Given the functional requirements (Section 2.1), legacy methods (Section 2.2) and the state of
the art (Section 2.3), on demand MM strategies (such as in our contribution [C1]) will allow
future MM mechanisms to serve users with different mobility profiles, accessing different
services and accessing networks with differing loads, more effectively. As an example, slice
based MM strategies can enable independent strategies for the various network slices that
the 5G networks will serve. This will help cater to the different network slices according to
their mobility demands, and avoid the sub-optimal one size fits all approach.
3.4.2.3 P3: Deep learning
Learning network parameters such as network load, congestion statistics at access and core
network, user mobility trends, etc., enable the network to devise effective and optimal MM
strategies for a highly dynamic network environment such as that in 5G and B5G networks.
Hence, deep learning methods such as reinforcement learning can assist in such tasks.
3.4.2.4 P4: SDN-NFV integrated DMM
DMM facilitates the distribution of MM functionality throughout the network and avoiding
single MM anchors, which consequently assists in alleviating issues such as SPoF and conges-
tion. Note that, SDN and NFV will assist in DMM as network programmability facilitates
fast switching while the user/device transits through the network.
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3.4.2.5 P5: D2D CP-DP extension
D2D clustering and support for communication with devices in such clusters has been formal-
ized since 3GPP Release-13. Thus, through an extension of CP-DP capabilities of the current
D2D framework, i.e., by utilizing the relaying strategies for CP/DP information, handover
performance for devices migrating within the network and in such clusters can be enhanced.
Further, policy based methods, which take into account the presence of D2D communications
between vehicles and other V2X scenarios, will also enable future MM mechanisms to serve
the complex scenarios that will prevail in 5G and B5G networks better.
3.4.2.6 P6: Service Continuity through Edge Computing
For serving fast moving users, such as vehicles, and satisfying their latency and bandwidth
requirements, edge computing solutions for MM will play a major role in 5G and B5G
networks [149]. And while service migration strategies will play a critical role in ensuring
seamless connectivity, a fine balance between service replication and service migration will
help mitigate the multitude of challenges that arise for such strategies. Further, given that
users might crossover to other PLMNs during the duration of mobility [150], which can lead
to a change in the edge cloud that serves them, effective service migration strategies will
greatly enhance the QoS during mobility.
3.4.2.7 P7: Clean Slate Methods
Current networks rely on resolving the IP addresses of the hosts for the applications requested
by the users. However, such a resolution can lead to delays [151]. And so, Information Centric
Networking (ICN), and specifically Named Data Networking (NDN) paradigm, avoid this
process thus making the network more flexible and faster. Additionally, with the proposition
of having in-network caching, ICN and NDN paradigms enable caching capabilities near the
users.
Another class of such clean slate methods is MobilityFirst [152]. In MobilityFirst, a
new paradigm to networking, like in ICN and NDN, has been proposed. In this paradigm,
IP based resolution of nodes has been deprecated, and name based resolution is proposed.
Further, concepts similar to ICN and NDN, such as in-network caching etc., have also been
proposed. Additionally, and different to the ICN-NDN paradigm, ensuring security in a
fully dynamic scenario has been considered as one of the guiding principles of MobilityFirst.
Further, MobilityFirst also introduces support for migration of entire networks and not just
the end nodes.
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Figure 3.1: Proposed 5G and beyond MM framework.
Consequently, such methods together can provision more scalable, flexible and reliable
MM strategies.
And so, up until now in this section, we have highlighted the multiple challenges that the 5G
and beyond MM mechanism will face, given our qualitative evaluation for legacy and current
state-of-the art methods in Sections 3.1-3.3. We have then provisioned a brief discussion on
the potential solutions that can assist in addressing these challenges. We illustrate a novel
mapping between these challenges and potential solutions in Table 3.4. Additionally, we have
also listed the parameters for the qualitative analysis (and hence the requirements specified
in Table 2.1) that they satisfy. This, as a result, reinforces the completeness of our current
study. Hence, in the next subsection, utilizing the inferences from Sections 3.1-3.3 and Table
3.4, we propose a framework for 5G and beyond MM.
3.4.3 Proposed 5G and beyond MM framework
We utilize the earlier established classification process for the current state-of-the-art strate-
gies to define our vision for 5G and beyond MM in Figure 3.1. Concretely, we have catego-
rized the MM mechanisms as Core Network level, Access Network level and Extreme Edge
Network level, depending on where they will be creating an impact on/from. The specific
entities (based on the 5G architecture illustrated in Figure 2.13), to which these aforesaid
levels correspond to, have also been mentioned in Figure 3.1.
To elaborate, the core network strategies encompass the DMM, SDN and Network slicing
paradigms to provision the necessary reliability, flexibility and scalability from a more global
perspective. Additionally, the aforesaid core network strategies need to be well complemented
with an efficient CN signaling strategy. Next, handover management, on-demand MM, IPv6
multi-homing and Edge cloud related MM strategies will be enacted not only in the core
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network or the access network level, but jointly at both levels thus provisioning the necessary
flexibility and reliability. Further, RAN-as-a-Service and Multi-connectivity provisions at the
access network level will assist in utilizing the multiple RATs and BSs effectively. Moreover,
it is envisioned that the RAT selection process maybe either at the access network or at
the device level. The D2D techniques, on the other hand, are expected to provide added
assistance for mobility at the device level through DP as well CP functionality.
Complementing these mechanisms, NDN-ICN support will be provisioned at all levels,
thus assisting in maintaining IP addresses/prefixes during mobility whilst resolving destina-
tions via names. Note that, traditional IP address/prefix allocation strategies are not in-
tended to be changed. Instead, the NDN-ICN concept provisions an over-the-top assistance.
Further, the cross layer strategies, as the name suggests, will spawn across the multiple levels
and enact policies, utilizing the available information at each of these levels, which assist in
optimal MM related decisions across the network. Lastly, the deep learning strategies will
again assist across the multiple levels by learning the complex features about the network
context, user mobility and overall QoS requirements, and formulating effective MM related
decisions.
Hence, given that we utilize the potential solutions for overcoming the technology gap,
specified in Section 3.4.2, alongside certain strategies from the state of the art and legacy
MM mechanisms, specified in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, it can be inferred from Tables 3.1-3.4
that our proposed framework will satisfy all the parameters for the reliability, flexibility and
scalability criteria. Consequently, it can be stated that the proposed framework in Figure
3.1 will also satisfy all the requirements as defined in Table 2.1, thus provisioning a holistic
solution. With this vision, in the following section we summarize the developments of this
chapter and establish how the work presented in subsequent chapters aims to realize this
framework.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have provided a novel qualitative gap analysis of the legacy and current
MM mechanisms with respect to their suitability for 5G and beyond networks. Given the
complexity of future network scenarios, i.e., 5G and B5G, a full view of the MM strategies,
their capabilities, the persistent challenges and the possible solutions to them, will enable
the research community to design better MM strategies.
Concretely, and in continuation with the requirements specified in Table 2.1 in Chapter
2, we firstly defined the three pillars of future MM strategies, i.e., scalability, flexibility and
reliability, in-depth in Section 3.1. Further, we also specified the multiple parameters that the
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future MM mechanisms will need to satisfy for each of the evaluation criteria, through Table
3.1. Next, from our discussions in Section 3.2 it is clear that the legacy MM solutions fail in
provisioning scalability, flexibility and reliability simultaneously. Nevertheless, the current
standards and research efforts explored in Section 3.3 are promising as they provide enhanced
capabilities towards future MM solutions. We have summarized these conclusions effectively
in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. And as a consequence, through this qualitative analysis the various
benefits and shortcomings of the legacy and the current state of the art mechanisms, studied
in this chapter, can be understood easily by the research community. Subsequently, we
established that none of the mechanisms fulfill the complete 5G and beyond MM mechanism
requirements.
And so, it is evident that a holistic MM mechanism for 5G and B5G networks remains
elusive. Thus, certain challenges that will still persist for the design, development and de-
ployment of future MM mechanisms have been detailed in this chapter in Section 3.4.1.
Furthermore, we have provided a concise discussion on the potential MM strategies that the
research community can explore so as to solve these persistent challenges and the techno-
logical gaps they present, in Section 3.4.2. Following this, we have also provisioned a novel
mapping between the potential strategies and the persistent challenges in Table 3.4, thus
highlighting the efficacy of our current study. Based on the inferences drawn, we have pro-
visioned a novel framework for the 5G and beyond MM strategies through Section 3.4.3 and
Figure 3.1.
Henceforth, in Chapters 4-6, we build upon this future framework and provision an on-
demand MM paradigm (Chapter 4); a novel Handover signaling mechanism (Chapter 5);
and a novel User Association and Resource Allocation framework (Chapter 6), in order
to facilitate enhanced MM solutions for 5G and beyond networks. Notably, each of these
research works maps to one of the building blocks of the proposed framework presented in
Section 3.4.3 and Figure 3.1. Specifically, the on-demand MM paradigm explored in Chapter
4, maps to the on-demand MM block in Figure 3.1, the novel handover signaling mechanism
explored in Chapter 5, maps to the Smart CN signaling and Handover management blocks in
Figure 3.1, and the novel User Association and Resource Allocation framework explored in
Chapter 6, maps to the Multi-connectivity, RAT selection and Cross layer blocks in Figure
3.1.
Chapter 4
Mobility Management as a Service
Overview
Mobility Management (MM) techniques have conventionally been centralized in nature, wherein
a single network entity has been responsible for handling the mobility related tasks of the mo-
bile nodes attached to the network. However, an exponential growth in network traffic and the
number of users has ushered in the concept of providing on-demand mobility management,
i.e., Mobility Management as a Service (MMaaS), to the wireless nodes attached to the 5G
networks. Allowing for on-demand mobility management solutions will not only provide the
network with the flexibility that it needs to accommodate the many different use cases that
are to be served by future networks, but it will also provide the network with the scalability
that is needed alongside the flexibility to serve future networks. And hence, in this chapter,
a detailed study of MMaaS has been provided, highlighting its benefits and challenges for
5G networks as compared to the 3GPP, IEEE and IETF initiatives. Additionally, the very
important property of granularity of service, which is deeply intertwined with the scalability
and flexibility requirements of the future wireless networks, and a consequence of MMaaS,
has also been discussed in detail.
Contributions
[C1] A. Jain, E. Lopez-Aguilera, and I. Demirkol, "Mobility Management as a Service for
5G Networks", IEEE ISWCS 2017, pp. 1–6.
Existing mobility management architectures, such as the one employed by LTE [61], are
centralized in nature. To illustrate, the Mobility Management Entity (MME) in the LTE
architecture depicted in Figure 2.2 is the central entity which is entrusted with the respon-
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sibility of managing mobility of users attached to the network. The aforementioned central
architecture suffices current day needs. However, due to an exponential growth in traffic
and the number of users, as stated in Chapters 1-3, these architectures will not be viable for
the 5G network scenarios. Further, based on the discussions in Chapter 3, it is evident that
factors such as lack of scalability and flexibility will render the current strategies insufficient
for the scenarios that will prevail in these future networks. It is also important to state
here that the scalability and flexibility of MM strategies is very intricately connected to the
granularity of service aspect.
In realization of the aforementioned issues, Software Defined Networking (SDN) and
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) have been recognized as important enablers for the
future networks. Concretely, they enable the implementation of critical network functions,
such as mobility management, as applications on top of a central/distributed controller. And,
with a global/locally-global perspective of the complete network architecture, the mobility
management applications can be employed on an on-demand basis for the user devices. It
must be mentioned here that the aforementioned global perspective relates to the scenario
when the employed MM application has the complete network view, whilst a locally-global
perspective indicates that the employed MM application has a global perspective of only a
specific domain, which, for example, may be a geographical area that the SDN-controller,
on which it is employed, covers. Further, the granularity of service provided by mobility
management applications will also equip the networks with pre-requisites such as flexibility
and scalability necessary to meet the demands of the 5G networks. Henceforth, in this
chapter we discuss in detail the features of this on-demand mobility management service,
better known as MMaaS, as well as the related granularity aspects along with their benefits
and challenges for 5G networks.
4.1 MMaaS
Existing mobility management strategies have primarily been centralized in nature. But,
with the SDN and NFV techniques, mobility management functionalities can now be imple-
mented as an application on top of a controller that provides it with a global view of the
domain it serves. This softwarized control over mobility management permits the operators
to provide the services on-demand, i.e., MMaaS. It is worth noting that, under the current
mobility management strategies, when an MN attaches to the network, a mobility instance is
created for it in the MME, and is kept at all times until it de-registers from the network. This
leads to the unnecessary utilization of computational resources. However, with MMaaS, mo-
bility management instances can be created on-demand and hence, computational resources
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can be allocated likewise. Consequently, MMaaS, through its global view and on-demand
computational resource allocation, enables the provision of globally optimized solutions for
managing user mobility.
The aforementioned softwarized control allows for the utilization of a versatile set of
parameters, which not only provide a globally optimal solution but also permit the self-
adjustment of the established mobility management mechanisms. In order to retrieve these
parameter values from the network entities, a network controller, i.e., the SDN-controller
(SDN-C), has to interact with these entities over the southbound interface (SBI) and then
pass on the extracted values to the mobility management application over the northbound
interface (NBI) [153]. An illustration of the aforementioned process is provided through
Figure 4.1. As can be seen from Figure 4.1(a), the SDN-C is connected to the OpenFlow
(OF) switches, which comprise the network data plane. These switches are additionally also
connected to the access network, from where values of the parameters such as Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR)/Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) of other and current base stations
(BSs) at the MN, types of flows on the MN, MN policies, etc., can be enquired. Further,
from the OF switches, information related to the network such as network load, link fail-
ure/congestion information, as well as the latency over the links, etc., can be extracted. All
of this information is then processed at the SDN-C which then, as is visible in Figure 4.1(a),
is sent over the NBI to the mobility management application. These mobility management
applications, which may be implemented on a software cloud, after processing this data,
provide a solution to the SDN-C, which implements it over the network via the orchestrator
through the SBI. Figure 4.1(b) provides a signaling diagram to illustrate the above flow of
information to ensure mobility management services to the MNs attached to the network.
It is important to mention here that the message sequence as provided in Figure 4.1(b)
might change in practical implementation. However, the overall logical flow, i.e., information
enquiry → information reception → information processing → MM rule implementation,
is maintained. Further, in Figure 4.1(a), the access network might consist of a Central-
ized/Cloud RAN (C-RAN) [21], which is primarily composed of a BBU pool and multiple
BSs attached to this BBU pool. In the aforementioned scenario, the BBU pool is responsible
for handling the access network mobility, i.e., handling the mobility of MNs when they switch
BSs within the same BBU domain. Here, a BBU domain specifically refers to a set of BSs
controlled by a particular BBU pool. And so, as a consequence, the resource allocation rules
message, as shown in Figure 4.1(b), is sent by the SDN-C to the access network only when
the scenario demands, for instance: when performing a traffic transfer due to HO. Thus,
it can also be inferred that MMaaS is essentially distributed wherein the access network
mobility is handled at the BBU pool (or BS in case CRAN is not present), whilst network
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Figure 4.1: (a) Softwarized network control; (b) Signaling diagram for mobility management
in SDN based networks.
level mobility (inter-domain mobility) is handled at the SDN-C. Lastly, an important point
of consideration with regards to the resource allocation rules procedure is that, in the event
legacy RAN deployments exist, the SDN-C, similar to the MME as shown in Figure 2.2, will
almost always be in communication with the access network to handle the mobility at the
access network level.
Next, in order to further exemplify the advantages that MMaaS provides, a short com-
parative analysis with respect to the existent/legacy mechanisms has been provided in Table
4.1. The comparative analysis is conducted on the basis of 4 distinct parameters, i.e., Gran-
ularity of service, Degree of centralization, Network slicing support and Self-reorganizing
capabilities. Note that, for this comparative analysis, we have utilized a broader umbrella of
definition for the existing mobility strategies by considering them on the basis of the Stan-
dards Development Organization (SDO), i.e., IEEE, IETF and 3GPP, that were responsible
for their development. Concretely, all the MM strategies discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, can
be assimilated into these broad definitions without loss of specificity.
And so, from Table 4.1, it is evident that the existing mobility management mechanisms,
designed and developed by IEEE, IETF and 3GPP, do not provide a significant level of
service granularity. Whilst these mechanisms provide at best per-MN granularity in service,
MMaaS on the other hand has the ability to provide multiple avenues of granularity such
as those based on mobility profiles, flows, policies, MN, etc. It is imperative to state here
that, in order to provide the level of flexibility and scalability to the future networks, as
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would be needed to serve the complex scenarios that will be prevalent, such multi-avenue
provision in granularity for mobility management services is an indispensable feature. In
addition to the multiple avenues of granularity in service, MMaaS provides a significant
advantage over the existing mechanisms by allowing for a de-centralized implementation of
mobility management applications. Such flexibility stems from the softwarized control which
is a consequence of the SDN and NFV framework. On the other hand, 3GPP due to the
centralized MM anchors in the CP, i.e., the MME in 4G and SMF/AMF in 5G, and in DP,
i.e., the S-GW in 4G and UPF in 5G, offers a very centralized strategy. However, through
the LTE-X2/5G-Xn handover process and the traffic offloading mechanisms, some form of
de-centralization can be obtained. IEEE mechanisms, such as 802.21 and 802.11x series, do
not provision any specific methods for decentralization. Additionally, while IETF has certain
studies on DMM, the overall architecture as defined by the PMIPv6, FMIPv6, etc., is fairly
centralized.
MMaaS through its softwarized control and global view will be able to serve multiple
network slices whilst existing mechanisms, according to Table 4.1, cannot support network
slicing environments. This is so because, existing mechanisms were not designed to logically
slice the network infrastructure for the various tenants. By logically slicing the network
infrastructure we mean that, resources in the core and access network are reserved indepen-
dently for each tenant on it. Furthermore, by tenants we refer to services such as voice,
broadband and Narrow-Band (NB) IoT, mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs), etc. It
must be stated here that, 3GPP based mechanisms, due to the emergence of NB-IoT and
already existing QoS request identifier mechanisms, provision certain level of network slicing
support.
Lastly, the self-organizing capabilities, i.e., the ability to re-structure the routing rules and
the access network resource allocation (if needed) depending on the context of operation,
are of prime importance to the future networks as the highly dynamic environment will
require the mobility management mechanisms to adapt their solutions according to the
scenario without any perceivable latency. MMaaS, owing to its flexibility and granularity
characteristics as already mentioned, offers a high degree of self-organizing capabilities. On
the contrary, existing solutions as shown in Table 4.1, offer minimal self-organizing features.
Concretely, 3GPP, through LTE-X2/5G-Xn, LTE-DC/5G MR-DC and LWA, offers avenues
for self-organization in the access network. IEEE, on the other hand, through the 802.21
and 802.11x suite, offers methods for resource allocation and negotiation in heterogeneous
RATs. However, these functionalities are minimal as compared to MMaaS. Moreover, IETF,
only provisions mechanisms that primarily function on the network layer and above. Hence,
the self-organizing capabilities are only limited to provisioning support from the defined
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Table 4.1: Comparison between MMaaS and current/legacy architecture
MMaaS 3GPP IEEE IETF
Granularity of
service
Multiple av-
enues 1
per-MN per-MN per-MN 2
Degree of Cen-
tralization
De-
centralized
Mostly Cen-
tralized 3
Centralized Centralized 4
Network slicing
support
Yes Minimal 5 No No
Self-reorganizing
capabilities
Very high Minimal 6 Minimal Minimal
mechanisms towards any self-organization rules/policies defined at the access network level.
Thus, this discussion reinforces the belief that existing MM mechanisms are not well-
suited to handle the challenging scenarios that future networks will envisage. Furthermore,
from the analysis so far, it is evident that granularity of service offers significant benefits
to the network, through its provision of scalability and flexibility, as well as to the users,
through the provision of optimal mobility management solutions dependent on their context.
In addition, there are multiple avenues where granularity in mobility management services
can be offered under the MMaaS concept. And so, in the subsequent section, a detailed
study on granularity of service and the various avenues, such as mobility profiles, flow types,
network load and policies, where the granularity can be offered has been provided.
4.2 Granularity of Service
As stated in the previous section, granularity of service is beneficial to the network through
its provision of scalability and flexibility, whilst for the users it formulates optimal mobility
management solutions, which in turn benefit them by helping reduce the power consumption
as well as improve their perceived Quality of Service (QoS). To better elaborate these afore-
1Per-flow, per-mobility profile, policy based, per-MN, etc.
2Multi-path TCP (MPTCP) and Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) allow for multiple
paths/flows. However, IETF does not provide per-flow mobility management in these protocols as of yet.
3LTE-X2 and 5G-Xn handovers offer some form of de-centralization.
4IETF DMM working group presents certain studies on distributed frameworks. However, there are no
standards level RFC as of now.
5Recently NB-IoT has been standardized, which utilizes LTE bands to serve IoT devices.
6LTE-X2/5G-Xn, LTE-DC/5G MR-DC and LWA allow some level of self-organizing capabilities.
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mentioned broad benefits, we consider the scenario as specified in Figure 4.2. The scenario
specified is a typical mobility scenario wherein an MN migrates from one BS to another, and
also switches its access router (AR) in the process. Further, at AR-1 the MN has a certain
set of active flows. After moving from AR-1 to AR-2, the MN keeps its current flows active
and also initiates other services which consequently result in the creation of new flows. It is
imperative to note here that AR-1 and AR-2 are merely data-plane (DP) entities and hence-
forth, in the architecture mentioned in Figure 4.1(a), they are equivalent to the OF-switches.
Next, whilst switching BSs and ARs, the mobility management application analyses param-
eters and policies which are relevant to both the user and the network. It also checks the
context, i.e., the mobility profile, the flow types, etc., and makes a handover/traffic transfer
decision.
From the aforementioned decision process, it is clear that the mobility management rules
implemented for the MN can provide granularity in terms of mobility profiles, flows, policy,
and network load, or a combination of them depending on the context. As an example, in
Figure 4.2, the granularity of service from the perspective of flows is illustrated, wherein
delay-sensitive and delay tolerant flows are served individually with different MM rules. A
more detailed discussion for the same is provided in Section 4.2.2.
IP 
Core Network
AR-1AR-2
BSBS
BS
BS
MN MN
Delay sensitive flow (AR-1)
Delay sensitive flow (AR-2)
Delay tolerant flow (AR-1)
Delay tolerant flow (AR-2)
New flow (AR-2)
Figure 4.2: MMaaS - Granularity of Service provision example.
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Such a holistic and distributed decision process provides the network with the flexibility
and also allows it to scale itself as the services offered are on-demand and not centralized
to just one entity within the complete network for each user. Further, the decision making
process involves analyzing the parameters as well as the context. This enables the network
to make an optimized decision on mobility management for each user. From the discussions
so far, a deeper inspection into the granularity considerations reveals that there are multiple
avenues to provide such discretization in mobility management services. Consequently, in
the ensuing discussions granularity of service from the perspective of mobility profiles, flow
types, network load and predefined policies (both network and user) has been explored in
more detail.
4.2.1 Mobility profile perspective
Users in a network can have varying mobility profiles. While most users will be pedestrians,
moving at speeds below 3 km/h, some users such as those in a car or high speed trains
might be moving at anywhere between 30-500 km/h. Further, with the future networks
slated to support Internet of Things (IoT), support for devices with negligible mobility
alongside the aforesaid mobility profiles becomes an important point of consideration for
future mobility management solutions. The MMaaS paradigm allows operators to deploy
softwarized solutions on top of the core network controller, hence, permitting the network
to employ solutions that are tailored for specific mobility profiles. As for example, there
may be a scenario where there are several pedestrian users with a few high speed users.
These users are then overlaid with a high density of static sensors. In such a scenario, the
current networks would assign a mobility profile to every attached device, even if they do
not require one (like the static sensors). Further, current networks will also employ the
same computational and physical resources for each device attached to the network for the
purpose of mobility management. While such a method is simple and easy to implement, it
is inefficient as certain device do not require similar levels of mobility management, such as
static sensors as already mentioned, compared to the others.
Henceforth, MMaaS provides the opportunity to offer granularity on the basis of mobility
profiles, wherein devices based on their mobility profile are allocated appropriate resources
within the network. Considering the example as described above, a viable solution based
on the MMaaS paradigm would be to assign Macro-cell resources to the high speed users in
order to avoid unnecessary handovers. Further, pedestrians can be allocated control-plane
(CP) resources at the Macro-cell (to avoid frequent messaging with the core network for re-
source allocation upon handovers) whilst the data plane can be kept at the SCs. It is similar
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to the phantom cell strategy proposed in [116] wherein MNs have CP at the Macro-cell and
are subjected to a data shower from the SCs, i.e., DP is at the SCs. Additionally, static
sensors, since they are not going to be subjected to any mobility event, do not necessitate
a mobility profile. And hence, MMaaS avoids assignment of a mobility profile and subse-
quently, allocation of network resources to such static users. And so, MMaaS ultimately
presents a very resource-efficient and flexible avenue, dependent on the user mobility profile,
to employ mobility management services.
4.2.2 Flow perspective
With the smartphone boom, and their myriad capabilities, users have access to a variety
of applications ranging from the erstwhile calling and short message services (SMS) to the
more recent Voice-over-IP (VoIP) services. The unprecedented growth in Internet traffic in
conjunction with the ever increasing diversity of the application types has warranted a re-
think on how mobility management mechanisms will be able to deal with such heterogeneity.
From Table 4.1, we know that the existent and legacy techniques do not provide for a
per-flow granularity. However, with MMaaS, where the mobility management application
has a global view of its domain, MM techniques have the capability to distinguish whether
a particular application flow is delay sensitive or delay tolerant. Subsequently, upon the
determination of the type of flows associated with a user, mechanisms such as allowing
data forwarding and the eventual route optimization process for delay sensitive services; and
simple IP switching for delay-tolerant services, can be executed by the mobility management
applications. To illustrate the aforementioned capability, consider Figure 4.2 wherein the
MN at AR-1 has two flows. A deeper inspection reveals to the network that one of the
flows is delay tolerant while the other is delay sensitive. And so upon moving to a new
BS under a new router AR-2, the MMaaS paradigm allows the network to provide data
forwarding capabilities for the delay sensitive flow whilst simple IP switching is provided for
the delay tolerant flow. Additionally, through MMaaS, the new flow originating at AR-2 is
provided access to the IP core network through AR-2 and not AR-1, hence, removing any
DP anchoring similar to legacy methods.
Further, applications such as enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), Ultra-reliable low la-
tency communications (URLLC), and Massive machine-type communications (mMTC) [154],
can be classified as delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant based on their latency requirements,
which also encompasses their critical nature. And so, MMaaS through its ability to process
each flow separately, as described above, can serve these aforesaid application types satisfac-
torily ensuring the required network flexibility and the expected QoS for the user, as defined
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under the 5G paradigm.
4.2.3 Network load perspective
Network load perspective in essence involves transfer of traffic which implicitly invokes the
mobility management mechanisms. Network intelligence, which is a critical component of
future networks, allows the transfer of traffic to some other location thus enabling the network
to prevent congestion whilst still ensuring the required QoS to the user. Since, this transfer
of traffic involves switching the connectivity of user, through MMaaS, the network provides
appropriate mobility management rules dependent on the context. As for example, consider
the scenario where users in a particular area are in the coverage of multiple BSs, i.e, the BSs
have overlapping coverage areas, and the users can be connected to multiple BSs at any given
point in time, i.e., they can experience multi-connectivity. Next, these BSs might belong to
the same RAT or to different RATs, thus leading to a heterogeneous and dense environment.
In such a scenario, and given that the density of users is exponentially increasing as mentioned
before, some BSs or ARs might experience heavy load thus degrading the QoS of the users
attached to those network entities.
Henceforth, in order to ease the load on the aforementioned network entities, the net-
work initiates mobility management mechanisms. Subsequently, through the flow and mo-
bility profile based approaches, MMaaS equips the network with the required granularity to
transfer certain flows to other points of attachment (in the multi-connectivity scenario) or
to completely switch/forward traffic flows depending on their nature. And so, the MMaaS
paradigm provides benefits not only to the users, but also extends multiple utilities to the
network as discussed above.
4.2.4 Predefined policies perspective
The mobility management mechanisms implement a particular solution by not just analyzing
the parameters and context, but they take into consideration the predefined policies of the
network and the user as well. The predefined policies may entail features such as network
preference, service subscription, roaming policies, etc. Subsequently, depending on the con-
text of the user, MMaaS can decide to give more weight to certain aspects or more formally:
certain components of the policy vector, as compared to others. This property essentially
enables the mobility management mechanisms to provide specific services to individual users
depending on their context with respect to the defined policy vectors. In this regard, [103]
and [155] propose ideas for mobility management mechanisms based on policy vectors and
user context.
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To elaborate, [103] proposes an SDN approach on both the multi-mode mobile terminal
(MMT) as well as in the core network. The MMT with assistance from the network gathers
information such as available BSs and their APIDs, RSSI, network load, etc. This enables
the MMT to compare these registered parameter values against its pre-defined policy vectors.
Subsequently, it enables the MMT to perform network selection, which is then communicated
to the core network. The core network then through its SDN-C, and in co-ordination with
the C-RAN, orchestrates the required operations in order to provide resources to the MMT
over its selected set of BSs as well as within the core network. On the other hand, [155] firstly
allows the MN to implement its policies when determining the BSs it can attach to. After
informing the core network about its choice of BSs, the network implements its policies and
then prunes the list of BSs further. The core network subsequently informs the MN about the
BS it should attach to. And hence, through the MMaaS paradigm, policy based granularity
of service can also be extended towards the users thus emphasizing the utility of MMaaS.
4.3 Related Work
Surveys such as [43] and [44] provide an important basis for understanding the challenges
and opportunities that will exist when implementing current/legacy mobility management
solutions in a dense and heterogeneous network environment, such as the 5G wireless net-
works. While they provide detailed analysis on the many efforts that have been made to
support seamless mobility, this thesis extends the aforementioned studies by providing sig-
nificant insights into the new paradigm of MMaaS. Further, in [103] the SDN and NFV
techniques have been implemented not just at the network side, but also at the MN and the
CN. A policy based mobility management technique on a per-flow basis has been proposed.
While, through the proposed technique, a flexible and granular mobility management strat-
egy (on the basis of flows) has been proposed, our work studies multiple other avenues (such
as mobility profiles, flow types, network load and predefined policies) where granularity of
service can be offered under the MMaaS paradigm. Additionally, certain projects such as
5G-NORMA [104] provide for an SDN and NFV enabled self adjusting mobility framework.
Further, [104] also proposes granularity of service based on the required cell size (which
indirectly connects to the mobility of the user and the required quality of service), as well
as discusses the on-demand mobility management for different slices and sessions. In con-
trast, through this chapter, in this thesis not only have we built upon the aforementioned
approaches to mobility management, but we have also provided for a detailed description on
the various advantages, challenges and the distinct avenues for a flexible mobility manage-
ment strategy for 5G networks under the MMaaS paradigm.
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4.4 Summary
MMaaS through its software control, global view, and on-demand service will be an important
enabler for the future wireless networks, i.e., the 5G networks. Through its granularity of
service provisions, as studied in detail in this chapter, it provides the networks with the
flexibility and scalability features so as to cater the highly dense, heterogeneous and dynamic
environments that the 5G networks will encounter. Additionally, in this chapter, with the
help of certain scenarios, the multiple avenues where granularity of services can be provided
have been explored in detail, and subsequently, their advantages have been presented as well.
To reinforce the capabilities of the MMaaS paradigm, we qualitatively evaluated it against the
3GPP, IEEE and IETF mechanisms on the basis of granularity of service, de-centralization
capabilities, network slicing support and self re-organization capabilities. From this analysis
it was determined that the MMaaS paradigm is far more suited to serve the future wireless
networks as compared to the 3GPP, IEEE and IETF counterparts.
And so, to conclude, MMaaS, although faced by multiple challenges, will become an
important pillar for the future wireless networks, thus enabling them to provide features
such as low latency, high data rates, multi-slicing, etc., which are importantly also a part
of the broader 5G objectives. Furthermore, the MMaaS paradigm will help to fulfill the
on-demand MM block component for the MM framework specified in Figure 3.1.
Chapter 5
Enhanced Handover Signaling Method
and System
Overview
As we know, future wireless networks are expected to be ultra-dense and heterogeneous not
just in terms of the number and type of base stations, but also in terms of the number of
users and application types they access. Such a network architecture will require MM mech-
anisms that adapt rapidly to its highly dynamic characteristics. In particular, the optimality
of the handover signaling within these future network architectures will be extremely critical
given their density and heterogeneity. By handover signaling we refer to the exchange of
messages that occurs between the various network entities to successfully execute any phase
of a handover process. Further, here the optimality is relevant for both the total amount of
signaling created and the total delay per handover process. Thus, in this chapter we firstly
present a novel and optimized message mapping and signaling mechanism for the handover
preparation and failure phases. We also develop a novel handover failure aware preparation
signaling methodology, which accounts for the possibility of a handover failure and grants
additional enhancements to the handover preparation and failure signaling phases. Through
the analytical framework provided in this chapter, we conduct studies to quantify the perfor-
mance gains promised by the proposed mechanisms. These studies cover myriad handover
scenarios as identified by 3GPP, and use the statistics from cellular network operators and
vendors. We then develop the idea and analytical framework for network wide analysis,
wherein the network wide processing cost and network occupation time for various handover
failure rates are computed. Lastly, we propose an evolutionary network architecture that
facilitates the proposed signaling mechanism as well as assists operators in maintaining a
manageable CAPEX. It combines the current day and 3GPP proposed 5G network architec-
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ture with the Software Defined Networking (SDN) approach. As a result, we argue that the
proposed mechanisms are viable and outperform the legacy handover signaling mechanisms
in terms of latency incurred, total network occupation time, number of messages generated
and total bytes transferred.
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Central to the solutions that offer seamless mobility support in wireless networks are the
handover mechanisms, which allow a user to change its physical point of attachment within
the network when it is subject to a mobility event and certain pre-programmed conditions
are satisfied [133, 156, 157]. For example, if the RSSI or the received signal power from the
current serving base station goes below a particular threshold and, simultaneously if the
same parameter for another base station in the vicinity goes above a certain threshold, then
a decision to change the point of attachment, i.e., the base station, can be taken by the
network or the user.
Further, given the highly heterogeneous scenario that will be prevalent in 5G networks,
in this chapter we revisit the legacy handover mechanisms which form a critical part of MM.
These legacy handover mechanisms are composed of four phases, i.e., handover decision
(parameter values, such as RSSI, etc., based decision for BS selection), handover prepara-
tion (resource negotiation and allocation involving source and target networks), handover
execution/rejection/cancel (path re-routing with the user transitioning from source to tar-
get network, or issuance of a cancel/reject indication due resource allocation failure) and
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handover complete (release of source network resources upon successful handover to target
network). Each of these stages contribute towards the overall latency and signaling cost to
execute the handover. Hence, optimizing/enhancing them will facilitate in improving the
QoE and QoS to the device/user.
Consequently, many current research efforts, such as [44, 103, 146, 158–163], have pro-
vided studies and methods that will facilitate the enhancement/optimization of the aforesaid
handover phases. However, the handover preparation and failure phases remain relatively
unexplored in the studies referenced above and similar to them. It is during the handover
preparation phase that the negotiation and allocation of resources for an impending HO is
carried out. Further, during the handover failure phase, signaling that involves sending an
indication to the source network and the user undergoing HO with regards to the failed HO
attempt is performed. Thus, fast execution of the aforesaid signaling, in a markedly more
complex network environment, will be a vital requirement for an efficient next-generation
HO management framework. This requirement is further elaborated via the current and
future network scenarios, and their corresponding HO phases, illustrated in Figure 5.1.
In the current network scenarios, depicted in Figure 5.1(a), a user has significant time
to trigger, prepare, execute and complete a handover. However, the same is not true for
the future scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 5.1(b). In the future network scenarios, the
density of base stations will be high, i.e., base stations with smaller coverage areas (Small-
cells) and higher bandwidths will be packed more closely in a given area. In addition,
Macro-cells with significantly large coverage areas will be existent as well, to assist the
Small-cells. Hence, if current handover management strategies are utilized, the time taken to
complete the handover will be much greater than the dwell time of the user (with its mobility
profile) at the desired base station whilst the conditions are still favorable to establish a link.
Specifically, the time available to perform the resource allocation and negotiation process will
be shorter. Such a scenario would thus lead to loss of connectivity and hence, a poor network
performance. Moreover, the HO signaling overhead will also be of critical importance for
the network performance because of the FHOs caused by cell densification, and the diverse
RATs used resulting in many inter-RAT HOs. Hence, an optimized handover process, where
the HO latency and signaling overhead are reduced, will be an extremely vital component
of future handover management strategies. Concretely, and from the discussion above, a
fast and efficient handover preparation phase signaling will be important for an optimized
handover process. Further, in the event that the HO has failed, the CN has to ensure a
fast release of the allocated resources so that they can be reused, as well as the user under
consideration is free to choose another base station. Thus the HO failure signaling process
should also be optimized.
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Figure 5.1: a) Handover scenario in current wireless networks; b) Handover scenario in future
wireless networks.
Hence, in this chapter we have introduced a novel message mapping and parallelized
control signaling methodology for the preparation and failure phase scenarios studied by the
3GPP [29, 133]. We follow this approach for both the legacy as well as the 5G networks.
This approach subsequently results in a reduction of the overall transmission cost, processing
cost, latency as well as the number of bytes transferred during a handover event. Further,
the proposed approach has been designed not only for the Intra-RAT HO scenarios, but
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also for the scenarios involving inter-RAT HOs including 5G HO scenarios discussed by
3GPP. In addition, in this chapter we have introduced a novel HO failure aware preparation
phase signaling mechanism. The proposed mechanism accounts for the possibility of a HO
failure during the design and execution of the HO preparation phase. And as will be seen in
Section 5.3.3, the HO failure aware mechanism not only enhances the HO failure step but
it also presents additional enhancement for the HO preparation signaling step. Further, in
this chapter, we have provided a simple yet rigorous analytical methodology to validate the
proposed mechanism. The aforementioned methodology enables the reader to compare the
performance of the proposed mechanism with the legacy mechanisms, i.e., 3GPP standards,
on the basis of latency incurred, transmission cost (i.e., total network occupation time),
processing cost (number of messages generated) and the overall amount of bytes transferred.
Note that, through the message size analysis we are able to determine the reduction in the
overall amount of bytes transferred through the network during a given HO preparation
or failure signaling sequence. It is important to state here that the packet or system level
simulations would not be able to derive realistic network parameter values, since the network
topology, the transport technology used, queueing at the network elements, etc. is dependent
on the specific operator scenario and cannot be modeled accurately. Hence, we have utilized
real data from network operators and vendors and have attempted to provide a simplistic,
realistic, and yet holistic analysis. We have also introduced a novel network wide analysis.
Through this we establish the fact that, given any distribution over the number of HOs for the
studied HO types and for any HO failure rate, the proposed methodology greatly improves
the system performance in terms of overall processing cost and total network occupation
time, as compared to the legacy mechanisms.
Next, the aforesaid message mapping and parallelized control information transfer is
facilitated via an evolutionary network architecture. This network architecture establishes
evolved CN entities wherein they are integrated with an SDN agent. Moreover, the MME in
the 4G network and the SMF in the 5G network are evolved to SDN enabled CN entities. We
refer to them as SeMMu. The reason for such an integration being that the MME and SMF
are responsible for the CN signaling during a mobility event in their respective networks.
Hence, this allows the SeMMu to facilitate the proposed HO signaling mechanism. Further,
in this work, instead of the the AMF (which 3GPP defines as the mobility management
unit in the 5G NGC), we exploit the idea of SDN-enabled SMF because it is the SMF
which is involved in HO-related CN signaling, whereas the AMF is connected to the access
network only. Thus, the HO-related CN signaling is not influenced by the AMF. Accordingly,
in this chapter, we propose such evolutionary network architecture, by also describing the
implementation aspects of such SeMMu entities.
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Through this chapter, we propose an evolutionary architecture, considering the co-existence
of the legacy networks (4G, 3G, 2G) and the newly proposed 5G networks by 3GPP, that
enables a manageable CAPEX for the operators whilst also enhancing the handover prepa-
ration and failure phase performance. To summarize, in the current work we advance the
state of the art by:
• Introducing enhanced HO preparation and failure signaling phases for the myriad 5G
and legacy networks inter-RAT HO scenarios.
• Introducing a novel HO failure aware preparation phase signaling sequence. This ap-
proach will provision additional optimization to the legacy HO failure signaling step
as well as the HO preparation phase.
• Presenting performance analysis, based on latency, transmission cost and processing
cost, of the proposed and legacy signaling mechanisms for the myriad 5G and legacy
network HO scenarios specified by 3GPP.
• Introducing a novel message size analysis for the proposed as well as legacy HO sce-
narios.
• Introducing a novel network wide analysis in terms of the number of messages processed
as well as the total network occupation time.
• Presenting a novel 5G NGC and legacy inter-working architecture with and without
the capabilities of an N26 interface. Note that, the N26 interface, defined by 3GPP,
allows for the inter-working between the 5G and legacy networks. It allows for reduced
signaling to prepare or reject a HO between 5G and LTE-EPC networks.
• Presenting a novel interfacing mechanism between the MME/SMF and the SDN agent.
5.1 Legacy Handover Preparation and Failure Signaling
Erstwhile standardization efforts by 3GPP [28,29,133,164–172] have led to the formulation
of the handover signaling mechanisms currently being utilized in cellular networks [133] and
to be used in future wireless networks [29]. Specifically, handover preparation and failure
signaling phases will be critical to the overall system performance during mobility events.
Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the corresponding legacy handover preparation and failure
signaling phases.
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Figure 5.2: Legacy handover preparation signaling for Inter-RAT HO (5G-NGC to EPS) [29].
Figure 5.3: Legacy handover preparation signaling for Inter-RAT HO (LTE to 3G/2G) [133].
The legacy handover preparation signaling, exemplified in Figure 5.2 and 5.3, is initiated
by a handover decision made by the source network. This is followed by a handover required
message (#1 in Figure 5.2, and #2 in Figure 5.3). Following these initial stages, the handover
preparation phase is comprised of resource negotiation and allocation through the RRM
operations (messages 6 and 7 in Figure 5.2; messages 5 and 5a in Figure 5.3), as well as
CP signaling to establish GTP tunnels. These GTP tunnels require the entities at either
end of the tunnel to have the TEIDs and transport layer addresses of each other. Hence,
the preparation step also encompasses the creation and exchange of TEIDs and transport
layer addresses between the core network entities. In order to realize a successful handover
preparation, handshakes between the core network entities, i.e., messages 4, 5, 8 and 10b
in Figure 5.2; messages 4, 4a, 6, 6a, 8 and 8a in Figure 5.3, are required. Next, the legacy
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Figure 5.4: Legacy handover failure signaling for Inter-RAT HO (5G NGC and EPS) [29].
handover failure phase signaling for inter-RAT HO (5G to EPS1) has been illustrated in
Figure 5.4. For the 5G NGC, the HO failure phase signaling currently only includes the HO
cancel mechanism. In 3GPP specifications, the handover failure phase signaling encompasses
two different types of signaling methods, i.e., Handover Cancel and Handover Rejection. We
define them as follows:
• Handover Cancel: A handover cancel mechanism has been defined both for the 5G
NGC as well as for the legacy networks, i.e., 4G, 3G and 2G. The cancel method is
event based, i.e., it is initiated by a trigger event such as expiration of a timer, etc. It
may be invoked only by the source network and at any point before the command to
handover from the source network to the target network is sent from the MME/AMF
to the source eNB/next generation NodeB (gNB).
• Handover Reject: A handover reject mechanism is currently defined only for the legacy
networks, i.e., 4G, 3G and 2G networks. Similar to the handover cancel phase, the
handover rejection method is event based, i.e., it is triggered by an event such as failure
to allocate sufficient resources at the target access network. Hence, upon reception of
a rejected request to reserve resources, the target MME/SGSN informs the source
eNB/RNC about the rejected requested and hence, a handover reject.
And so based on the above definitions, due to certain network conditions, such as the
expiration of a timer, etc., the source network may decide to cancel the HO (Figure 5.4).
1The EPS consists of EPC and E-UTRAN. Note that, the standard documents by 3GPP utilize EPS
and EPC interchangeably while defining HO scenarios. Hence, in this chapter we utilize the same principle.
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Consequently, the source MME/AMF informs the source base station with regards to the
canceled handover (message 1 in Figure 5.4). Further, the source and target MME/SMF
delete the sessions that had already been created with the target and source S-GWs/UPFs
(messages 4, 4a, 7 and 8 in Figure 5.4), respectively. The creation and deletion of these
sessions with other core network entities involves handshakes, which, as we will discuss
in the following subsection (5.1.1), are a significant source of inefficiency in CN handover
signaling.
Note that the signaling schemes illustrated through Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 are represen-
tative and other HO preparation and failure phase scenarios explored by 3GPP in [29, 133]
are also of the same nature, wherein handshakes are utilized to accomplish the signaling
procedures.
5.1.1 Signaling Inefficiency
From our discussions and Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, it can be deduced that during the legacy
handover preparation and failure phases, handshakes will be required to exchange the re-
quired CP information between the core network entities. For instance, in the handover
preparation phase in Figure 5.2, to establish a session between the Target MME and the
Target S-GW a handshake, i.e., messages 4 and 5, is required between these respective en-
tities. Such handshakes, whilst being a reliable methodology, will occupy the network for
a long period as opposed to a mechanism that does not involve any handshakes. Further,
it will also lead to higher latency, signaling cost, processing cost and total bytes of data
transferred. And given the future network scenario depicted in Figur 5.1(b), wherein the
network will be dense and heterogeneous, the legacy mechanisms will be rendered inefficient.
Thus, we define a new principle that is utilized to create a compressed message ensemble
and an enhanced signaling method, showing increased performance in terms of latency, sig-
naling cost, processing cost and total amount of bytes transferred. The principle is as follows:
“Identify the sequence of messages, such as the handshakes, where the performance of the
3GPP defined methods can be improved/enhanced. Then re-shuffle the information elements
(IEs), if possible, to form a compressed message ensemble such that the sequence of messages
under scrutiny are executed efficiently, if possible in parallel, but with the desired function-
ality."
And so, we next discuss the novel message mapping and signaling strategies that allevi-
ate the deficiencies mentioned above.
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Table 5.1: Different handover scenarios analyzed
Target Network
5G NGC† EPC 3G/2G
S
ou
rc
e
N
et
w
or
k
5G NGC†
N2 based HO: UE mi-
grates from one NG-
RAN to another
Inter-RAT HO in-
volving an N26 inter-
face
Inter-RAT HO with-
out an N26 interface
EPC
Inter-RAT HO in-
volving an N26
interface
Intra-RAT HO in-
volving MME reloca-
tion but no S-GW
relocation
Inter-RAT HO in-
volving S-GW reloca-
tion and an Indirect
tunnel
Inter-RAT HO in-
volving S-GW relo-
cation and a Direct
tunnel
Inter-RAT HO with-
out an N26 interface
Intra-RAT HO in-
volving MME and S-
GW relocation
Inter-RAT HO with-
out any S-GW relo-
cation but with an
Indirect tunnel
Inter-RAT HO with-
out any S-GW relo-
cation but with a Di-
rect tunnel
3G/2G
Inter-RAT HO in-
volving an S-GW re-
location and Indirect
tunneling
Inter-RAT HO with-
out any S-GW relo-
cation but with Indi-
rect tunneling
†3GPP standards document only discuss 5G NGC to EPS HO and vice versa.
5.2 Proposed Handover Preparation and Failure Signal-
ing
The proposed handover preparation and failure phases consist of a novel message mapping
and signaling mechanism, wherein a compact and intelligent mapping of IEs from the legacy
to the proposed signaling messages has been provided. Additionally, the proposed mechanism
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also involves parallel transfer of CP information. To facilitate these capabilities, we utilize
the SDN enabled CN entities including the SeMMu, defined earlier. Specifically, the SeMMu
through its SDN capabilities and centralized location facilitates:
• Parallel transfer of CP information to other CN entities.
• Allocation of TEIDs and transport layer addresses for the other CN entities at the
SeMMu itself.
Thus, through the use of compact message ensemble and parallelization of information trans-
fer, the handover preparation and rejection signaling for the various 3GPP HO types are, as
we will discuss in this section, optimized. The HO scenarios that have been analyzed in this
work are presented in Table 5.1. Concretely, the various networks, i.e., 2G, 3G, 4G-LTE and
5G, have been considered in this table and all the possible HO scenarios among them have
been enlisted.
To evince the optimization achieved for the aforementioned 3GPP HO scenarios, we
consider a representative HO scenario, i.e., Inter-RAT HO from 5G NGC to EPS network
wherein the serving gateway is relocated. The optimized/enhanced message maps and sig-
naling sequence for other scenarios have been illustrated in the Appendix A.
And so, for the representative scenario considered, a user undergoes an Inter-RAT han-
dover with the source system being 5G and the target system being an EPS network. Further,
serving gateway relocation defines that during the handover process the gateway that is serv-
ing the user is changed. In this particular scenario, the gateway in the source network is a
UPF which upon handover to the EPS is switched to a target S-GW. Also, note that the
considered scenario consists of an N26 interface which facilitates the inter-working between
the NGC and EPS. However, in the analysis, we have presented results for the scenarios
wherein the N26 interface does not exist. Such a scenario will be prevalent in the initial 5G
standalone (SA) deployments, i.e., an interface between 5G NGC and EPS will be missing
in some of the initial deployments, due to cost/compatibility reasons. Subsequently, we also
provision the proposed HO signaling diagrams for this scenario in Appendix A.
Note that, in addition to the proposed signaling method, in this section we also present
a novel handover failure aware handover preparation method. This novel approach enhances
not only the handover failure method but also improves the handover preparation method
further. We defer the detailed discussion on this method to Section 5.2.3.
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Figure 5.5: Proposed Handover Signal mapping for Inter-RAT HO from 5G NGC to EPS.
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5.2.1 HO Preparation: Optimal Message mapping and Signaling
An illustration of the proposed message mapping and signaling sequence for the handover
preparation phase of the representative HO scenario has been presented in Figures 5.5 and
5.6, respectively. By message mapping (Figure 5.5), here we refer to a graphical representa-
tion of how messages from the legacy message ensemble are mapped to the proposed message
ensemble. Specifically, during the mapping process, IEs, which are the building blocks of
these messages, are re-organized in a way that helps to reduce the message ensemble. This
consequently also aids in an improved performance in terms of latency incurred, transmission
cost, processing cost and the overall number of bytes transferred, as will be seen in Section
5.3. It must be stated here that, the mapping process is performed without transforming
the format and contents of the IEs, as it ensures an evolutionary approach that is easy and
fast to adapt for the operators and vendors alike. Next, the signaling sequence presented
in Figure 5.6, is an illustration of the sequence in which the messages from the proposed
ensemble are executed.
Additionally, and before delving deeper into the discussion with regards to the map-
ping and signaling process, it must be noted that throughout the text Legacy messages are
assigned only numbers, while the proposed mechanism messages are assigned numbers be-
ginning with letter "P". e.g. a legacy message would be numbered as 7, while a proposed
mechanism message would be numbered as P6.
And so, from Figure 5.5, it can be observed that the proposed message mapping reduces
the size of the message ensemble to 15 as compared to the 18 required during the legacy han-
dover preparation signaling. In the legacy and proposed message ensembles, the Handover
Command messages (P11a-11b and P10-11 respectively) have also been included instead
of considering them in the handover execution phase. This is so because, unless the RRM
information from the target network is delivered by the source network to the user, from the
user’s perspective the network is still in a handover preparatory phase. Next, in the message
mapping presented in Figure 5.5, the Handover Initiation, Handover Required and HO Com-
mand messages are left unchanged from the legacy message ensemble. Concretely, the IEs in
the aforementioned messages are left unchanged from the legacy mechanism. Further, and
in accordance with the discussion in Section 5.1, the messages involving RRM operations
are left unaltered as the primary aim of the proposed strategy is to reduce the CN signaling
during the handover process. Hence, Handover Request and Handover Request Acknowledge
messages (6 and 7) are unaltered. The messages that are modified (enhanced) have been
explored below:
• Create Session (P5a): This message is composed of the IEs from messages 4 and 5
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Figure 5.6: Proposed Handover signaling sequence for Inter-RAT HO from 5G NGC to EPS.
both. Whilst through message 4 the SeMMu provides the S-GW with the necessary
information about the PDN connections that are going to be handed over, message 5
allows P5a to allocate the S-GW its own resources such as TEID and transport layer
addresses. This re-arrangement of the IEs helps to eliminate the requirement of a
handshake, which consequently enhances the handover preparation phase signaling.
• Indirect Data Forwarding Tunnel (P7a): The given message is composed of the two
sub–messages that are contained within the handshake labeled message 8 in the signal-
ing defined by 3GPP [29]. The forward message of the aforesaid handshake enables the
MME to specify the TEID(s) and address(es) for the indirect data forwarding tunnel to
the S-GW. Next, the S-GW specifies its own TEID(s) and address(es) for the indirect
data forwarding tunnel in the response part of the specified handshake (message 8) to
the MME. However, the proposed message mapping enables the SeMMu to allocate
the required TEIDs and transport layer addresses, including that of the S-GW itself,
for the indirect forwarding tunnel without the requirement of a handshake. Concretely,
the IEs from messages involved in handshake 8 are re-organized such that the TEID(s)
and address(es) of the other CN entities, as well as of the S-GW itself, for the indirect
data forwarding tunnel are specified to the S-GW in a single step, i.e., through message
P7a.
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• N4 Session modification (P9a): In the signaling specified by 3GPP, the N4 modifi-
cation request message (#10b in Figure 5.2) permits the SMF to apprise the UPF
about the TEID(s) and address(es) of the S-GW for setting up a data forwarding tun-
nel. Further, the UPF responds to this message with an N4 modification response
message (#10b in Figure 5.2) with its own CN tunnel info consisting of TEID(s) and
address(es). However, in our proposed approach, the IEs of the aforesaid modifica-
tion request/response messages are mapped to message P9a, such that the TEID(s)
and address(es) of the S-GW and UPF for the data forwarding tunnel are specified to
the UPF. This eliminates the handshake and hence, enhances the handover signaling
process.
Next, in the proposed handover preparation signaling, presented in Figure 5.6, the se-
quence and operation of Handover Initiation, Handover Required and Handover Command
messages remains unaltered from the legacy signaling [29]. Further, the messages that are
associated with the RRM operations, i.e., Handover Request and Handover Request Ac-
knowledge, also remain unaltered in their operation. However, these messages (6 and 7 in
the legacy signaling, i.e., Figure 5.2) have been re-assigned as messages P5b and P6 in the
proposed signaling approach. Additionally, utilizing the already stated capability of paral-
lel information transfer through the SDN agent on the SeMMu, messages P5a-5b, P7a-7b
and P9a-9b, are executed simultaneously pairwise. Lastly, the HO command message is
forwarded by the AMF to the source NG-RAN (S-NG-RAN). The S-NG-RAN then forwards
it to the UE, marking the end of the HO preparation phase.
5.2.2 HO Failure: Enhanced process
Recall from our discussion in Section 5.1 that, the handover failure phase signaling consists of
two methods, i.e., Handover Cancel and Handover Rejection. Considering the representative
HO scenario, i.e., 5G NGC Inter-RAT HO scenario, the enhanced handover cancel phase
signaling for the same has been illustrated in Figure 5.7. Concretely, we utilize the principle
used in Section 5.2.1 to compress the message ensemble and enhance the signaling process
for the HO cancel phase as well.
In the proposed signaling presented in Figure 5.7, the source RAN firstly decides to
cancel the HO. Thus, following this decision, a HO cancel message (P1) is sent to the AMF,
which then issues a Relocation Cancel request message to the T-SeMMu. The T-SeMMu
then utilizes its SDN capabilities to simultaneously:
• Delete the sessions it created during the HO preparation phase via the Delete Existing
Session message (P4a).
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Figure 5.8: Proposed Handover rejection phase signaling for Inter-RAT HO from LTE to
3G/2G network when there is a S-GW relocation and indirect tunneling exists.
• Issue a Relocation Cancel Response message (P4b) to the source S-AMF (Source AMF).
• Delete the indirect forwarding tunnels that it created during the HO preparation phase
via the Delete Indirect Forwarding Tunnel message (P4c).
Concretely, the aforementioned parallelization of messages provides the claimed opti-
mization in the HO cancel signaling phase. Subsequently, the S-AMF sends a HO cancel
acknowledgement message (P6) to the source RAN. Lastly, the S-AMF also performs a hand-
shake (P7) with the source SeMMu for the deletion of any indirect tunnels that were setup
during the HO preparation phase in the 5G NGC. Since, the AMF is not equipped with the
capabilities of allocating TEID(s) and address(es) like the SeMMu, it has to perform the
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handshake P7, instead of transferring just a single message with all the CP information to
the source SeMMu.
Recall from our discussion in Section 5.1 that for the LTE-EPC to 3G/2G and vice
versa handover scenarios, both the handover cancel and handover rejection methods are
defined [133]. However for analytical reasons, elaborated in Section 5.3, in this work we
only consider the HO rejection phase signaling for this case scenario. Further, we utilize the
same principle as the HO cancel phase and HO preparation phase (Section 5.2.1), for the
HO rejection phase signaling enhancement.
As a representative example, through Figure 5.8, we present the enhanced HO rejection
signaling for LTE-EPC to 3G/2G HO scenario when there is an indirect tunnel and a S-
GW relocation exists. Briefly, after the initiation of the Handover required message (P2),
the SeMMu communicates with the Target SGSN for allocating resources as well as setting
up the tunnel (message P3a). Simultaneously, the SeMMu also sets up tunnels with the
Source and Target Serving GWs through messages P3b and P3c, respectively. Next, the
Target SGSN requests the Target RNC to setup access network resources for the impending
handover via the Relocation Request message (P4).
However, message P4a indicates to the Target SGSN that a HO is being rejected (possibly
due to lack of physical layer resources) and hence, forwards the same indication to the SeMMu
in the Forward relocation response message. Following this message, the SeMMu deletes the
sessions it had created during messages P3b and P3c with the Source and Target S-GWs
respectively. The SeMMu performs this operation via messages P6a and P6b. To conclude
the HO rejection phase, the SeMMu parallely also issues a Handover Preparation Failure to
the source eNB.
And so, based on these proposed signaling improvements, in Section 5.2.3 we present the
novel Handover Failure aware Preparation signaling process.
5.2.3 Handover Failure aware preparation signaling
For the HO cancel phase presented in Figure 5.7, it can be observed that the Delete Session
and Delete Indirect Tunneling messages are sent to the target S-GW and source UPF by the
target and source SeMMus respectively, as a consequence of the sessions that were established
in messages P5a, P7a and P9a (Figure 5.6). These messages release the CN resources that are
reserved by the SeMMu during the HO preparation phase. Further, from [29] it is understood
that the HO cancel phase can be executed at any point within the HO preparation phase
before the HO Command message, or even after the HO preparation phase if the UE fails
to attach or register to the target network.
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With this background, and through Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.10, it must be noted that if
the HO cancel phase is executed before message P5a (Figure 5.6) is sent, then it will be
fully optimal, i.e., there will be no requirement for handshakes to delete the tunnels. This
is so because, there will be no CN resources that would have been allocated during the
HO preparation steps at that point, and hence, there will be no requirement of messages
P4a, P4c and P7 (Figure 5.7) to release those resources. However, if the HO cancel phase
is executed at any time instance after the execution of message P5a (Figure 5.6) within
the HO preparation phase, then the cancel phase signaling will require messages that will
help release the allocated CN resources. Thus, the proposed HO cancel phase signaling
presented in Figure 5.7 is capable of adapting itself depending on when it is initiated, and
as a consequence we consider it to be near-optimal.
UE E-UTRAN
NG-RAN AMF T-SeMMu S-GW
PGW-C + 
SeMMu
PGW-U + 
UPF
P1. Handover required
 Handover Initiation
P7a. Indirect Data 
Forwarding Tunnel
P8. Nsmf_PDUSession_UpdateSMContext Request
P5. Handover Request
P6. Handover Request Acknowledge
P10(12). HO Command
P9(a). N4 Session 
Modification
Handover Decision
P2. Nsmf_PDUSession_Context Request
P4. Relocation Request
P7b. Relocation 
Response
P10. N4 Session 
Modification
P9b(11). Nsmf_PDUSession_UpdateSMContext Response
P3. Nsmf_PDUSession_Context Response
P11(13). HO Command
Figure 5.9: Handover failure aware Handover preparation Signaling for Inter-RAT HO from
5G NGC to EPS.
Upon performing a deeper analysis into the IEs that constitute messages P5a, P7a and
P9a (Figure 5.6), we observe that the IEs of messages P5a and P7a can be re-shuffled and
mapped to create a single message P7a, i.e., Indirect Data forwarding tunnel, as shown in the
Handover failure aware preparation phase signaling (Figure 5.9). Further, the new message
P7a is executed after messages P5 and P6 (Figure 5.9), which facilitates the HO cancel phase
with a greater chance of achieving its optimal state presented in Figure 5.10. The reason
being, the later the tunnels are setup, the higher is the chance of a HO cancel event not
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UE S-RAN
T-RAN S-AMF T-SeMMu
S-(PGW-C/
SeMMu) T-SGW
PGW-U + 
UPF
P1. Handover cancel
P5. HO Cancel Acknowledgement 
Source RAN decides 
to cancel HO
P3. S1 Release Procedure
P2. Relocation Cancel Request
P4. Relocation Cancel 
Response
Figure 5.10: Optimal proposed Handover rejection phase signaling sequence for Inter-RAT
HO from 5G NGC to EPS.
UE
Source e-
NB Target RNC SeMMu
Target 
SGSN
Source S-
GW
Target S-
GW
PDN-GW HSS
P6a. S-SGW Tunnel setup
P6b. T-SGW relocation and Tunnel 
Setup
P4. Relocation Request
P4a. Relocation Request Acknowledge
P1. Handover 
Initiation
P3. Resource Allocation 
Request + Tunnel setup
P2. Handover required
P5. Forward Reloc. Resp.
P6c. Handover Command
P7. HO from E-UTRAN 
command
Figure 5.11: Handover failure aware Handover preparation Signaling for Inter-RAT HO from
LTE-EPC to 3G/2G when there is indirect tunneling and S-GW relocation occurs.
UE
Source e-
NB Target RNC SeMMu
Target 
SGSN
Source S-
GW
Target S-
GW
PDN-GW HSS
P4. Relocation Request
P4a. Relocation Failure
P1. Handover 
Initiation
P3. Resource Allocation 
Request + Tunnel setup
P2. Handover required
P5. Forward Reloc. Resp. 
(Reject)
P6. Handover Preparation Failure
Figure 5.12: Optimal proposed Handover rejection phase signaling sequence for Inter-RAT
HO from LTE-EPC to 3G/2G when there is indirect tunneling and S-GW relocation occurs.
requiring to delete these tunnels as it may be initiated before they are setup. Additionally,
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and in the event, the HO cancel phase is executed after message P9a (Figures 5.6 and 5.9),
the aforesaid enhancement would require the HO cancel signaling to delete 2 tunnels (created
through messages P7a and P9a in Figure 5.9) instead of the 3 (created through messages
P5a, P7a and P9a in Figure 5.6). However, given the dynamic nature of HO cancel phase, in
the analysis we only consider the enhanced signaling specified in Figure 5.7. This is also the
worst case HO cancel phase scenario as it is executed after all the tunnels have been setup.
Additionally, utilizing this novel signaling approach, the handover rejection phase for
the LTE to 3G handover scenario, illustrated in Figure 5.8, has been further enhanced
(Figure 5.12). To achieve this enhancement, the HO preparation phase for the given scenario
is first modified (Figure 5.11) such that all the tunnel and session creation messages are
executed after Relocation Request Acknowledge message (5a in Figure 5.3). The reason
being, in the event there is a HO rejection, the Relocation Request Acknowledge message
issues an indication of the rejection to the SGSN. The SGSN then passes this indication
to the SeMMu, which instantly passes the reject indication to the source eNB, without the
requirement of any session and tunnel deletion messages. Hence, the HO rejection phase
signaling is further enhanced as compared to signaling proposed in Figure 5.8. Further,
given that the resource allocation process is successful and a positive indication is received
from the Relocation Request Acknowledge message, the tunnel and session creation messages
are executed simultaneously with the HO command message. This parallel execution with
the HO command grants additional enhancement to the HO preparation phase as it helps
to reduce the latency further.
5.2.4 Xn, X2 and S1 Interface based Handover Signaling
As an evolution from the EPC architecture, the 5G NGC specifies an Xn interface between
two gNBs. In scenarios, wherein the two gNBs involved in the HO process are connected
via an Xn interface, the given interface facilitates a faster handover process. Subsequently,
upon deeper exploration of the handover preparation signaling mechanism for an Xn based
HO from [173], it is evident that the existing mechanism is optimal. Concretely, since
the signaling does not involve any handshakes and any significant interaction with the CN
entities, the proposed handover preparation signaling process will neither provide any gains
nor will it lead to any regressive effects on the performance of the Xn based HO mechanism.
Further, the LTE-EPC defines two specific interfaces through which the Intra-RAT han-
dovers can be executed, i.e., the X2 and the S1 interface [133]. Whilst, the X2 interface is
defined between two eNBs (like the Xn between two gNBs in 5G NGC), the S1 interface
involves the CN. The legacy X2 and S1 handover preparation signaling mechanisms have
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been presented in [174]. Analyzing the signaling mechanisms presented in [174], it can be
concluded that the existing X2 and S1 handover mechanisms, similar to the Xn handover
mechanism for 5G NGC, are optimal. Concretely, while the X2 HO is similar to the Xn HO
in 5G NGC (wherein the HO signaling is only at the access network), for the S1 HO the only
CN signaling is that between the MME (SeMMu) and the source and target eNBs (wherein
RRM operations take place). Hence, both X2 and S1 HO signaling scenarios are considered
to be optimal, as stated above.
Note that, here for the S1 handover we consider the scenario wherein the user does not
switch its MME (SeMMu) and S-GW. In the event either is changed, the proposed handover
mechanism leads to immediate gains, which have been presented via the analysis in Section
5.3. Additionally, it is important to state that the Xn, X2 and S1 interfaces are an integral
part of the evolutionary network architecture proposed in this work, and are agnostic to the
implementation of the architecture and signaling methodology.
Thus, with the aforesaid principles, processes and methodologies, in the following section
we present a detailed quantitative performance improvement analysis for the myriad scenar-
ios that have been listed in Table 5.1.
5.3 Performance Analysis
To analyze the proposed handover preparation and failure signaling phases, we use latency,
processing cost, transmission cost and amount of bytes transferred within CN as evaluation
metrics. Note that, as in [175], utilizing these metrics for evaluating new handover strategies
is standard practice.
5.3.1 Analytical Formulation
For the analysis we first define a set S = {s1, ..., sN } corresponding to all the link delays
encountered within a given signaling sequence. Then the set J = { j1, ..., jK} is the set of all
the parallel link delays, where K ≤ N. By Parallel link delay we mean that, if x messages
are to be executed simultaneously then the overall delay incurred will be the maximum of
the delays experienced by the messages under observation. It is then computed as
Parallel Link Delay = max(Link delay msg 1 , . . . ,
Link delay msg x ), (5.1)
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Additionally, we consider only a single processing delay for the group of messages that
are being executed in parallel. Hence, the set of processing delays can be defined as
D = {d1, ..., dK}. It is imperative to state here that the assumption for the aforesaid pro-
cessing delays, mentioned in Section 5.3.2, is conservative in nature. Hence, any SDN agent
processing delay is also included within the utilized assumptions. Also, in HO procedures no
routing table updates would be necessary, as they are already configured during the network
setup phase, hence no signaling overhead is created by SDN agents for HOs.
And so, for the computation of latency incurred during the handover preparation and
handover failure signaling phases, we consider the contributions from parallel link delays and
processing delays as:
Latency =
K∑
i=1
{ ji + di} (5.2)
The Transmission Cost computation, on the other hand, requires that each link delay be
considered for the evaluation, and is computed as
Transmission Cost =
N∑
l=1
sl
1ms
. (5.3)
Concretely, the Transmission Cost analysis represents the amount of time the CN links are
occupied during the complete HO signaling process. Next, for the processing cost analysis,
we utilize the analytical methodology in [134] and define it as the number of messages gen-
erated during the HO preparation/failure signaling phase. We then compute the percentage
processing cost saving as
Proc. Cost Saving =
MSGLegacy − MSGProposed
MSGLegacy
∗ 100%, (5.4)
wherein, MSGLegacy is the number of messages in the legacy approach for HO prepara-
tion/failure and MSGProposed is the number of messages in the proposed approach for HO
preparation/failure.
In addition, in this chapter we also present an analysis for the network wide processing
cost and occupation time. Whilst the network wide processing cost will reflect the network
wide reduction in the processing cost through the proposed method, the network occupation
time will be reflective of the reduction in the amount of time the CN links are occupied due
to the handover signaling across the network.
To conduct the aforesaid analysis we introduce the formulations in equations (5.5) and
(5.6). NPCDHf S1p and NOcTDHf S1p are the Network wide processing cost and Network occu-
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pation time, respectively, given a HO distribution (distribution of percentage of total users
undergoing a particular handover), HO failure (rejection/cancellation) rate and percentage
of users undergoing S1 HO, respectively. Note that, we consider only the Intra-MME/S-GW
scenario for S1 HOs as it is not impacted by the implementation of the proposed mechanism
but it still involves CN signaling. Moreover, we do not consider the X2 and Xn handovers for
the analysis, as they do not involve any significant CN signaling. The rest of the notations in
(5.5) and (5.6) are as follows: Hpscost is Handover preparation processing cost vector; DistHO
is the handover distribution vector; HOsperc is the handover success percentage; Hfcost is
the processing cost vector during Handover failure; HO f perc is the HO failure percentage;
NHO is the number of users undergoing handover in the network; S1p is the percentage of S1
handovers (Intra-MME/S-GW); S1scost is the processing cost for a successful S1 HO prepa-
ration; S1 f cost is the processing cost for a failed S1 HO; Htscost is the transmission cost vector
for a successful HO preparation; Htsfcost is the transmission cost vector during a HO failure
scenario; S1tscost is the transmission cost for a successful S1 HO preparation; and S1ts f cost is
the transmission cost incurred when a S1 HO fails.
5.3.2 Parameter Specification and Assumptions
As part of the analytical framework, the parameter values that will be utilized to conduct
the analysis are provided in this subsection. Firstly, the one-way delays for each CN link,
necessary for the latency and transmission cost analysis, have been defined in Tables 5.2 and
5.3 by utilizing the data from a Japanese cellular operator [176], Cisco [177] and a Greek
cellular operator. Further, the delays presented for each link are considered to be symmetric,
i.e., if a delay of 1ms is incurred for the link from AMF to SeMMu, then the same link delay
is assumed from SeMMu to AMF.
In Table 5.2 the link delays presented are derived from a Japanese operator deployment
data [176] and CISCO data [177]. In addition, the link delays are computed considering
NPCDH f S1p =
{
(Hpscost ∗DistHOT) ∗ HOsperc + (Hfcost ∗DistHOT) ∗ HO f perc
}
∗ (1 − S1p) ∗ NHO+,
S1p ∗ NHO ∗
{
S1scost ∗ HOsperc + S1 f cost ∗ HO f perc
}
(5.5)
NOcTDH f S1p =
{
(Htscost ∗DistHOT) ∗ HOsperc + (Htsfcost ∗DistHOT) ∗ HO f perc
}
∗ (1 − S1p) ∗ NHO+,
S1p ∗ NHO ∗
{
S1tscost ∗ HOsperc + S1ts f cost ∗ HO f perc
}
(5.6)
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Table 5.2: Link Type and Corresponding Delays in Proposed Architecture (Derived from a
Japanese Operator [176] and Cisco data [177]
Link Type Link Delay
1. UE to NG-RAN 1ms
2. NG-RAN to AMF 7.5ms
3. AMF to SeMMu (PGW-C + SMF) 1ms
4. AMF to SeMMu 1ms
5. SeMMu to S-GW 7.5ms
6. SeMMu (PGW-C + SMF) to PGW-U + UPF 7.5ms
7. SeMMu (PGW-C + SMF) to PCRF+PCF 7.5ms
8. AMF to AMF 15ms
9. SeMMu to PGW 7.5ms
10. SeMMu to E-UTRAN 7.5ms
11. E-UTRAN to UE 1ms
12. PGW to PCRF 7.5ms
13. S-GW to PGW 7.5ms
14. SeMMu to SGSN 1ms
15. SGSN to RNC 6ms
16. SGSN to S-GW 7.5ms
17. SeMMu to SeMMu 15ms
that the MME (SeMMu in this study) and the SGSN are co-located, as specified in [178].
Utilizing this co-location principle, we also establish the link latency between AMF and
SeMMu. Further, the 15 ms SeMMu-SeMMu and AMF-AMF delay is based on the premise
that the delay between the SeMMus/AMFs will be greater than the largest CN delay within
a SeMMu/AMF domain. Hence, for the purpose of analysis in this chapter and for the data
provided from the Japanese operator and Cisco, an assumption of two times the greatest
link delay within a SeMMU/an AMF domain has been considered.
On the other hand, the values of delays obtained from the Greek operator (Table 5.3)
correspond to eNBs from two different networks and CN elements from 3 different MME
domains. Consequently, for the chosen network and its MME domain, the link delays are
computed as the average of all the delay values provided by the network operator for that
specific link. Further, the UE-eNB and the eNB-SeMMu delay for both data sets is derived
from the Cisco framework in [177]. Additionally, for the latency analysis, we consider the
processing delay to be 4 ms in all CN entities, as in [177].
For the network wide analysis, we consider that the number of users undergoing handover
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Table 5.3: Link Type and Corresponding Delays in Proposed Architecture (Derived from a
Greek Operator and Cisco data [177])
Link Type Link Delay
1. UE to NG-RAN 1ms
2. NG-RAN to AMF 19ms
3. AMF to SeMMu (PGW-C + SMF) 0.5ms
4. AMF to SeMMu 0.5ms
5. SeMMu to S-GW 1ms
6. SeMMu (PGW-C + SMF) to PGW-U + UPF 1ms
7. SeMMu (PGW-C + SMF) to PCRF+PCF 1ms
8. AMF to AMF 2ms
9. SeMMu to PGW 1ms
10. SeMMu to E-UTRAN 19ms
11. E-UTRAN to UE 1ms
12. PGW to PCRF 1ms
13. S-GW to PGW 1ms
14. SeMMu to SGSN 0.5ms
15. SGSN to RNC 2ms
16. SGSN to S-GW 1ms
17. SeMMu to SeMMu 2ms
at any given time in the considered network, i.e., the parameter NHO in (5.5) and (5.6), is 3
million. The analysis does not take into consideration the users that undergo an X2 or Xn
based handover, i.e., they are not included amongst the 3 million users that we include in
our analysis, as they do not involve any HO-related CN signaling. In addition, and based
on discussions in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, the HO cancel phase is considered only for the
5G networks, while for the legacy networks (4G/3G/2G) we only consider the HO rejection
phase signaling. Recall that, for the 5G networks the rejection phase signaling does not exist.
Further, the considered HO cancel phase for the 5G NGC is as shown in Figure 5.7, which
is also the worst case enhanced signaling for the same. However, for the legacy networks
(4G/3G/2G) we do not consider the HO cancel phase since:
• The HO cancel signaling process for the legacy networks is fundamentally the same
as that in the 5G NGC. Hence, considering the HO rejection signaling phase for the
legacy networks aids in the completeness of analysis and study.
• Given the dynamic nature of HO cancel phase (Section 5.2), considering the HO rejec-
tion phase signaling also facilitates the ease of analysis.
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We then develop five randomly distributed settings over the HO types (Table 5.1) for
the computation of network wide processing cost and network occupation time. Concretely,
we define the HO distributions that will be utilized for the analysis through equations (5.5)
and (5.6), i.e., the parameter DistHOT. The distributions are generated using Algorithm 1,
wherein one of the distributions is predefined to be uniform across the HO types. Through
uniform we mean that the percentage of users experiencing a particular handover scenario is
the same for all HO types. It is imperative to state here that, the premise behind considering
random distributions over the HO types is the lack of availability of real data from network
operators.
Algorithm 1 Distribution Generation
1: procedure DistributionGenerator
2: iter ← 5
3: i ← 1
4: mprct ← 0.2
5: NoH ← Number of Handover Types
6: for i < iter do
7: maxper ← mprct
8: minper ← 10−4
9: j ← 1
10: for j <= NoH do
11: Distper(i, j) ← U[minper,maxper]
12: maxper ← min(1 − sum(Distper(i, :)),mprct)
13: j ← j + 1
14: Distper(5, :) ← ones(1,NoH)/NoH
And so, in Algorithm 1 we first define the maximum percentage of users (maxper) that
undergo a particular HO type to be 20%, whereas the minimum percentage (minper) of users
that undergo a particular HO type is 0.01%. Next, to generate the random distribution, we
utilize the uniform probability distribution (U ), with its upper and lower bounds being
specified by the maximum and minimum percentage, respectively. We continually update
the maximum percentage so as to prevent any skewness in the nature of distribution. The
update rule is defined as the minimum value amongst 20% (initial maximum percentage
value) and the percentage of users that remain to be associated to a particular HO type.
We then define the last distribution as being uniform across all the HO types (Algorithm 1:
Line 14).
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5.3.3 Performance Analysis
In this section, utilizing the formulation presented in Section 5.3.1, we present and discuss the
analytical results for the latency, processing cost and transmission cost of the new signaling
framework for the handover preparation and failure phases presented in Section 5.2. For
the analysis, we utilize the link latency data shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. The analytical
methodology undertaken here is used to compare the performances of the proposed approach
and the current 3GPP defined approach.
5.3.3.1 Latency analysis
Utilizing equation (5.2), as well as the cellular operator data from Section 5.3.2, we present
the analytical results for the latency improvement for the handover preparation phase in
Tables 5.4 and 5.5.
Table 5.4: Preparation Phase: Handover Latency Improvement Analysis (Cisco and Cellular
Operator-Japan)
Handover Type Legacy Mechanism Proposed Mechanism
Percentage Latency
Reduction
1.Uρ 155 ms 95 ms 38.71%
1.U4 138.5 ms 31.41%
1.Vρ 181 ms 89 ms 50.82%
1.V4 171.5 ms 138.5 ms 19.24%
1.W 179 ms 123 ms 31.28%
1.X.a†
128 ms 65.5 ms 48.83%
1.X.b†
1.Y.a†
82 ms
65.5 ms 20.12%
1.Y.b† 58 ms 29.27%
1.X.a∗ 129.5 ms 65.5 ms 49.42%
1.Y.a∗ 82 ms 65.5 ms 20.12%
2.y 113 ms 90 ms 20.35%
2.x 159 ms 90 ms 43.40%
1: Inter-RAT HO; 2: Intra-RAT (LTE) HO; a: Indirect Tunnel; b: Direct Tunnel; U: with N26 interface
V: without N26 interface; X: with T-SGW; Y: without T-SGW; ρ5GS to EPS; 4EPS to 5GS
y: inter-MME and intra-SGW; x: inter-MME and S-GW; ∗3G/2G to LTE; †LTE to 3G/2G
W: Intra-NG-RAN N2 based HO in 5G NGC
We show through this analysis that the proposed mechanism reduces the latency as
compared to the legacy mechanism for both sets of operator data and all HO types considered.
Note that, while the proposed mechanism helps reduce the latency by more than 19% for
all HO types over the Japanese operator data (Table 5.4), the latency reduction over the
Greek operator data (Table 5.5) ranges from 8.3% to 35.80%. Such differential behavior is
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Table 5.5: Preparation Phase: Handover Latency Improvement Analysis (Cisco and Cellular
Operator-Greece)
Handover Type Legacy Mechanism Proposed Mechanism
Percentage Latency
Reduction
1.Uρ 155 ms
126 ms
18.71%
1.U4 155.5 ms 18.97%
1.Vρ 162 ms 104 ms 35.80%
1.V4 151 ms 132 ms 12.58%
1.W 157 ms 129 ms 17.83%
1.X.a†
103 ms 73.5 ms 28.64%
1.X.b†
1.Y.a†
83 ms
73.5 ms 11.45%
1.Y.b† 73 ms 12.05%
1.X.a∗ 103 ms 73.5 ms 28.64%
1.Y.a∗ 83 ms 73.5 ms 11.45%
2.y 120 ms 110 ms 8.33%
2.x 140 ms 110 ms 21.43%
1: Inter-RAT HO; 2: Intra-RAT (LTE) HO; a: Indirect Tunnel; b: Direct Tunnel; U: with N26 interface
V: without N26 interface; X: with T-SGW; Y: without T-SGW; ρ5GS to EPS; 4EPS to 5GS
y: inter-MME and intra-SGW; x: inter-MME and S-GW; ∗3G/2G to LTE; †LTE to 3G/2G
W: Intra-NG-RAN N2 based HO in 5G NGC
a consequence of the varied deployment scenarios for different operators dependent on their
requirements.
From the analytical results it is evident that the gains obtained for the 5G HO scenarios
(1.Uρ, 1.U4, 1.Vρ, 1.V4, 1.W) is significant. The reason being, the prevalence of handshakes
that involve the exchange of tunnel setup information and their consequent optimization
by the proposed mechanism. Specifically, the gains obtained for the scenarios that do not
involve the N26 interface (scenarios 1.Vρ, 1.V4) are significant not only due to quantitative
reasons, but also because scenarios without an N26 interface will be prevalent during initial
deployment scenarios. Further, we also show that the LTE-3G/2G HO scenarios, wherein a
S-GW is being relocated (scenarios 1.X.a†, 1.X.b†), the percentage reduction in latency via
the proposed mechanism is the highest amongst any other LTE-3G/2G HO scenarios. The
aforesaid characteristic is observed because the number of messages that can be optimized
through parallel message transfer and intelligent IE mapping is higher as compared to other
scenarios. Concretely, during S-GW relocation process more handshakes are performed as
compared to the scenario where there is no relocation, which consequently results in more
avenues for optimization of the signaling messages.
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Next, the handover latency improvement analysis for the handover failure phase, corre-
sponding to the data from both operators, has been presented in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. Whilst
Table 5.6: Failure Phase: Handover Latency Improvement Analysis (Cisco and Cellular
Operator-Japan)
Handover Type Legacy Mechanism Proposed Mechanism
Percentage Latency
Reduction
1.Zρ 112 ms
72.5 ms
35.27%
1.Z4 122 ms 40.57%
1.X.a†
104 ms 64.5 ms 37.98%
1.X.b†
1.Y.a†
58 ms
64.5 ms -11.20%
1.Y.b† 58 ms 0.00%
1.X.a∗ 104 ms 58 ms 44.23%
1.Y.a∗ 58 ms 58 ms 0.00%
2.y 89 ms 89 ms 0.00%
2.x 135 ms 89 ms 34.07%
1: Inter-RAT HO; 2: Intra-RAT (LTE) HO; a: Indirect Tunnel; b: Direct Tunnel; ρ5GS to EPS
4EPS to 5GS; †LTE to 3G/2G; ∗3G/2G to LTE; X: with T-SGW; Y: without T-SGW
x: inter-MME and S-GW; y: inter-MME and intra-SGW; Z: 5G HO Cancel
Table 5.7: Failure Phase: Handover Latency Improvement Analysis (Cisco and Cellular
Operator-Greece)
Handover Type Legacy Mechanism Proposed Mechanism
Percentage Latency
Reduction
1.Zρ 130 ms 110.5 ms 15.00%
1.Z4 139 ms 28.50%
1.X.a†
92 ms 72.5 ms 21.20%
1.X.b†
1.Y.a† 72 ms 72.5 ms -0.69%
1.Y.b† 72 ms 0.00%
1.X.a∗ 92 ms 72 ms 21.73%
1.Y.a∗ 72 ms 72 ms 0.00%
2.y 109 ms 109 ms 0.00%
2.x 129 ms 109 ms 15.50%
1: Inter-RAT HO; 2: Intra-RAT (LTE) HO; a: Indirect Tunnel; b: Direct Tunnel; ρ5GS to EPS
4EPS to 5GS; †LTE to 3G/2G; ∗3G/2G to LTE; X: with T-SGW; Y: without T-SGW
x: inter-MME and S-GW; y: inter-MME and intra-SGW; Z: 5G HO Cancel
for the Japanese operator data, the latency improvement ranges from 34.07% to 44.23%, for
the Greek operator data the latency reduction is between 15.50% to 28.50%. The differen-
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tial performance behavior, as mentioned earlier, is representative of the variable deployment
scenarios dependent on operator requirements. Specifically, for the 5G NGC network, the
HO cancellation phase signaling between NGC and EPS (scenarios 1.Zρ, 1.Z4) observes a
latency reduction by upto 40.57%. The aforesaid improvement is as a consequence of the
presence of handshakes, whose composition and execution have been enhanced by the pro-
posed mechanism. Recall that, as per discussions in Sections 5.2.2, 5.2.3 and 5.3.2, the worst
case scenario for the HO cancel phase signaling has been considered, i.e., the HO cancel
phase (Figure 5.7) is executed after all the resources have been setup in the HO preparation
phase.
Further, the rejection phase signaling in LTE and 3G/2G networks for scenarios that do
not involve S-GW relocation (scenarios 1.Y.a†, 1.Y.b†) is already optimal and does not incur
any improvement or degradation through the implementation of the proposed mechanism.
However, for the scenario where there is no S-GW relocation but an indirect tunnel is utilized
during the LTE to 3G/2G handover (1.Y.a†), the proposed mechanism results in a degraded
performance for the handover rejection phase as compared to the legacy approach. A deeper
analysis (through Figure 5.3 but without the presence of T-SGW) reveals that while in the
legacy mechanism the source S-GW tunnel (message 8 and 8a in Figure 5.3) is not setup
until the resource negotiation phase (message 5 and 5a in Figure 5.3) is accomplished, the
proposed mechanism, in order to obtain the advantages of parallelization, performs the source
S-GW tunnel setup (message P3b in the signaling scenario specified by Figure 5.8 without
target S-GW) before resource negotiation. Consequently, when the RRM operation results
in a handover failure, the extra source S-GW tunnel setup message in the proposed setup
leads to the aforementioned performance degradation. It is important to state here that, for
the corresponding scenario the handover preparation phase signaling incurs an improvement
of 20.12% over the legacy approach.
Further, to de-register the resources setup by the source S-GW setup message in the
proposed mechanism, a delete session request message (P6a in the signaling scenario specified
by Figure 5.8, but without target S-GW) from the SeMMu will also be required. And as
will be seen in the next subsection, this will lead to a degraded performance in terms of
incurred transmission cost as compared to the legacy mechanism. However, through the
Handover Failure aware Preparation Signaling analysis, wherein the novel handover failure
aware method is used, we will observe that this performance degradation is alleviated whilst
also benefiting the handover preparation phase further.
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5.3.3.2 Transmission Cost Analysis
Utilizing equation (5.3), we present the transmission cost analysis for the handover prepara-
tion and failure signaling phases for the different HO types specified by 3GPP (Table 5.1) and
the different deployment scenarios presented by the Japanese and Greek telecom operators
(Tables 5.2 and 5.3). Concretely, a comparative performance analysis between the legacy
and proposed mechanism for the handover preparation phase signaling has been presented
in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. Further, a similar comparative analysis for the handover failure
phase signaling has also been provided through Figures 5.15 and 5.16.
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Figure 5.13: Handover preparation scenario: Transmission cost analysis for the Japanese
operator deployment (X-axis notations have been re-utilized from Tables 5.4-5.7).
From the analytical results presented in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, it is established that the
proposed mechanism enhances the handover preparation phase signaling compared to the
legacy mechanism, by reducing up to 40.67% in transmission cost incurred to complete the
signaling process for all the considered HO scenarios. For the scenarios involving 5G NGC,
the gain characteristic, i.e., the trend in performance gains, is similar to that observed for the
latency improvement analysis presented earlier. Further, in scenarios involving 4G/3G/2G
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networks, where S-GW relocation occurs (scenarios 1.X.a†, 1.X.b†, 1.X.a∗), the transmission
cost reduction obtained is higher than that obtained in the other legacy HO scenarios. How-
ever, as per our discussions in latency improvement analysis subsection, the gains obtained
for the Greek and Japanese operator deployments are different due to the difference in the
resources and requirements presented by the operators.
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Figure 5.14: Handover preparation scenario: Transmission cost analysis for the Greek oper-
ator deployment (X-axis notations have been re-utilized from Tables 5.4-5.7).
Next, through Figures 5.15 and 5.16, it can be observed that the proposed mechanism
either improves or does not degrade the performance of the HO scenarios considered for the
HO failure phase signaling, except when there is no S-GW relocation with an indirect tunnel
for a LTE to 3G/2G Inter-RAT HO (scenario 1.Y.a†). The reason being, for the purpose of
parallelization of CP information transfer from the SeMMu, the Source S-GW tunnel setup
message is executed before the RRM procedure (message 3b in Figure 5.8 but without the
T-SGW). And, since the RRM procedure at the target network results in a handover failure,
an extra message to de-register the allocated resources is required (Message 6a in Figure
5.8 but without the T-SGW). Hence, these extra messages contribute towards the aforesaid
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Figure 5.15: Handover failure scenario: Transmission cost analysis for the Japanese operator
deployment (X-axis notations have been re-utilized from Tables 5.4-5.7).
degradation in performance. However recall that in the later subsections we will discuss the
analysis where the novel HO failure aware preparation signaling has been utilized. Through
the analysis we establish that the concerns of degraded performance are alleviated by this
novel strategy.
5.3.3.3 Processing Cost Analysis
Unlike the transmission cost and latency, the processing cost is unaffected by the change
in operator deployment scenarios as it solely depends on the number of messages that will
be processed within the CN. Hence, in this subsection, utilizing the formulation in Section
5.3.1 as well as the proposed and legacy signaling sequences, a comparative analysis with
regards to the processing cost savings offered by the proposed and legacy mechanisms has
been presented via Tables 5.8 and 5.9, respectively.
Through the analytical results in Table 5.8, it can be observed that the proposed al-
gorithm reduces the processing cost for the handover preparation phase signaling for all
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Figure 5.16: Handover failure scenario: Transmission cost analysis for the Greek operator
deployment (X-axis notations have been re-utilized from Tables 5.4-5.7).
the considered handover scenarios. Quantitatively, the performance enhancement for the
5G NGC HO scenarios (1.Uρ, 1.U4, 1.Vρ, 1.V4) ranges from 10.00% to 27.77%, with the
scenarios without an N26 interface (1.Vρ, 1.V4) also showing improvement. In addition,
the savings offered over legacy scenarios where a S-GW relocation occurs (1.X.a†, 1.X.b†,
1.X.a∗) is above 20.00%, while that offered in other legacy scenarios is 10%. Next, for the
handover failure phase signaling (Table 5.9), the proposed mechanism enhances the signaling
for both the HO cancel phases in 5G NGC (1.Zρ: 16.67% and, 1.Z4: 28.57%) as well as in
two other specific scenarios, i.e., HO rejection in LTE to 3G/2G Inter-RAT HO with Target
S-GW and direct tunnel (1.X.b†: 18.18%), and HO rejection in 3G/2G to LTE Inter-RAT
HO with a Target S-GW (1.X.a∗: 36.36%). The proposed mechanism neither enhances nor
degrades the performances of the failure phase signaling for other HO scenarios, except when
there is an Inter-RAT HO from LTE to 3G/2G involving an indirect tunnel and without S-
GW relocation (scenario 1.Y.a†). The degradation in performance for the aforesaid scenario
stems from the reasons discussed in latency and transmission cost analysis subsections, i.e.,
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Table 5.8: Processing Cost Analysis for Handover Preparation phase
αHandover
Processing Cost
Type
Legacy
Mechanism
Proposed
Mechanism
% Saving
1.Uρ 18 messages 15 messages 16.67%
1.U4 20 messages 25.00%
1.Vρ 18 messages 13 messages 27.77%
1.V4 20 messages 18 messages 10.00%
1.W 18 messages 15 messages 16.67%
1.X.a†
14 messages 10 messages 28.57 %
1.X.b†
1.Y.a†
10 messages 9 messages 10.00 %
1.Y.b†
1.X.a∗ 14 messages 10 messages 28.57 %
1.Y.a∗ 10 messages 9 messages 10.00 %
2.y 10 messages 9 messages 10.00 %
2.x 14 messages 11 messages 21.43 %
αThe notations have been re-utilized from Tables 5.4-5.7
Table 5.9: Processing Cost Analysis for Handover Failure phase
γHandover
Processing Cost
Type
Legacy
Mechanism
Proposed
Mechanism
% Saving
1.Zρ 12 messages 10 messages 16.67%
1.Z4 14 messages 28.57%
1.X.a†
11 messages 11 messages No Change
1.X.b† 9 messages 18.18%
1.Y.a†
7 messages
9 messages -22.22%
1.Y.b† 7 messages No Change
1.X.a∗ 11 messages 7 messages 36.36 %
1.Y.a∗ 7 messages 7 messages No Change
2.y 7 messages 7 messages No Change
2.x 7 messages 7 messages No Change
γThe notations have been re-utilized from Tables 5.4-5.7
the execution of source S-GW tunnel setup message before the RRM process requires an
extra delete session message from the SeMMu towards the S-GW to de-register the allocated
resources. Hence, this increases the number of messages to be processed by the CN, which
consequently leads to the degraded performance.
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5.3.3.4 Handover Failure aware Preparation Signaling
The analytical evaluation presented in the previous subsections reveals that the proposed
mechanism, while enhancing the handover preparation phase, can slightly under-perform
for certain handover scenarios during the handover failure phase. And so, utilizing the
discussions as well as the novel handover failure aware signaling from Section 5.2.3, we show
that at least eight HO scenarios can be optimized further in terms of latency, transmission
cost and processing cost. The rest of the scenarios are already optimal and hence, are not
impacted by the proposed enhancement. The analytical results, presented in Table 5.10,
show that the HO failure aware approach not only alleviates the performance degradation
issue in the handover failure phase, but it also enhances the handover performance phase
signaling.
Note that, the analytical results presented in Table 5.10 utilize the delay values from
the Japanese operator deployment. Moreover, it is clear from our analysis so far that, the
trend for the gains obtained by utilizing our methodology is the same irrespective of the
operator. And so, quantitatively, for the HO preparation scenarios in 5G NGC, a reduction
of up to 15.38% in the processing cost over the values in Table 5.8 is observed. However,
for the 4G/3G/2G (legacy) HO scenarios, the number of messages required to complete the
entire signaling process does not change, and thus, the processing cost remains unchanged.
Further, for scenarios 1.X.a†, 1.X.b†, 1.Y.a†, the number of messages required to execute the
handover failure phase, i.e., HO rejection phase, is reduced significantly as compared to that
specified in Table 5.9. In addition, for the 5G NGC scenarios (1.Uρ, 1.U4, 1.Vρ, 1.V4, 1.W),
we consider the handover failure phase, i.e., HO cancel phase, to be near optimal owing to
its sensitivity to the time at which it is initiated during an ongoing HO preparation phase,
as discussed in Section 5.3.2.
Next, the added enhancement over the proposed mechanism improves the processing cost
saving for HO scenarios 1.X.a† and 1.X.b† during a handover failure phase by 36.36%, as
compared to the values in Table 5.9. Further, for the HO scenario 1.Y.a† in Table 5.9, the
processing cost saving performance is no longer degraded. Instead, the novel handover failure
aware method reduces the number of messages required from 9 to 7, i.e., by 22.22%, for the
proposed mechanism.
Further, the latency analysis presented in Tables 5.4, 5.6 and 5.10 establishes that the
HO preparation and failure phases can be enhanced further with the novel handover failure
aware method proposed here. Quantitatively, the HO preparation phase corresponding to
the first eight HO scenarios are further enhanced by up to 9.92% with the maximum gains
being obtained for the 4G/3G/2G HO scenarios. The HO failure phase signaling for the
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corresponding 4G/3G/2G HO scenarios are also enhanced further by 10.07%. Consequently,
the improvement in the handover failure phase signaling also alleviates the drawback of
degraded performance.
Lastly, for the transmission cost, the analytical evaluation reinforces the trend of added
enhancement to the performance of the handover failure phase. The transmission cost for
the HO failure phase signaling in scenario 1.X.a† of Table 5.10 is halved compared to the
cost presented in Figure 5.15. Further, the scenarios 1.X.b† and 1.Y.a† also experience an
improvement of 33.33% in the transmission cost for their corresponding HO failure phase
signaling. As a consequence, the drawback of performance degradation is also mitigated.
Additionally, for the handover preparation signaling, the added enhancements facilitates an
improvement ranging from 8.47% to 20.97% for scenarios 1.Uρ, 1.U4, 1.Vρ, 1.V4 and 1.W
in Table 5.10, whilst the transmission cost performance of the remaining scenarios remains
unaffected as compared to that presented in Figure 5.15.
It is important to state here that, in Table 5.10, scenarios 1.Y.b†, 1.X.a∗, 1.Y.a∗, 2.x and
2.y are not impacted by the Handover failure aware method and, hence, are referenced as Op-
timal. Concretely, the proposed mechanism without the handover failure aware methodology
is already optimal for the aforementioned scenarios.
5.3.4 Message Size Analysis
The mechanism that has been proposed in this work utilizes the fact that the IEs can
be intelligently re-packaged to create lesser number of messages and hence, enhance the
signaling that is performed at the CN. This restructuring of the messages will also alter the
size of the messages, i.e., the number of bytes carried per message, as well as the overall
bytes transferred per signaling sequence. Thus, through Tables 5.11 and 5.12 we provide
a comparative analysis between the legacy and proposed mechanisms for the message sizes
and the overall bytes transferred in a single sequence of handover signaling.
Note that for the analysis, we do not consider the 5G HO scenarios as the message sizes
for 5G HO signaling are still not completely defined. Hence, we consider four representative
scenarios from the LTE-EPC and 3G/2G HO signaling, shown in Table 5.12. The chosen
scenarios encompass Inter- and Intra-RAT HO, relocation/no relocation of S-GW/S-GW
and SeMMu, and indirect and direct tunneling, thus ensuring completeness to the analysis.
Further, it must be stated that the current analysis is independent of the operator deployment
scenario, and hence, it is valid for both the operator deployments considered in this work.
Table 5.11 presents a detailed breakdown of the messages and their sizes in bytes for
the HO preparation signaling corresponding to the scenario when there is an Inter-RAT
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HO from LTE to 3G/2G and S-GW relocation along side indirect tunneling occurs. For
the analysis, the message sizes corresponding to the legacy and proposed mechanism were
constructed utilizing the data provided in 3GPP specifications [133, 164–166, 168, 169, 171,
179, 180], wireshark traces [181] and ITU ASN.1 specifications [182] (for the data types
and sizes of the IEs). Through the analysis, it was deduced that since the number of
messages in the proposed mechanism is reduced as compared to the legacy mechanism, the
number of bytes for message headers is also reduced. Concretely, since each message that is
passed through the network consists of a message header, specifying source and destination
addresses/identifiers, etc., a reduction in the number of messages will also mean that there
is a corresponding decrease in the amount of header that traverses through the network.
Quantitatively, the largest message in the proposed mechanism, i.e., message P3a, is
838 bytes long, while the largest message in the legacy mechanism (message 3) is 762 bytes
long. Thus, the proposed restructuring process maintains the message sizes near the range of
message sizes in the legacy mechanism. Consequently, it can be said that the proposed mech-
anism does not present any significant challenge for the reliable transmission and processing
of CP messages within the network. In addition, the total amount of bytes transferred within
the proposed mechanism will be 2474 as compared to 2766 bytes in the legacy mechanism, to
complete the HO signaling. And hence, through the non-repetitive and intelligent repackag-
ing of IEs into the proposed messages, the number of bytes that have to be transported across
the CN for the HO scenario under observation is reduced by 10.56%. Next, we present the
analysis for the total message bytes transferred during the legacy and proposed mechanism
for the scenarios under observation (Table 5.12).
Table 5.12: Message size analysis
ζType of Total bytes for Total bytes for Percentage
Handover Legacy Messaging Proposed Messaging Reduction
1.X.a† 2766 2474 10.56%
1.Y.b† 2164 2072 4.25 %
1.X.a∗ 2766 2493 9.87%
2.x 2817 2544 9.69%
ζThe notations have been re-utilized from Table 5.4-5.7
The analytical results in Table 5.12 reinforce the fact that HO scenarios in which S-
GW or S-GW and SeMMU relocation occurs are optimized more than the other scenarios.
While scenario 1.Y.b† in Table 5.12 has a 4.25% reduction in the total bytes that would
be transferred over the CN to complete the signaling sequence, scenarios 1.X.a†, 1.X.a∗
and 2.x register a reduction of 10.56%, 9.87% and 9.69%, respectively. The aforementioned
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results also illustrate that the proposed mechanism, irrespective of the HO scenario, reduces
the number of bytes that would be transferred over the CN, thus enhancing the network
performance as it will have lesser bytes to transfer across the network as well as to process.
5.3.5 Network Wide Analysis
In this subsection, we present an analysis for the network occupation time and network
wide processing cost savings by utilizing equations (5.5) and (5.6) from Section 5.3.1, and
the parameter framework presented in Section 5.3.2. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 illustrate the
network wide occupation time and processing cost performance, respectively, for the legacy
and proposed mechanisms.
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Figure 5.17: Network wide processing cost analysis.
Note that, the processing cost analysis is independent of the operator deployment sce-
nario. Also, it is important to reiterate that, the trend for the gains established throughout
our analysis is independent of the chosen operator. Hence, for the network wide occupation
time analysis, we only consider the delay values as obtained from the Japanese cellular oper-
ator (Table 5.2). We consider HO failure rates from 0.1%-0.5% and also vary the percentage
of S1 HO (intra-MME/S-GW) from 10%-50%. Given the lack of availability of real data
from the telecom operators, we randomly select a particular HO failure rate and S1 HO
percentage alongside a distribution, and then compute the two metrics utilizing equations
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Figure 5.18: Network wide occupation time analysis.
(5.5) and (5.6). Such an evaluation process helps to eliminate any possible bias in specifying
the prevalent handover scenario, and thus aids in the completeness of the analysis.
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show that given any prevalent HO scenario and distribution of
HO types, the proposed mechanism outperforms the legacy mechanism. Concretely, the
proposed mechanism provisions a saving of 27.90%-33.06% over the legacy mechanism for
the network occupation time, while for the network wide processing cost, the proposed
mechanism provides a saving of 20.24%-24.05% over the legacy mechanism. And, given
these significant savings in the processing cost and link occupation time, it will help the
future networks, such as 5G, to be more time and resource efficient. By resource efficient
here we mean that, the network will be more scalable in terms of computational and physical
resources.
5.4 Evolutionary 4G/5G Network Architecture
Given the performance analysis results, and specifically the network wide analysis, the ben-
efits offered by the proposed HO mechanisms, utilizing the SeMMu, are compelling. Hence-
forth, in this section we present an exemplary evolutionary network architecture that not
only facilitates the execution of the proposed mechanism, but also provides the operator
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with an avenue to have a manageable CAPEX towards evolving their networks to being fully
softwarized. Thus, through Figure 5.19 we illustrate the proposed evolutionary core network
architecture.
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Management unit (SeMMu)
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Other 
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Target S-GW
Figure 5.19: Proposed evolutionary network architecture.
The proposed network architecture is evolutionary with respect to the fact that, it firstly
introduces an evolved core network entity, namely, the SeMMu. The SeMMu combines the
functionalities of the MME/SMF and the SDN-C. Recall that, in the proposed architecture
we consider the SMF as the main 5G mobility management unit instead of the AMF, as
done by 3GPP. The reason being, the SMF is involved in the CN signaling during a HO
whilst the AMF is only limited to the access network resource management. Moreover, the
functional integration is carried out such that the SeMMu only modifies the CP between the
network entities and itself, while avoiding any impact on other core network operations (such
as the DP). Additionally, while in the 3GPP defined network architecture specific interfaces
are utilized to connect the network entities, in the proposed network architecture, for the
SeMMu to communicate with the other core network entities, an SDN agent needs to be
integrated with these other entities (such as SGSN, S-GW, UPF, etc.). Such an integration,
whilst maintaining the smooth inter-working between 5G and legacy networks, also enables
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the operators to evolve their legacy networks towards a completely softwarized architecture.
As a consequence of this evolutionary framework, the proposed architecture will help to
facilitate a reduction in the CAPEX for the operators, which is a major 5G objective. The
SDN capabilities also enable the proposed architecture to execute the optimized handover
signaling, discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, as it allows the SeMMu to push the required
CP information to other CN entities. It is imperative to state here that, although we
introduce an SDN agent overlay, we only transform the 3GPP defined functionalities of the
MME/SMF whilst preserving the functionalities of all the other CN entities. Further, given
any of the proposed signaling sequences and mapping, the network architecture remains the
same. Concretely, the proposed evolutionary network architecture is consistent for any HO
scenario. And, given the results in Section 5.3 as well as the fact that distinct flow rules per
user do not require separate SDN agent threads, the network will be scalable.
Moreover, the proposed architecture is designed such that the RRM interactions are
left unaltered. The reason being, if the RRM procedures are handled at the SeMMu, then
while it would enable enhanced decision making given the global view the SeMMu has,
it will introduce additional delays, and hence, increased latency for the handover process.
Subsequently, the SeMMu is neither connected directly to the Radio Network Controller
(RNC) nor to the NG-RAN. Instead, the SeMMu communicates with the SGSN/AMF,
which is responsible for managing the session as well as the CP signaling with the RNC/NG-
RAN. Further, within the EPC, the SeMMu allows the eNB to perform the RRM operations,
even though it is directly connected to it. Lastly, the interworking framework, presented in
Figure 5.19, is facilitated by the presence of an N26 interface between the AMF in the NGC
and the SeMMu in the EPC. Note that the interworking between 5G NGC and EPC can be
established even in the absence of the N26 interface, as discussed in our contribution [C4]
and reference [29].
5.4.1 Benefits and Challenges
The aforesaid integration has multiple benefits as well as certain design and implementation
challenges. The benefits of the SeMMu based network architecture include:
• The ability to access system parameters, which will allow the SeMMu to establish
optimized MM solutions through the virtualized functions in a fully SDN architecture,
via a global or locally global view of the network domain. Here domain refers to the
geographical area of the network that is administered/controlled by the SeMMu.
• Introduction of SDN agents to the CN entity is a first step towards the fully SDN
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architecture that is envisioned for the future networks. Given the ability of an SDN
controller based entity to decouple the CP from DP (and implement the rules on the
DP entities), the SDN agents are utilized to push the CP information necessary for the
handover related signaling to the CN entities.
• The given framework establishes an evolutionary path towards a fully softwarized net-
work architecture. Thus, the given framework assists in reducing the CAPEX for the
operators as it helps them evolve their current architecture towards a fully softwarized
architecture.
• With the SDN based architecture presented in this section, the handover prepara-
tion and failure signaling phases can be optimized (Section 5.2) as compared to the
legacy mechanisms, i.e., 3GPP standards. The optimizations obtained via signaling
re-sequencing and message mapping have been elaborately discussed in Section 5.3.
Next, the main implementation challenge arising as a consequence of the SeMMu based
evolutionary network architecture, is the integration of the SDN agent to the CN entities.
On one hand it will include an initial CAPEX to integrate the SDN agents and, on the other
hand, new interfaces need to be defined so as to allow the MME/SMF and the SDN agent to
communicate with each other. Additionally, advanced software mechanisms to identify and
pack the IEs into the proposed message ensemble, discussed in Section 5.2, will be required.
Whilst the CAPEX incurred will not be significant given the benefits offered by the SeMMu
solution, in the subsequent discussion we provide a brief insight into the approaches that can
be utilized to overcome this implementation challenge.
5.4.2 SDN agent integration
The integration process of the SDN agent should not disrupt the overall network functioning,
design and architecture. Further, the DP operations should be agnostic to the proposed
integration process. In order to realize this seamless integration, we introduce a novel setup
wherein the MME/SMF entail a software modification and the SDN agent is composed
of two components (illustrated in Figure 5.20(a)). Concretely, the two components that
constitute the SDN agent are the Mapper and the Formatter. Given that, there is an SDN
agent overlay on top of the 3GPP defined network architecture, the SDN agents will view
the messages and destination address in a different format as compared to the CN entities
defined by 3GPP. Note that, the mapper is connected to the external network through
a communication interface through which the SDN agent transmits/receives the data. In
addition, the formatter is connected to the CN entity through a bidirectional communication
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Figure 5.20: SDN agent for the evolutionary network architecture.
interface for exchanging the CP information messages. The detailed functioning of both these
components is provided as follows:
• Mapper : The mapper essentially performs a mapping and de-mapping of the address
that the CN entities would observe without the SDN agent overlay to the addresses
as observed by the SDN agents on the CN, and vice versa. Thus, when the mapper
receives a message frame from the CN, it first removes the frame header. During this
process, it identifies the message source and destination, i.e., SDN-enabled CN entity
addresses, and then maps these addresses to the address of the source and destination
as would be seen by the CN entities, if there were no SDN agents integrated with them.
Next, it transfers the message payload along with the source and destination address
to the formatter. On the other hand, when the mapper receives the messages from
the formatter, it identifies the type of message, the source address and its destination
address. It then maps these addresses, i.e., address that would be observed by the
CN entities in the absence of the SDN agent overlay, to the address in the external
CN (observed by SDN agents) and transmits it to the intended CN entity. Lastly, the
application level scheduling of the messages to be sent to other CN entities is done by
the scheduler present in the transformed MME/SMF CN entity, discussed later in this
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section.
• Formatter : The main task of the formatter is to transform the format of the incoming
and outgoing messages according to the format expected by the SDN agent and the
CN entity, respectively. For a message coming from a CN entity, the formatter changes
the formatting applied by the CN entity to the one understood by the SDN agent and
then passes it to the mapper. Conversely, when a message arrives at the formatter
from the mapper, it formats the payload along with the source and destination address
into a format that can be deciphered by the CN entity.
Next, a graphical illustration of the entire message processing chain within the SDN
agent has been presented in Figure 5.20(b). Upon the reception of a message from another
CN entity, it is passed onto the mapper. Here, the mapper firstly resolves the source and
destination SDN-enabled CN entity address A and B, respectively. Concretely, the source
address A is mapped to the actual source CN entity address C and, similarly, the destination
address B is mapped to the actual destination CN entity address D. Upon performing this
mapping, the message is then sent to the formatter. The formatter converts the message
payload alongside the source and destination addresses to a format that is understood by
the MME/SMF. This is then passed to the modified MME/SMF modules. On the other
hand, for an outgoing message, the formatter is the first entity of the SDN agent to process
it. The aforesaid processing involves transforming the outgoing message to a format that is
understood by the SDN agent. It is then passed onto the mapper wherein the actual source
and destination CN entity address, i.e., D and E, is mapped and replaced by its SDN-enabled
CN entity address, i.e., B and F, respectively.
This discussed SDN agent architecture can be implemented as a software within the ex-
isting CN entities (in which case the mapper in the SDN agent would not be required as the
address of both the SDN agent and the CN entity will be the same) or on a generic hardware
platform which is interfaced with the existing CN entity hardware. While the former process
can be accomplished as a software upgrade at the CN entities, the latter will require addi-
tional hardware interfacing and CAPEX for installation. Next, the MME/SMF will entail
an additional software upgrade irrespective of the type of SDN agent integration. Note that,
we only introduce a software upgrade on the MME/SMF since, it is one of the components of
the SeMMu and hence, it will be required to execute the proposed signaling mechanism that
involves transformed and compressed (in terms of number of messages) message ensemble,
as discussed in Section 5.2. Thus, a message analyzer-generator and a scheduler compo-
nent have been introduced within the MME/SMF. Figure 5.21 illustrates a block diagram
of the transformed MME/SMF. The message analyzer-generator component performs the
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function of analyzing the type of message received as well as its IEs, and then generates
the appropriate response to the received information in the form of messages from the new
message ensemble (Section 5.2). It also generates metadata that informs the scheduler about
the possibility of parallelization with a given set of outgoing messages. Subsequently, the
scheduler at the MME/SMF determines whether a certain set of messages have to be par-
allelized or not, depending on the metadata received from the message analyzer-generator
block. Here parallelization refers to the fact that messages to multiple CN entities can be
executed simultaneously. Hence, the scheduler in the MME/SMF determines the possibility
of parallelization, and accordingly passes the set of messages to the formatter entity of the
SDN agent. Given the aforesaid functionality, architecturally we define the scheduler in an
MME/SMF to perform a bi-directional exchange of information with the message analyzer-
generator within that MME/SMF as well as the formatter of the SDN agent integrated with
its MME/SMF.
SDN Agent
SeMMu
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Analyzer-Generator
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h
e
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u
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r
Figure 5.21: SDN-enabled Mobility Management unit (SeMMu) architectural framework.
Note that, we have not provided a graphical illustration of the message processing chain,
similar to the SDN agent, for the SeMMu. The reason being, the discussions in Section 5.2
with regards to the compressed message ensemble creation and parallel transfer of HO-related
CP messages, essentially presents the main functionalities of the message analyzer-generator
and scheduler components, respectively, of the modified MME/SMF in the SeMMu. And so,
when a message is received from the SDN agent at the MME/SMF, it is first processed by
the scheduler. For the incoming message, the scheduler simply removes the headers within
the received frame and passes its payload to the message analyzer-generator module. The
message analyzer-generator module then:
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• Analyzes the IEs of the received message.
• Determines the response message(s) and generates the required IEs.
• Generates the metadata to be forwarded to the scheduler indicating whether the out-
going message(s) can be parallelized or not.
• Formats the IEs into a message payload.
• Passes the payload along with the destination address to the scheduler.
• Passes the metadata to the scheduler.
The scheduler then forwards the messages accordingly to the SDN agent, where they are fur-
ther processed according to the process illustrated in Figure 5.20(b). Thus, as a consequence
of this integration process, the proposed enhanced HO signaling approach can be executed,
while the DP remains agnostic to these transformations.
To conclude this section we note that the SDN capabilities, provisioned to the CN entities for
enhancing CP signaling, can be extended to DP functionalities such as data forwarding, path
switching, etc. The provision of such an extension enables the proposed architecture to be
evolutionary in nature, acting as a bridge between current and envisioned future networks.
5.5 Related Work
Myriad current and past research efforts that provision a comprehensive study into the main
stages of handover management, i.e., handover decision, handover preparation, handover
execution/failure and handover completion. Notably, [44, 103, 161–163] provide sufficient
background and analysis into these different stages. In [44] a detailed survey on the various
aspects of handover management such as execution phase, decision phase and system infor-
mation collection has been provided. Concretely, for the network discovery phase, which is
the same as acquiring measurement reports from users for handover decision phase, vari-
ous parameters such as network congestion, channel conditions, etc., have been discussed.
Next, for the handover decision making phase, techniques involving multi-attribute decision
making, user-centric decision making, etc., have been explored in detail. Following this, for
the handover execution phase, methods such as mobile-assisted, network-assisted, etc., have
been considered in [44].
Further, in [161] an analysis of the interruption time during the handover phase in an
LTE-Advanced network has been performed. Note that, the specific stage of handover phase
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that has been enhanced in [161] is the handover execution stage. Further, an analysis with
TDD and FDD modes has been considered for the same.
Next, in [103,162,163], SDN based approaches have been considered for mobility manage-
ment. Specifically, in [162], the SDN controller along side a double V-LAN tagging approach
is utilized to minimize the path switching operation which would reduce the latency and
core network signaling. In [103] a policy and per-flow based mobility management approach
has been presented, wherein the flow level granularity of service provision along side poli-
cies specified by network, user, applications, etc., are considered for executing the mobility
management task. By policies, here we mean a collection of network, user and application
parameters that are utilized in generating a handover decision. Additionally, in [163], an
approach towards the seamless mobility management between LTE and WLAN networks
has been provided. This approach involves splitting the CP and DP, via SDN based ap-
proach, and migrating the CP to the cloud based infrastructure. Hence, with the help of
the global view of the network, the controller can facilitate seamless mobility for the user
between heterogeneous networks, i.e., LTE and WLAN, through the specified lightweight
route reconfiguration procedures.
However, most research efforts similar to [44,103,161–163] do not emphasize on the crit-
icality of handover preparation and failure phase. Additionally, they do not explore their
latency, transmission cost and processing cost contribution to the overall handover manage-
ment operations. And hence, this reinforces the novelty of the aspects related to handover
management that we explore as well as that of the enhanced signaling strategies for handover
preparation and failure signaling phases that we propose. Further, while [183] proposes an
integration of the MME with the SDN-C and its utility for handover management using IEEE
802.1ad CN signaling, it does not present an evolutionary mechanism such that the operator
CAPEX can be manageable. In addition, the system design focuses on the 3GPP-LTE ar-
chitecture and does not consider the currently proposed 5G network architecture. Further,
research efforts such as [184, 185], present an SDN and NFV based evolutionary network
framework for the LTE-EPC. However, like [183], they do not encompass the inter-working
architecture with other 3GPP defined technologies such as 3G and the newly defined 5G
architecture as well.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have firstly proposed the enhanced messaging mechanism, wherein we
transform the critical HO preparation and failure signaling phases for the various 5G NGC
and LTE-EPC Inter- and Intra-RAT HO (involving 5G, 4G, 3G and 2G networks) scenarios.
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We establish a set of principles that allows us to restructure the messages corresponding to
the aforesaid signaling phases. This restructuring helps in compressing the message ensemble
and in enabling parallel execution of the messages. Further, a latency, transmission cost,
processing cost and message size analysis is conducted, which concludes that the proposed
mechanism enhances the legacy handover signaling significantly. We also provision a novel
HO failure aware signaling methodology, which accounts for the possibility of a HO failure
in the design of the HO preparation signaling. The aforesaid novel strategy is proven to
enhance both the preparation as well as the failure phase signaling. Further, and as a means
to exemplify the superiority of the proposed mechanism, we present a network wide analysis.
Through this analysis we have demonstrated that, for large number of users, the proposed
mechanism outperforms the legacy mechanism both in terms of the total processing cost as
well as the amount of time the network is occupied to transfer the HO preparation/failure
messages.
Lastly, we have proposed an exemplary novel evolutionary architecture that consists of
an evolved CN entity, namely, the SeMMu. The evolutionary characteristic of the proposed
mechanism helps to maintain a manageable CAPEX. It also facilitates the execution of the
aforementioned enhanced HO signaling.
Thus, to conclude, in this chapter we have advanced the work in the area of handover
signaling by accomplishing, and verifying analytically, strategies that enhance the process
of handover management in terms of latency, processing and transmission overhead. Given
the fact that handover management is a critical component of mobility management, the
work done in this chapter provisions enhanced mobility management mechanisms, that can
cater to future network requirements, for the operators and vendors. Moreover, as part of
our MM framework, illustrated in Figure 3.1, the proposed handover signaling methodology
will cater to the Smart CN signaling and Handover Management solution components.
Chapter 6
User Association and Resource
Allocation Framework (AURA-5G)
Overview
5G wireless networks, being dense and heterogeneous, will need efficient MM, and specifically
user association, strategies to provision the QoS of diverse applications and hence, users that
it will serve. Whilst determining the most suitable BS for the users, multiple constraints such
as available backhaul capacity, link latency, etc., will need to be accommodated for. Hence,
to provide an optimal user association solution, in this chapter we present a joint optimiza-
tion framework, namely AURA-5G. Under this framework we formulate our user association
strategy as a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) that aims to maximize the total sum rate
of the network whilst optimizing the bandwidth assignment and base station selection. We
analyze multiple active application profiles simultaneously, i.e., enhanced Mobile Broadband
(eMBB) and massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC), in the network, and study
the performance of AURA-5G. Additionally, we provision a novel study on the multiple dual
connectivity modes, wherein the user can be connected to either one Macro-cell and a pos-
sible Small-cell, or with any two favorable candidate base stations. Utilizing the AURA-5G
framework, we perform a novel comparative study of all the considered scenarios on the basis
of total network throughput, performance against baseline scenario and system fairness. We
show that the AURA-5G optimal solutions improve the different network scenarios in terms
of total network throughput as compared to the baseline scenario, which is a conventional user
association solution. Further, we also present a fidelity analysis of the AURA-5G framework
based on the user throughput distribution, backhaul utilization, latency compliance, conver-
gence time distribution and solvability. And since, a given network cannot always guarantee
to satisfy the future network loads and application constraints, we show that AURA-5G can be
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utilized by the operators/vendors to evaluate the myriad network re-dimensioning approaches
for attaining a feasible and optimal solution. Henceforth, we then explore the possibility of
network re-dimensioning and study its impact on system performance for scenarios where
the performance of AURA-5G is severely impacted due to the extremely strict nature of the
constraints imposed in the MILP.
Contributions
[J3] A. Jain, E. Lopez-aguilera, and I. Demirkol, "User Association and Resource Allo-
cation in 5G (AURA-5G): A Joint Optimization Framework", Submitted to Elsevier
COMNET, pp. 1–35, 2020. (Quartile: Q1; IF: 3.03 (2018))
The upcoming 5G networks will be characterized by an extremely dense and heteroge-
neous amalgamation of BSs with different Radio Access Technologies (RATs), users as well as
application types [7]. Such a network environment will present significant challenges to the
complex task of mobility management (MM) [C1]. As part of the MM objective for 5G net-
works, seamless mobility with extremely low latency will need to be provisioned. However,
and according to our contribution [J2], to guarantee such latency and reliability characteris-
tics, 5G MM mechanisms will be broadly required to ensure fast handover methods, efficient
signaling during mobility events, optimal and fast user to BS associations, reliable and fast
path re-configuration as well as service migration.
Specifically, to ensure that the QoS requested by an application on a given user is met, a
user does not experience FHO as well as the network capabilities and capacities are respected,
efficient user association techniques will be critical. And given the exponentially increasing
number of users that 5G networks will cater to [6], finding the optimal user equipment (UE)-
BS association will present a significant challenge for these user association techniques. This
will be further exacerbated by the fact that 5G networks will be constrained by a multitude
of requirements imposed for ensuring application QoS as well as limitations with regards to
technological capabilities.
To elaborate, in [186], 3GPP established that to be able to provision services such as
VR/AuR among others, a minimum rate requirement of 100 Mbps would be required for
enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) services. Further, it was also determined that such
services would necessitate anywhere between 5-10 ms latency (or round trip delay) [186].
Alongside these requirements, massive machine type communication (mMTC) services would
need to be serviced anytime and anywhere, even though they do not communicate as regularly
as the eMBB services. Further, the network would have to accommodate very high density of
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mMTC devices that will be prevalent in 5G networks, e.g., 24000 users per km2 according to
[187]. Moreover, the ultra-reliable low latency communication (URLLC) services will require
latency within the range of 1-3 ms as well as extreme network reliability [186]. Coupled
with these aforesaid requirements, 5G networks will also be challenged by the amount of
available resources. Concretely, while mmWave SCs will help resolve the lack of resources in
current sub-6 GHz access network, the corresponding backhaul links will become increasingly
strained. Further, the availability of BSs with links that satisfy the latency requirements
will be critical.
Henceforth, these aforesaid requirements and technological challenges will make the prob-
lem of user association alongside resource allocation in 5G heterogeneous networks (HetNets)
important to explore and address. Consequently, in this work we aim to do the same. No-
tably, a broad spectrum of strategies/methods to accomplish the task of user association in
5G HetNets have been discussed in the literature, which we have also taken cognizance of in
Section 6.6. However, certain gaps still exist with regards to the aforesaid problem. And so,
we elaborate them as follows:
1. Most of the research works discussed in the literature present a user association method
that allows the user to connect to only one BS at most [188–191]. Certain works such
as [192,193], etc., discuss the problem of user association in a Dual Connectivity (DC)
scenario. However, the analysis is limited to scenarios where SCs are tightly coupled to
Macro-cells (MCs). Concretely, this means that the choice of an SC is governed by the
choice of the MC. While this is inline with the current 3GPP DC standards in Release-
15 [101], it is in general a very restrictive choice. Henceforth, we state that a gap exists
here where none of the works in the state of the art, to the best of our knowledge,
consider that an independent choice of MC and SC, or even two SCs or MCs, to serve
a user can be made. Note that a relatively tangential work to ours in [194] discusses
such a possibility for slice level mobility in 5G networks. However, they do not present
any concrete methodology or analysis for the purpose of user association.
2. None of the works present in the literature provide an application aware strategy
[188–191, 195–204]. Concretely, they do not consider or analyze the impact of the
prevalence of eMBB and mMTC services together. This is critical for user association
in 5G HetNets, since the presence of different services will lead to different bottlenecks
within the same system as shown in this study, thus making the process of finding an
optimal association even more complicated.
3. Delving deeper into the analysis presented in the literature, it is evident that for the
computation of the signal quality in terms of Signal to Interference and Noise ratio
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Figure 6.1: AURA-5G Framework. The logical flow, i.e. flow of control, within the devel-
oped tool is depicted using dashed arrows, whilst solid arrows indicate the data flow in the
program.
(SINR) an isotropic transmission and reception model is assumed. However, none of
the user association works explore the impact of transmit and receive beamforming on
the overall system performance, as well as for the complexity of computation of the
SINR.
4. While certain research efforts discuss the computational complexity of the non-linear
optimization framework for the user association problem, e.g. [205–208], none of these
works provision a detailed analysis with regards to the computation time, solvability,
as well as other network parameters such as achieved latency and backhaul utilization.
Given the aforesaid deficiencies, to the best of our knowledge, we present the very first study
in literature with regards to application aware user association in 5G HetNets in this chapter.
Concretely, we have explored the prevalence of multiple services and their impacts on the
user association problem. Henceforth, for our study we have considered the scenarios where
there are only eMBB services, and where both eMBB and mMTC services co-exist. We
characterize the performance of our Joint Optimization framework, i.e., AURA-5G, in both
these setups and present insights, which currently are not provided by any other research
effort. Note that, we leave the study involving URLLC services as part of the future work
to this thesis. Additionally, for our evaluation process we utilize realistic network scenarios
and parameters. This consequently, helps establish the efficacy of the AURA-5G framework.
However, a detailed discussion with regards to the scenarios and parameters is deferred until
Sections 6.2 and 6.3.
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Furthermore, we also consider the DC scenarios wherein we explore the futuristic trends
of having independent choices of MC and SC, i.e., the choice of SC is not geo-restricted to
the coverage of the chosen MC and the possibility of selecting either two SCs or two MCs.
In addition to the DC scenarios, we also study the single association strategies (which most
research works in the state of the art consider) and a baseline strategy (discussed in detail
in Section 6.2). These latter scenarios provide us a basis for comparison for the AURA-5G
framework, that we have developed.
Moreover, in this chapter we have also presented a detailed study into the performance
of such joint optimization strategies when the environment is interference limited due to
omnidirectional antennas or when beamforming is utilized. The motivation behind exploring
the aforesaid scenarios, is the fact that while most of the current day radio antennas do not
utilize beamforming, networks such as 5G and beyond 5G will utilize massive MIMO setups
that will support beamforming. Hence, it becomes imperative to study both these scenarios,
by virtue of the algorithm being deploy-able irrespective of the infrastructural setup.
Next, as part of the contributions of this chapter, we also emphasize on the AURA-5G
software framework which we have developed1 to obtain the aforementioned deep insights
into the user association problem. As can be seen from the framework diagram in Figure 6.1,
AURA-5G is basically composed of four building blocks. The very first block, i.e. location
generator block, takes care of the generation of location specific information for the users
and BSs to be utilized during the analysis. Concretely, it generates the location coordinates
for the users and BSs within the topology. Next, the system specifics generator block creates
the backhaul link based details for the system, computes the SINR matrix for the system
(according to whether we are in an interference limited scenario analysis or a beamforming
based scenario analysis) and saves the necessary metadata that would be required by the
subsequent optimizer block. For the optimizer block we utilize the Gurobi toolbox [209]
and solve the Mixed Integer Linear Programming formulation (MILP), discussed in Section
6.1, to compute the optimal solution. Note that, in the optimizer block we also specify
the particular scenario (described in Section 6.2) that has to be evaluated on the system
specifics generated by the preceding framework boxes. The optimizer block then saves the
optimal solution and supporting metadata, which are consequently utilized by the data
representation/analytics box for gaining insights into the obtained solution for the given
scenario.
1The complete framework has been developed using Python. It can be found at: the github repository
link will be provided after the review process.
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6.1 The Optimization Framework: Mathematical Formu-
lation and Solver Implementation
In this section, based on the gaps in user association and resource allocation strategies elab-
orated earlier, we present the mathematical formulation of our joint optimization strategy.
Subsequently, we also discuss the challenges that need to be addressed for an efficient im-
plementation of the AURA-5G framework.
And so, we consider a wireless heterogeneous network scenario, wherein 4G-LTE eNBs
provide the role of MCs and the 5G gNBs function as the SCs. We denote the set of MCs
as M and the set of SCs as N . We consider that the SCs are connected to the MCs via
a backhaul link. This backhaul link can be either wired (fiber based) or wireless (mmWave
based). Further, the MCs have backhaul links to the core network. However, these backhaul
links are only wired (fiber based) in nature. We denote these aforementioned backhaul links
as, Bm and Bn (where m ∈M and n ∈ N) for the mth MC and nth SC, respectively. Further,
the capacity of each of the backhaul links in the considered scenario is denoted as Cm and
Cn for the mth MC and nth SC, respectively. Given, the heterogeneous characteristic of the
backhaul technologies, their corresponding capacities will also be different. We elaborate
more on this in Section 6.3, wherein we describe the system model in detail.
Next, we specify the delay imposed by the backhaul links as Dt , where t = 1 . . . d. Here,
d is the number of links in the considered scenario. Further, d > (|M | + |N |), where |·|
denotes the cardinality of the set, because each MC is defined with a backhaul network that
has one or more hops to the core network. However, for the purpose of backhaul utilization
analysis, the multiple hops from any given MC can be considered together as a single link.
This is so because, all the wired hops from MCs are defined to have the same capacity. In
addition, for the SCs there is an additional hop (link), i.e., the connecting link to the MC,
which may be wired or wireless depending on the operator deployment strategy. Similar to
the MC backhaul hops, the wired SC to MC links also have the same capacity but less than
that of the MC to CN links. We provide numerical details with regards to this in our system
model description in Section 6.3.
The users within the HetNet are deployed using a homogeneous poisson point process
(HPP), and are denoted as U f , where f = 1 . . . u, and u being the total number of users
within the scenario. For the ease of understanding, we introduce Table 6.1, which contains a
list of all the variables, constants and notations that have been utilized for this work. Given
these preliminaries, we state the objective of our user association strategy. Concretely, our
objective is to maximize the overall system throughput in the downlink, whilst adhering
to the various constraints that the 5G HetNets will impose. It is imperative to state here
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that, the AURA-5G framework is also applicable to the uplink. Specifically, in this work we
consider the backhaul capacity, minimum required rate and path latency (one-way downlink
delay) as the constraints for our joint optimization problem. Thus, we frame our user
association strategy as a MILP problem as follows:
max
xi j,gi jk
∑
i
∑
j
∑
k
xi jgi j kwk log2(1 + Ψi j) (6.1)
s.t.
∑
i
∑
k
xi jgi j kwk ≤ W j ∀ j (6.2)∑
j
xi j ≤ 2 ∀i (6.3)∑
k
gi j k ≤ 1 ∀i, j (6.4)∑
j
∑
k
xi jri j k ≥ Ri ∀i (6.5)∑
i
∑
k
xi jri j k ≤ Cj ∀ j ∈ N (6.6)∑
i
∑
k
xi jri j k +
∑
t
ξt j ≤ Cj ∀ j ∈M (6.7)
p j xi j ≤ li ∀i (6.8)
xi j,gi j k ∈ {0,1} ∀i, j, k (6.9)
where, xi j indicates the association of user i to BS j. A value of 1 signifies an active
association and 0 defines that there is no association. Further, gi j k defines the bandwidth
assignment to a user i at BS j, which has k different available bandwidth options. A value
of 1 for any given i, j and k combination defines the fact that the bandwidth option k at
BS j for user i has been selected, while a value of 0 for the same defines vice versa. In
equation (6.1), which defines our total sum rate maximization objective, wk is a constant
value that indicates the actual bandwidth resource in MHz for the option k. Next, the
constraint defined in equation (6.2) specifies that the total bandwidth resources allocated
to all the users associated with BS j cannot exceed the total available bandwidth W j at BS
j. In equation (6.3), we define the dual connectivity constraint wherein a user can select a
maximum of two BSs. As we will see later in this section, we modify this constraint to study
both the single and dual connectivity scenarios. Subsequently, the constraint in equation
(6.4) guarantees that no more than one bandwidth option can be chosen by a user i at an
BS j.
Next in equation (6.5) we specify the minimum rate constraint wherein, the sum rate
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Table 6.1: Definitions list for Notations, Variables and Constants
i, j, k, f , t Index variables
M Set of Macro-cells
|M | Total Macro-cells in the system
N Set of Small-cells
|N | Total Small-cells in the system
Bm Backhaul link for Macro-cell m
Bn Backhaul link for Small-cell n
Cm Capacity of Backhaul link for Macro-cell m
Cn Capacity of Backhaul link for Small-cell n
Dt Delay imposed by link t where t ∈ (1, . . . , d)
d Total number of links in the scenario
Uf User f where f ∈ (1, . . . ,u)
u Total number of users in the scenario
xi j Binary variable indicating association of user i with BS j
gi jk
Binary variable indicating selection of bandwidth option k at BS
j for user i
wk Bandwidth option k at an BS
Ψi j SINR registered by user i for BS j
Wj Total available bandwidth at BS j
ri jk
Composite variable defining the rate offered by BS j to user i
with bandwidth option k
ξt j
Backhaul resource consumption by Small-cell t associated to
Macro-cell j
pj collection of links defining a path to the core network from BS j
Ri Minimum Rate constraint for user j
Cj Collection of backhaul capacities for the Macro and Small-cells
li Maximum bearable downlink latency [delay] for a user i
Γi jk
Binary variable, introduced for linearization (Section 6.1.1),
indicating association of user i with BS j where bandwidth
option k has been assigned.
Vi jk A constant, representing wk log2(1 + Ψi j)
for a user i from the BSs and the corresponding bandwidth options it selects at those BSs
has to be greater than minimum rate requirement Ri, for every user in the scenario. We
also define a composite variable ri j k , computed as gi j kwk log2(1 + Ψi j), which corresponds to
the rate BS j offers to user i at bandwidth option k in case there is an active association
between them, i.e. xi j = 1. Note that, Ri will depend on the type of application a user
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accesses, i.e., eMBB, mMTC and URLLC applications will have different minimum rate
requirements. In this work, we only consider the eMBB and mMTC applications, and utilize
the 3GPP 5G specifications [9] and other literature works such as [210] for their minimum
rate requirements.
In equations (6.6) and (6.7), we introduce the backhaul capacity constraint, wherein the
total allocated link rate to all the users associated to a given BS j cannot exceed the available
link bandwidth Cj . It is important to state here that, the backhaul capacity constraints for
the SCs (equation (6.6)) and MCs (equation (6.7)) are characteristically different. This is
so because, in the considered scenario, an SC always has a backhaul link, either wired or
wireless, to an MC. Henceforth for the MC, it is mandatory that we consider the contribution
of the SCs as well in order to ensure that the backhaul capacity constraint is not violated.
Consequently in our MILP formulation, in equation (6.7) we introduce the term ξt j , which
specifies the rate consumption by SC t at MC j. It is expressed by the left hand side of
equation (6.6), and is equivalent to the capacity of the backhaul link utilized by all the users
associated with SC t.
Next, in equation (6.8) we introduce the path latency constraint for each user i. We
define li as the downlink latency (delay) that an application on user i can permit, based on
its QoS requirements. We also introduce an additional system variable, p j , which specifies
the cumulative latency offered by the links that connect BS j to the core network. Here, by
a link we specifically mean a wired/wireless hop towards the core network from the BS j.
Hence, and as we will observe in further detail in Section 6.3, different BSs will offer different
latency (delay) as is the case in real networks. Consequently, the constraint in equation (6.8)
will assist the algorithm in selecting an association for all applications in the system that
assures that their latency requirements are satisfied.
Lastly, in equation (6.9), we state that xi j and gi j k are both binary variables. Henceforth,
this preceding discussion concretizes our joint optimization objective, wherein we not only
aim to find the right user-BS association, i.e. xi j , but also the possible bandwidth allocation
through gi j k . However, it is important to note here that the multiplication of xi j and gi j k
in our objective function, i.e., equation (6.1) and subsequently in the constraints in equa-
tions (6.2), (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7), introduces a non-linearity. To resolve this we perform a
linearization operation, which is detailed in the following text.
6.1.1 Linearization
To avoid the non-linearity introduced by the multiplicative term involving two binary decision
variables, i.e. xi j and gi j k , in our optimization problem formulated in equations (6.1)-(6.9),
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we perform a simplistic linearization operation that will enable us to apply our proposed
user association strategy as a MILP.
Firstly, we introduce the linearization term in equation (6.10) wherein we replace the
multiplicative quantity by a single binary variable.
Γi j k = xi jgi j k∀i, j, k (6.10)
where Γi j k ∈ {0,1}. A value of 1 denotes the active association of a user i with BS j
with bandwidth option k allocated at this BS, while 0 indicates vice versa. Subsequently,
we replace xi jgi j k in equations (6.1)-(6.9) with Γi j k . In order to make this linearization
functional, we will also need additional constraints that establish a relationship between
Γi j k , xi j and gi j k . These additional constraints are as follows:
Γi j k ≤ gi j k ∀i, j, k (6.11)
Γi j k ≤ xi j ∀i, j, k (6.12)
Γi j k ≥ gi j k + xi j − 1 ∀i, j, k (6.13)
The aforesaid equations establish the necessary relationship required between the lin-
earizing variable, and the variables comprising the term that is being linearized. Henceforth,
we now present our modified MILP formulation, as a result of the aforesaid linearization, in
equations (6.14)-(6.25) as follows:
max
Γi jk
∑
i
∑
j
∑
k
Γi j kwk log2(1 + Ψi j) (6.14)
s.t.
∑
i
∑
k
Γi j kwk ≤ W j ∀ j (6.15)∑
j
xi j ≤ 2 ∀i (6.16)∑
k
gi j k ≤ 1 ∀i, j (6.17)∑
j
∑
k
Γi j kVi j k ≥ Ri ∀i (6.18)∑
i
∑
k
Γi j kVi j k ≤ Cj ∀ j ∈ N (6.19)∑
i
∑
k
Γi j kVi j k +
∑
t
ξ′t j ≤ Cj ∀ j ∈ M (6.20)
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p j xi j ≤ li ∀i (6.21)
Γi j k ≤ gi j k ∀i, j, k (6.22)
Γi j k ≤ xi j ∀i, j, k (6.23)
Γi j k ≥ gi j k + xi j − 1 ∀i, j, k (6.24)
xi j,gi j k,Γi j k ∈ {0,1} ∀i, j, k (6.25)
where Vi j k = wk log2(1+Ψi j), and is a constant since the values for both wk and log2(1+Ψi j) are
defined/computed beforehand. Further, ξ′t j represents the modified variable for expressing
the contribution of the SCs towards the backhaul utilization to an MC. We introduce this
modified variable to account for the linearization operation, since the computation of ξt j
in equation (6.7) involves the multiplicative term xi jgi j k , as observed from our discussions
regarding equation (6.6) and equation (6.7).
6.1.2 Solver Implementation Challenges
While we may have linearized the system of equations for our optimization framework in
Section 6.1.1, unfortunately non-linearity still exists given that the variables xi j , gi j k , and
consequently Γi j k are binary in nature. However, we establish that a simplistic approach,
wherein we – a) relax the binary nature of the aforesaid variables to bounded constraints,
and b) threshold the solution values of these integral variables; can help us avoid such
non-linearities. Moreover, solvers such as Gurobi allow the users to program optimization
problems, such as ours, and solve them using LP relaxation, branch-and-bound and other
advanced mixed integer programming techniques [209]. And so, we utilize this powerful
characteristic of Gurobi to solve our optimization framework, and consequently, determine
the optimal user association strategy.
In addition, we have developed an implementation framework named AURA-5G that
also undertakes the tedious task of computing the link SINR matrix. The complexity of
this process is highlighted by the fact that in scenarios where there is transmit and receive
beamforming, the computation of the link SINR matrix will require the system to know
beforehand the beam directions of all the BSs. Concretely, for a UE of interest, all the other
UE-BS associations must be known so as to be able to compute the interference from the
BSs other than the BS of interest. Note that an BS will only create interference at the UE
when the transmit beam of the BS and receive beam of the UE are aligned with each other,
whole or in part.
And so, in the following text, through a hypothetical scenario, we show the complexity of
computing the aforementioned link SINR matrix. Let us consider the scenario where there
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is a UE and Z possible BSs to which this UE can attach to in any receive beam direction.
Let us also define a binary variable δ ∈ {0,1} which indicates whether an BS, through its
transmit beam, creates interference for the BS of interest at the UE under observation, i.e.,
δ = 1, or it does not, i.e., δ = 0. Thus, the total number of combinations of interfering beams
(BSs) that needs to be explored to determine the value of SINR, for an BS of interest, is
given as 2(Z−1).
Next, and for the sake of simplicity, we quantize the number of possible receiver beam
directions as Φ. As a consequence, number of computations required to determine the vector
of SINR values for a given UE can be expressed as:
[(2Z−1 + 2)Z]Φ (6.26)
where the additive term of 2 indicates an addition operation for computing interference
plus noise term and a division operation for ultimately computing the SINR. Thus from
equation (6.26), it can be seen that the number of computations, and hence the number of
combinations that need to be explored, grows exponentially with the number of candidate
BSs Z , in scenarios where there is receive and transmit beamforming. This validates our
earlier claim regarding the tediousness of computing the SINR matrix.
Certain works in literature, such as [211–213], provide insights as to how a statistical
estimate for the SINR can be obtained in a beamforming scenario given a user and multiple
candidate BSs. However, these works do not account for the possibility of multiple users
in the vicinity of the user of interest. Thus, we utilize a simplified process to determine
the SINR at any given UE in a beamformed regime, wherein we only consider the receiver
beamforming at the UE and allow the BSs to transmit in an omnidirectional manner. This
reduces the number of computations significantly, because now the remaining Z − 1 BSs will
create an interference for the BS of interest. Hence, for Φ quantized receive beam directions,
the number of operations required are:
[(Z + 1)Z]Φ (6.27)
Comparing equations (6.26) and (6.27), we establish that for a given UE our method utilizes
significantly less number of operations to compute the SINR, and hence overcome the ear-
lier said challenge of computing the SINR matrix in a beamformed environment. However,
it must be stated that the computed SINR estimate will be a lower bound on the actual
SINR value. This is so because, we do not consider the transmit beamforming on the BSs.
Consequently, we increase the number of interferers in our computation compared to those
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where both transmit and receive beamforming is utilized. Notably though, the efficacy of our
analysis for the optimization framework is further enhanced as it utilizes the lower bound,
i.e. worst case scenario, for the SINR according to the preceding discussions.
Following this optimization framework, in the next section we introduce the various sce-
narios that have been explored in this work. We also introduce the necessary modifications
to the constraints in the MILP framework to study the corresponding scenarios.
6.2 Scenarios Evaluated
The optimization framework developed in Section 6.1 presented the objective and the multi-
ple real-network constraints that will be utilized when deciding the most optimal BS selection
for a given set of users and their corresponding locations. Based on this framework, in this
section we introduce the myriad scenarios that have been explored in this work. We also
present the necessary modifications, if required, in our optimization framework to study the
corresponding scenarios. Table 6.2 illustrates all the scenarios that have been discussed.
6.2.1 Deployment Strategies
For the analyzed scenarios, we generate a set of topologies by deploying the MCs, SCs and
users based on the parameters defined in Table 6.4. Of specific interest amongst these is the
deployment of SCs within the scenario map. While MCs are at fixed locations, governed
by the scenario map size and the MC inter-site distance, the SCs are distributed based on
an HPP around each MC. The density is defined in [187] based on the Metis-II project
guidelines.
Given these deployment characteristics, we undertake a study on scenarios where these
SCs are deployed in a circle of radius 0.5 × ISDMC (see Table 6.4), termed as Circular
Deployment from here on, and scenarios where they are deployed in a Square Deployment.
In the latter scenario, the SCs are deployed in a square whose center is at the MC location
and the length of each edge is equal to the MC inter-site distance. Note that, while actual
deployments will vary depending on operator requirements, Circular Deployment provides a
realistic and simple deployment strategy for the SCs. Further, and as we will see in Section
6.4 (Figure 6.5), a Circular Deployment strategy will lead to areas around MC edges where
there will be no coverage via SCs. Hence, to circumvent this issue, we also explore the Square
Deployment scenario.
The goal of including these deployment strategies into our study is to give the operators
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Table 6.2: Analyzed Scenarios
Composite
Scenario
Name
Circular
Deploy-
ment
Square
Deploy-
ment
AnyDC MCSC
Interference
Limited
Beamf-
ormed
eMBB
eMBB
+
mMTC
CABE X − X − − X X −
CMBE X − − X − X X −
CAIE X − X − X − X −
CMIE X − − X X − X −
SABE − X X − − X X −
SMBE − X − X − X X −
SAIE − X X − X − X −
SMIE − X − X X − X −
CABEm X − X − − X − X
CMBEm X − − X − X − X
CAIEm X − X − X − − X
CMIEm X − − X X − − X
SABEm − X X − − X − X
SMBEm − X − X − X − X
SAIEm − X X − X − − X
SMIEm − X − X X − − X
an insight as to how different deployment characteristics can impact the system performance
whilst defining a UE to BS association map. This will allow them to understand the ben-
efits and drawbacks of each of these deployment strategies with regards to the joint user
association and resource allocation problem. Moreover, it also provides a framework for the
operators to introduce their own custom deployments, and analyze the behavior of the user
association strategy.
6.2.2 Service Classes
5G, as has been discussed throughout this thesis, will cater to the multiple service classes, i.e.,
eMBB, mMTC and URLLC [9]. As a consequence, in this work, we study the performance
of AURA-5G in the presence of only eMBB service requests, as well as for the case where
eMBB and mMTC service requests are generated simultaneously within the topology under
study, to show the impact of provisioning of diverse services. Note that, while the eMBB
services will request significantly higher throughput (we study the impact of the minimum
rate requirements of eMBB services in 5G, as detailed later), mMTC services due to their
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relatively higher density but low individual data rates will create bottlenecks in the access
and the backhaul networks for the eMBB service requests. However, in this work, for mMTC
devices we consider the guard band mode of operation. Hence, the mMTC devices do not
consume resources in the access network and just contribute towards the consumption of
BH resources. In addition to these services, URLLC services present the unique challenge
of ensuring not only low latency but also significantly high levels of reliability from the
network. Nevertheless, we postpone our discussion with regards to URLLC services to our
future works.
6.2.3 Directivity Regimes
In Section 6.1.2, we briefly commented upon the fact that in this chapter two scenarios,
depending on whether beamforming is used, are explored. Concretely, we consider one
scenario wherein all transmit and receive antennas have a 360◦ transmit and receive pattern,
respectively. As we will detail next, this will be an Interference Limited regime. And so, we
also study the behavior of AURA-5G in beamformed regimes, wherein, and for the sake of
simplicity (See Section 6.1.2 for details), we only consider receiver beamforming at the UE.
We elaborate further on the aforesaid directivity regimes as follows:
• Beamformed Regime: In the scenarios where there is beamforming we consider only
receive beamforming at the UE, and utilize it for the purpose of calculating the values
of the SINR, i.e. Ψi j , for all user i and Small-cell BS j pairs2. For the Macro-cells we
employ sectorization, details of which are specified in our system model in Section 6.3,
and allow the UEs to have isotropic reception for the frequencies at which the MCs
operate.
• Interference Limited Regime: Without beamforming, the environment is flooded
with multiple interfering signals, which can deeply degrade the performance of the
system. Concretely, for this scenario neither the SC and MC BSs employ any sort of
beamforming/sectorization nor do the UEs employ any receiver beamforming. Thus,
we also evaluate our MILP framework for user association in such a challenging network
environment.
2Note that, transmit beamforming at the Small-cell BSs can also be considered here. However, this
complicates the computation of the SINR as discussed in Section 6.1.2.
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6.2.4 Dual Connectivity Modes
With the current 5G standardization, i.e., Release-15, EN-DC and MR-DC have been for-
malized as one of the critical features for provisioning higher data rates for users. However,
current standards constrain the choice of Small-cells severely, by limiting them to the sec-
ondary cell group (SCG) specified by the MC [115]. Hence, in this chapter we outline two
DC strategies that build on the current standards and explore the possibility of either – a)
MCSC: having an MC and a possible SC (not geo-restricted by the choice of MC), or b)
AnyDC: choosing any two possible BSs. We elaborate further on the aforementioned DC
connectivity modes, as follows:
• MCSC: In this mode of DC, a UE is required to attach to an MC and select at most
one SC. The choice of MC does not geo-restrict the choice of SC, as we attempt to go
beyond the existing standards on SCG. Additionally, it must be reiterated here that,
a connection does not guarantee bandwidth allocation as it is subject to the available
physical resources at that moment. Such a scenario can be seen as equivalent to the
one where a UE is in a RRC connected inactive state at that BS [214].
And so for this DC mode, the dual connectivity constraint [equation (6.16)] in our
optimization framework in Section 6.1 is modified to:
∑
j∈M
xi j == 1 ∀i (6.28)∑
j∈N
xi j ≤ 1 ∀i (6.29)
recall that M and N , as shown in Table 6.1, represent the set of MCs and SCs,
respectively. Concretely, equation (6.28) ensures that each UE selects an MC, and
equation (6.29) enables them to select at most one SC.
• AnyDC: This mode for DC will permit the users to select any two BSs irrespective of
the fact that whether they are an MC or an SC. Consequently, we also incorporate this
scenario in our study, which, as we will see in Section 6.4, rightly points towards the
potential for improved performance but at a higher computational cost as compared
to MCSC scenarios. By higher computational costs here we refer to the convergence
time to the optimal solution, which we study later in Section 6.4.6.
Hence, to study the AnyDC scenario, the dual connectivity constraint in our opti-
mization framework in Section 6.1 is modified as follows:
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∑
j∈M∪N
xi j == 2 ∀i (6.30)
6.2.5 Baseline and Single Association
In our study, we also analyze the single association and baseline association scenarios as
benchmark solutions. Consequently, we conduct a performance comparison of our user as-
sociation and resource allocation strategy, i.e., AURA-5G, with these scenarios based on the
obtained performance metrics from the DC modes discussed in Section 6.2.4.
We further elaborate on these two association strategies in the text that follows.
• Single Association: As the name suggests, in this scenario we enable the UE to
connect to at most one BS. This is in essence what current day wireless networks offer.
And so, we modify the dual connectivity constraint in equation (6.16) to:∑
j∈M∪N
xi j ≤ 1 ∀i (6.31)
Note that, the Single Association (SA) scenarios along side the DC mode scenarios are
of significant interest since they will be prevalent in situations where it is not possible
for the network to allocate resources on two BSs for a given UE. Henceforth, we observe
and analyze their performance along side the DC mode scenarios and compare it with
the baseline scenario, which we elaborate upon next.
• Baseline Association: For the baseline scenario, we adopt the user association strat-
egy that is being used by current day mobile networks, Wi-Fi, etc. Concretely, we
utilize Algorithm 1, wherein we first compute the SNR that the users would observe
from each BS. Based on this observed SNR, we associate the users to the BS with
the best SNR. Moreover, to compute the achieveable data rate we utilize the SINR
(Ψ(i, j)) at the UE for the chosen BS. Given these UE-BS pairs, the bandwidth (B) at
any given BS is then divided equally amongst all the UEs associated to it.
6.2.6 Constraint Based Scenarios
In addition to different combinations of topology, DC mode, Directivity and Service Class
based scenarios, in our study we introduce an amalgamation of different network constraints,
listed in Table 6.3, as well. These myriad combination of constraints are then combined with
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Algorithm 2 Baseline Scenario Generation
1: procedure BaselineGenerator
2: N_User ← Number of Users; N_BSs← Number of Base Stations
3: R← Vector of data rates for all users; NBS ← Vector for number of users per BS
4: m_id ← Index of the BS with the highest SNR for user i
5: NBS ← zeros(N_BSs); R← zeros(N_User)
6: i, j ← 1; iter_user ← N_User; iter_BS ← N_BSs
7: for i < iter_user do
8: for j < iter_BS do
9: SNR(i, j) ← SNR of user i from BS j
10: Ψ(i, j) ← SINR of user i from BS j
11: m_id ← f ind(max(SNR(i, :)))
12: NBS(m_id) ← NBS(m_id) + 1
13: for i < iter_user do
14: idx ← f ind(max(SNR(i, :)))
15: R(i) ← ( BNBS(idx) )log2(1 + Ψ(i, idx))
Table 6.3: Constraint Combinations for Scenarios
Constraint
Combination
Description
MRT Minimum Rate Constraint for eMBB services.
CB
The wired backhaul link capacity is capped. For SCs, we cap the
capacity of the backhaul to the MC at 1 Gbps, while for the MC
to the CN it is 10 Gbps [52].
CPL
eMBB applications will also have latency constraints, although
not as strict as the URLLC applications. However, taking the re-
quirements into account, we also explore the impact of constrained
path latency.
MRT + CB Minimum Rate Requirements and Constrained Backhaul together.
MRT + CPL
Minimum Rate and Constrained Path Latency constraints to-
gether.
MRT + CPL +
CB
Minimum Rate Constraint, Constrained Backhaul and Path La-
tency constraint, all need to be satisfied simultaneously.
CB + CPL Backhaul and Path Latency constraints are employed together.
the scenarios in Table 6.2, following which they are optimized and analyzed by the AURA-5G
framework for user association and resource allocation.
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As we will see from our observations in Section 6.4, different combinations of these con-
straints on the scenarios analyzed have significant impact on the performance metrics. Fur-
ther, interesting insights that can be utilized by the operator to enhance the performance
for the purpose of UE-BS association as well as resource allocation, have been outlined.
6.3 Evaluation Framework
In this section we establish the evaluation framework that we have considered for analyzing
the multiple scenarios, described in Section 6.2, by utilizing the optimization framework
developed in Section 6.1. Concretely, we consider the topology, as shown in Figure 6.2,
with a geographical area of 600 m × 600 m. The scenario under investigation consists of
a heterogeneous multi-layered radio access deployment. For this, we consider the 4G-LTE
eNodeB as the MCs operating at the sub-6GHz frequency range, specifically at 3.55 GHz
with an inter-site distance of 200 m [187]. Further, we deploy SCs utilizing a homogeneous
poisson point process (HPP) within the vicinity of each MC. The number of SCs per MC is
chosen from a uniform distribution between 3 to 10. Note that, we repeatedly generate the
location coordinates for the SCs, using the aforementioned HPP, until they have a minimum
of 20 m inter-site distance [187]. In addition, they operate on the mmWave frequency range
of 27 GHz for the access network, i.e., from SC to user, and at 73 GHz for the possible
wireless backhaul to the MC in accordance with [215,216].
Users Macro Cells Small Cells
Figure 6.2: Illustrative example of the network topology under study
These SCs are then connected to an MC either via a wireless or a wired backhaul link. We
utilize the fact that SCs operating in the mmWave frequency range, due to the operational
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Table 6.4: Evaluation Parameters
Parameter Description Value Parameter Description Value
Speed of Light (c) 3 × 108 m/s LTE eNB (Macro-cell)
operating frequency
3.55 GHz
Small-cell access network
operating frequency
27 GHz
Small-cell backhaul operating
frequency
73 GHz
Height of user 1.5 m Height of Small-cell 10 m
Height of Macro-cell 25 m Simulation Area 0.36 × 106m2
Number of eMBB users
[150, 175, 200, 225,
250, 275]
Density of mMTC users 24000 per MC
Transmit Antenna Gain for
MCBS
17 dBi
Transmit Antenna Gain for
SCBS
30 dBi
Macro-cell Transmit Power 49 dBm Small-cell Transmit Power 23 dBm
UE Receive Gain for Small-cell 14 dBi UE Receive Gain for Macro-cell 0 dBi
Small-Cell Bandwidth for access
network
1 GHz
Macro-cell Bandwidth for access
network
80 MHz
Number of hops from MC to
core network
U ∈ [1,4] White Noise Power −174 dBm/Hz
Break point distance for wireless
backhaul between SC and MC
25 m
Macro-cell Intersite distance
(ISDMC)
200 m
Small-cell Intersite distance 20 m Minimum Rate for eMBB users 100 Mbps
Wired Backhaul Capacity from
SC to MC
1 Gbps
Wired Backhaul Capacity from
MC to core network
10 Gbps
Wireless link delay 1 ms Wired link delay 1 ms
Maximum Permissible latency
for eMBB services
3 ms
Number of Iterations for
evaluation
100
Small-Cell bandwidth options
for users (BWSC)
[50 MHz, 100 MHz,
200 MHz]
Macro-cell bandwidth options
for users (BWMC)
[1.5 MHz, 3 MHz,
5 MHz, 10 MHz,
20 MHz]
Data rate range for mMTC
services
U ∈ [1,1000] Kbps UE receive beam Half Power
Beamwidth (HPBW)
45
◦
Pathloss Exponent (Small-cell
and LOS condition)
2.1
SF Std. deviation (Small-cell
and LOS condition)
4.4
Pathloss Exponent (Macro-cell
and LOS condition)
2.0
SF Std. deviation (Macro-cell
and LOS condition)
2.4
Pathloss Exponent (Small-cell
and NLOS condition)
3.2
SF Std. deviation (Small-cell
and NLOS condition)
8.0
Pathloss Exponent (Macro-cell
and NLOS condition)
2.9
SF Std. deviation (Macro-cell
and NLOS condition)
5.7
Minimum Rate Requirement
(eMBB services)
100 Mbps
Latency Requirement (eMBB
services)
3 ms
Optimizer Cutoff Time 600 seconds Number of SCs per MC U ∈ [3,10]
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characteristics of mmWave, i.e., high atmospheric absorption and severe blockage from the
various objects in the transmission (TX) path, will have a significantly reduced TX range
as compared to the sub-6 GHz band [217]. Henceforth, we specify a breakpoint distance of
25 m from the MC, beyond which SCs are linked to the MC using a wired backhaul link.
This in turn implies that the SCs within the aforementioned distance of the MC connect to
it via a wireless link. Further, we specify an out of band operation regime for these wireless
backhaul links, wherein the total available bandwidth is divided equally amongst the SCs
attached to a given MC. Thus, to compute the available capacity on this link, we utilize the
Shannon-Hartley theorem specified in equation (6.32).
C = W × log2(1 + Ψ′) (6.32)
where C is the channel capacity, W is the transmission bandwith and Ψ′ is the calculated
signal to noise ratio between the SC and MC. Additionally, for the backhaul network we
consider relevant wired technologies as specified in [52] and deploy a 10 Gbps capacity fiber
link from the MC to the core network. The wired backhaul link between SC and MC has a
capacity of 1 Gbps. Note that, we dimension the backhaul link capacities such that an MC
is able to serve all the SCs connected to it.
Next, we specify that each MC is connected to the core network via wired links. The
number of hops for a given MC to the core network is chosen from a discrete uniform
distribution over 1 to 4 hops. Further, each of the wired links within our defined topology
imposes a delay of 1ms [52]. Additionally, since the SCs can have a wireless backhaul link
to the MC, we define that a wireless link also imposes a 1 ms delay [177].
We then deploy the users in the scenario area by utilizing a HPP. As specified in our
discussions in Section 6.2, we consider scenarios where either only eMBB devices or both
eMBB and mMTC devices exist. Hence, for the purpose of analysis we consider the various
user densities for both eMBB and mMTC devices, as listed in Table 6.4. We simplify our
evaluation framework by utilizing the fact that mMTC devices operate in the guard band
mode. Hence, they consume only backhaul resources in our evaluation framework. Further,
in [210], it is stated that mMTC devices generate traffic between 1 Kbps and 1 Mbps mostly.
Consequently, we consider a uniform distribution between 1-1000 Kbps and utilize it to
compute the backhaul network resources consumed by the mMTC devices.
We also specify the bandwidth options that a UE has from a given SC as well as an
MC [218]. In addition, for the channel model we adopt the NYU CI model [215,219], which
is expressed as follows:
PL = FSPL + 10n log10(d/d0) + Xσ (6.33)
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where PL defines the pathloss in dB, FSPL [in dB] is computed as 20log10
(
4pi f d0×109
c
)
, d0 is
1m, and Xσ denotes the shadow fading component with a standard deviation of σ. Based
on the experiments carried out in [215] we adopt the pathloss coefficient, i.e., the value of n,
and the standard deviation σ for shadowing. These values have been specified in Table 6.4.
Note that, we consider both the Urban Micro (U-Mi Street Canyon) and the Urban Macro
(U-Ma) scenarios in [215, 219] as they are reflective of the scenarios that will prevail for SC
and MC, respectively, in a dense urban environment. Moreover, we also take into account
the possibility of encountering obstacles in such dense urban environments by simulating the
LOS-NLOS probability models for U-Mi Street Canyon and U-Ma scenarios as specified by
3GPP in [220]. For U-Mi Street Canyon the LOS probability model is expressed as shown in
equation (6.34), where d2D is the two dimensional distance between transmitter and receiver.
Further, the U-Ma LOS probability model has been expressed, in a manner similar to the
U-Mi model, in equations (6.35) and (6.36), where hUT represents the height of the user
terminal, i.e. UE. Note that, we compute the NLOS probability by simply utilizing the fact
that PMC/SCNLOS = 1 − PMC/SCLOS .
Lastly, we also provision parameters such as the MC height, SC height, UE height,
transmit and receive gains, intersite distances as well as QoS requirements for the services
discussed in this chapter (minimum rate and latency). These parameters have been de-
rived utilizing 5GPPP project proposals [187], 3GPP specifications [221] and other relevant
research efforts [216].
Given the setup detailed so far, we perform 100 Monte Carlo runs for each scenario
and constraint combination. These Monte Carlo trials help us attain a certain measure of
confidence over our observations. Additionally, we also define a cutoff period of 600 seconds
for our optimizer to determine a solution for the user association problem. The reason for
PSCLOS =
{
1 , d2D ≤ 18m
18
d2D
+ exp(−
d2D
36 )(1− 18d2D ) ,18m < d2D
(6.34)
PMCLOS =
{
1 , d2D ≤ 18m[
18
d2D
+ exp(−
d2D
63 )(1− 18d2D )
] [
1 + C′(hUT )54
( d2D
100
)2exp(− d2D150 )] ,18m < d2D (6.35)
C′(hUT ) =
{
0 , hUT ≤ 13m( hUT−13
10
)1.5
,13m < hUT ≤ 23m
(6.36)
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such a cutoff timer being, in any dynamic network environment such a time period would be
more than sufficient to determine an optimal association. And so, we now list all the other
simulation parameters, along side the parameters discussed thus far in this section, and their
corresponding description and values in Table 6.4.
With this background, in the next section we evaluate the performance of the AURA-5G
framework based on Total network throughput, System fairness, User Throughput distribu-
tion, Backhaul utilization, Latency compliance, Convergence time and Solvability. It is im-
portant to state here that, the scenarios, detailed in Section 6.2, along side the parameters,
elaborated upon earlier in this section, provision a very realistic scenario. As a consequence,
this accentuates the efficacy of our framework in provisioning a realistic and implementable
framework for industry and academia.
6.4 Results and Discussions
Based on the evaluations performed by utilizing the AURA-5G framework, in this section and
Section 6.5 we consolidate and discuss our findings in detail. We structure our discussion into
two phases wherein at first (in Section 6.4) we consider the setup that utilizes the evaluation
parameters in Table 6.4 as is. The observations for this setup considers scenarios with only
eMBB users and, eMBB and mMTC users together. Secondly, based on crucial observations
from the first phase, in Section 6.5 we perform network re-dimensioning and then present
details on how AURA-5G can assist the operator in gaining insights that will ultimately lead
to improved system performance through re-dimensioning.
We now proceed towards our discussion, and reiterate that we utilize the notations pre-
sented in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 for the myriad scenarios explored in this chapter.
6.4.1 Total Network Throughput
6.4.1.1 eMBB services based scenarios
For the scenarios where users with only eMBB services are considered, we present our obser-
vations with regards to the total network throughput in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. For the purpose
of comparison, we also include the observations from the baseline scenario in Figures 6.3 and
6.4. Note that, the observations presented have been obtained after averaging the total
network throughput over 100 Monte Carlo trials. In addition, the Minimum Rate (MRT)
constraint (see Table 6.3 for description), due to its strict nature, can lead to circumstances
where either an optimal solution does not exist or it takes too long (greater than 600 seconds)
for the optimizer to search for one. In either case, we consider these simulation trials to be
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Figure 6.3: Total Network Throughput for multiple combination of constraints being em-
ployed on (a) CABE, (b) CMBE, (c) CAIE and(d) CMIE scenarios.
unsuccessful with regards to finding an optimal solution, and hence, exclude them from the
evaluation of the AURA-5G framework for the total network throughput, system fairness,
backhaul utilization and latency compliance metrics. We refer the reader to Section 6.4.7
and 6.5, wherein a more detailed discussion with regards to the issue of solvability and how
it is addressed has been provided. Henceforth, for the total network throughput analysis, we
now evaluate the CABE, CMBE, CAIE and CMIE scenarios in Figures 6.3(a)-(d), where
multiple combination of constraints (specified in Table 6.3), beamformed and interference
limited regime, and circular deployment have been considered.
From Figures 6.3(a)-(d), firstly we deduce that the AURA-5G framework outperforms the
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Figure 6.4: Total Network Throughput for multiple combination of constraints being em-
ployed on (a) SABE, (b) SMBE, (c) SAIE and (d) SMIE scenarios.
baseline scenario for all set of constraints and scenarios. Next, the DC scenarios outperform
the corresponding SA scenarios when AnyDC is employed (Figure 6.3(a)). However, when
MCSC is employed the gains are not as significant (Figure 6.3(b)), because with DC inMCSC
the UEs are connected to one MC and can additionally connect to at most one SC. Further,
in SA, due to the nature of our optimization methodology being to maximize the total sum
rate, the UEs are associated mainly to the SCs. Hence, the gains for DC scenarios in the
MCSC setup are not as significant as those in AnyDC. Moreover, from Figures 6.3(a) and (b),
it can be observed that constrained path latency (CPL) and backhaul (CB) severely impact
the overall network throughput. The reason being that the BSs with the best available SINR,
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and hence capacity, might not be able to satisfy these latency and backhaul constraints.
We then consider the interference limited regime based scenarios, i.e. CAIE and CMIE,
in Figures 6.3(c) and (d), respectively. Immediately we can observe a significant reduction in
the total network throughput as compared to that in the beamformed regime (Figures 6.3(a)
and (b)). This is inline with our expectations, since the SINR in an interference limited
scenario will be significantly degraded as compared to that observed in the beamformed
regime. Further, due to this interference limited nature of the scenarios, in Figures 6.3(c)
and (d), we do not observe a significant gain in performance from AnyDC over MCSC.
Next, we analyze the square deployment based scenarios, i.e. SABE, SMBE, SAIE and
SMIE, in Figures 6.4(a)-(d). To reiterate, in square deployment based scenarios, the SCs
are distributed in a square geometry around each MC to which they have a backhaul link.
Given these scenarios, from Figures 6.4(a)-(d), the generic trend of observations does not
change compared to the circular deployment. Concretely, we observe that the AURA-5G
framework, given any set of constraint combinations and scenarios always outperforms the
baseline scenario. Further, beamformed regime scenarios perform better than their inter-
ference limited regime counterparts (Figures 6.4(a)-(b) and 6.4(c)-(d)), AnyDC based DC
scenarios have a significant performance gain over SA scenarios, which is not the case with
MCSC based DC scenarios (Figures 6.4(a)-(b) and 6.4(c)-(d)) and, latency and backhaul
constraints significantly reduce the total network throughput (Figures 6.4(a)-(d)).
Figure 6.5: Circular and Square deployment characteristics for SCs around MCs.
However, in addition to these aforesaid observations, the square deployment based scenar-
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Figure 6.6: Total Network Throughput for multiple combination of constraints being em-
ployed on (a) CABE, (b) CABEm, (c) CAIE and (d) CAIEm scenarios.
ios provision approximately 6% increase in total network throughput across all the constraint
combinations explored, except when backhaul capacity constraints are applied. The reason
being:
• In a circular deployment based scenario, the SCs are deployed around the MCs such
that there will be blind spots, i.e., there will be areas where there is weak or no SC
coverage at all, since circular geometries leave empty spaces where their edges meet.
However, with a square deployment scenario the probability that there are such blind
spots is less, as square geometries do not leave any empty spaces like their circular
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Figure 6.7: Total Network Throughput for multiple combination of constraints being em-
ployed on (a) CMBE, (b) CMBEm, (c) SAIE and (d) SAIEm scenarios.
counterparts. This consequently gives users in these geographically transitional areas
a better opportunity to connect with an SC. An illustration to highlight the aforesaid
characteristic of circular and square deployments has been shown in Figure 6.5.
• A square deployment configuration however means that the probability that SCs are
further away from the MC is higher. This consequently increases the probability of
employing a wired backhaul from SC to MC which, as can be seen from our evaluation
framework in Section 6.3, might have lower capacity than the mmWave based wireless
backhaul. Hence, this reduces the overall data carrying capacity of the network which
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corresponds to the stated reduced total network throughput as compared to the circular
deployment when backhaul capacity constraints are employed.
6.4.1.2 mMTC with eMBB services based scenarios
For the scenarios where both mMTC and eMBB services co-exist, we firstly re-iterate the
fact that the mMTC devices only consume backhaul resources (see Section 6.3). Hence,
the main total network throughput characteristics stay similar to those observed for the
scenarios where only eMBB services exist. However, certain scenarios where we take into
account the backhaul capacity constraints show interesting observations. Consequently, in
Figures 6.6(a)-(d), for the CABE, CABEm, CAIE and CAIEm scenarios we illustrate the
total network throughput only when CB and CPL (see Table 6.3 for descriptions) constraints
have been imposed. Note that, the above mentioned scenarios are all circular deployment
based.
Concretely from Figures 6.6(a)-(d), we observe that the presence of mMTC devices leads
to a reduction in the overall network throughput experienced by the eMBB services. This is
along expected lines, given that the mMTC devices, as stated before, consume a portion of
the available backhaul capacity. In addition, it can be seen that the total network throughput
for the beamformed regime (Figure 6.6 (a) and (b)) is much higher than that observed in an
interference limited regime (Figure 6.6(c) and (d)).
Next we consider, through Figures 6.7(a) and (b), scenarios CMBEm and CMBE, where
MCSC configuration for DC modes is utilized. We observe that, for the scenarios where
mMTC services also exist along side the eMBB services, the total network throughput
achieved by the eMBB services is lower. The reasoning, as has already been stated be-
fore in this section, is that the mMTC devices consume a portion of the available backhaul
capacity thus reducing the overall achievable throughput for the remaining services in the
system. We further present the square deployment scenarios in an interference limited regime
in Figures 6.7(c) and (d), and compare them with their circular deployment counterparts
presented in Figures 6.6(c) and (d). We deduce that, as compared to the circular deployment
scenarios in Figures 6.6(c) and (d), the total network throughput observed for the square
deployment scenarios is lower when CB and CPL constraints are considered. The reason be-
ing, and we re-iterate, that a square deployment configuration leads to a higher probability
of the SCs being further away from the MC. As a consequence, this increases the probability
of employing a wired backhaul from SC to MC which might have lower capacity than the
mmWave based wireless backhaul. Hence, this reduces the overall data carrying capacity of
the network which corresponds to the stated reduced total network throughput as compared
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to the circular deployment.
6.4.2 System Fairness
We analyze the fairness of our optimization based framework through the Jain’s Fairness
Index [222] for the scenarios explored in this work. The fairness index is computed for
the individual user throughputs, covering the constraint combinations and scenarios that
have been discussed in Section 6.4.1, and then a detailed discussion has been provided. It is
important to state here that the objective of evaluating the AURA-5G framework for fairness
measure is, to be able to study the impact of various constraints and scenarios, prevalent in
the 5G networks, on the fairness offered by the system, given the objective function of total
sum rate maximization (Section 6.1).
6.4.2.1 eMBB service based scenarios
In Figures 6.8(a)-(d), the Jain’s fairness index for the scenarios CABE, CMBE, CAIE and
CMIE with the different constraint combinations have been illustrated. It is important to
state that, the boxplot based representations of the system fairness index, in Figures 6.8-6.10,
have to be interpreted as follows:
• The white box represents the user throughput values encompassing the first to the
beginning of the last quartile, i.e., from 25% to 75% of user throughput values.
• The red line represents the median value of the user throughput values for a given
scenario.
• The whisker extend to the top and bottom by 1.5× the value of the quartile range in
point# 1, for any given scenario, respectively.
• The remaining values are plotted as outliers, and represented by circles.
Specifically, from Figure 6.8(a) we observe that the AURA-5G framework in the Single
Association (SA) setup provisions a higher fairness as compared to the Dual Connectivity
setup, except when backhaul capacity constraints are considered. The reason being, since SA
allows the UEs to connect to at most one BS, network resources are more evenly distributed
and hence more users are able to connect and reserve resources in the network. However,
since in DC the UEs have the possibility of connecting to two BSs, the amount of resources
available per user in the network is significantly less. Hence, the disparity in the amount of
resources reserved by the users in DC modes is much higher. This, as a consequence, results
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Figure 6.8: Jain’s Fairness index deviation measure for user throughputs over multiple com-
bination of constraints being employed on (a) CABE, (b) CMBE, (c) CAIE and (d) CMIE
scenarios.
in the aforementioned fairness characteristic. However, as can be seen in Figure 6.8(a), when
we consider the MRT requirement constraint there is a slight improvement in the fairness,
because the algorithm tries to find a solution wherein each user is allocated at least 100
Mbps. This forces the system to allocate resources more fairly so as to satisfy the minimum
rate constraint and thus results in the marginal increase in fairness, as observed.
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Further, in Figure 6.8(a), we observe that the imposition of CPL and CB constraints
results in significant lowering of the overall system fairness. This is as a consequence of only
a small subset of BSs and backhaul paths being able to satisfy the set constraints. Hence,
in order to satisfy these requirements the UEs share the limited available resources on these
candidate BSs and backhaul links. Moreover, given that the algorithm aims to maximize
the total sum rate of the system, UEs with better SINR are allocated better bandwidth
resources from the limited available system resources. Hence, this creates significant dispari-
ties between the throughput of different users, thus leading to a reduction in system fairness.
Lastly, DC scenarios provision better fairness than the SA scenarios when CB constraint
is applied. This is so because, the users have the opportunity to compensate for the lack
of backhaul capacity resources in one link by acquiring bandwidth resources in the other
link connected to the second BS selected. However, in SA, the lack of backhaul capacity
resources combined with the nature of the optimization algorithm to maximize the total sum
rate leads to a significant disparity in how the system resources are allocated to the users.
Next, in Figure 6.8(b), for the CMBE scenario wherein MCSC setup is utilized, an
overall improvement in the system fairness in the DC modes is observed. This is as a result
of the fact that the users are now forced to select one MC amongst the two BSs they choose.
Hence, this relieves resources from the SCs which are the main drivers for maximizing the
total sum rate of the system. However, this was not the case in the AnyDC scenario,
wherein users could select even two SCs. As a consequence, MCSC provides more users with
the opportunity to select an SC and maximize their possible data rate, which leads to the
improvement in the system fairness, as stated before. Moreover, and as expected, for the
interference limited regime scenarios shown in Figures 6.8(c) and (d), the fairness measures
are significantly lower as compared to the beamformed based scenarios (Figures 6.8(a) and
(b)). Given the severe interference and the objective of maximizing sum rate, only a few
users will have a good SINR, which as a consequence will receive the maximum share of the
network resources. Hence, this leads to the severe disparity in the achievable rate per user,
which subsequently explains the drop in the system fairness. Note that, rest of the trends in
system fairness measures for the interference limited regime scenarios follow those already
observed for the beamformed regime scenarios.
Following the discussion for circular deployment based scenarios, we next consider the
square deployment based scenarios, i.e., SABE, SMBE, SAIE and SMIE, in Figures 6.9(a)-
(d). From these figures, we observe that the generic trend for the fairness measure is similar to
those observed for the circular deployment scenarios (discussed above). However, the square
deployment for certain constraint combinations and scenarios enhances the overall system
fairness. An example being the SABE scenario, wherein for all constraint combinations we
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Figure 6.9: Jain’s Fairness index deviation measure for multiple combination of constraints
being employed on (a) SABE, (b) SMBE, (c) SAIE and (d) SMIE scenarios.
observe between 5-6% improvement in system fairness. This is because of the reasons we
have already elaborated in Section 6.4.1.2, i.e., square deployments result in less blind spots
within the deployment, hence resulting in a fairer allocation of resources to the users as
compared to the circular deployment.
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Figure 6.10: Jain’s Fairness measure for multiple combination of constraints being employed
on (a) CABE, (b) CABEm, (c) CAIE and (d) CAIEm scenarios.
6.4.2.2 mMTC with eMBB based scenarios
For the scenarios where mMTC and eMBB services are considered together, we present our
observations through Figure 6.10. It can be seen from Figures 6.10(a)-(d) that the fairness
index does not change significantly as compared to the fairness measure observed in eMBB
only scenarios, even though we consider the mMTC devices within our framework. The
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reason for such a behavior is two-folds. Firstly, the fairness is computed by utilizing the
throughput experienced by each individual eMBB user in the system, which is a function of
the access network resources. And secondly, the mMTC users operate in the guard band,
thus not consuming any access resources from eMBB users. Henceforth, there are very slight
variations in the fairness index measure as mMTC users only impact the system performance
through backhaul resource consumption.
Further, we also considered scenarios with square deployment and circular deployment
along side the MCSC setup. And similar to the aforesaid deductions, we observed negligible
change in the fairness index when mMTC and eMBB services are considered together as
compared to when only eMBB devices are considered. Note that, given the complex and
diverse nature of the scenarios that we have explored in Figure 6.10, we assert that they are
sufficient to establish and understand the performance trends in general.
6.4.3 User Throughput Distribution
While we observe that the AURA-5G framework outperforms the baseline scenario in terms
of the total network throughput, it becomes important to understand the fidelity of the
proposed framework. Consequently, interesting insights can be obtained when we observe the
user throughput distribution. For this we consider the throughput observed for all the users
across all the Monte Carlo trials and represent them in the form of an empirical distribution,
represented in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. Note that these distributions are for the cases where
DC mode with and without the Minimum Rate constraint, as well as the SA mode without
any constraints over the CEBAS, CEBMS, CEIAS, CEIMS, SEBAS, SEBMS, SEIAS and
SEIMS scenarios have been considered. Further, the choice of the aforesaid representative
scenarios is two folds – a) we do not consider any backhaul capacity constraints in this
analysis, thus eliminating any requirement to analyze the scenarios with mMTC devices,
and b) the chosen scenarios encompass all the possibilities with regards to eMBB devices
only setup (Table 6.2).
And so, firstly from Figures 6.11(a)-(d) we observe that the minimum rate requirement
is satisfied by the AURA-5G framework for all the scenarios under consideration. Next, we
observe that for the AnyDC case (Figure 6.11(a)) the throughput per user is concentrated
at data rates much higher than those observed for the MCSC case (Figure 6.11(b)). For
example, if we consider the 95th percentile of the users, then for the AnyDC case it lies closer
to 8 Gbps whilst that for the MCSC case is closer to 5 Gbps. However, the users for the
AnyDC setup in Figure 6.11(a) are distributed much more as compared to the MCSC setup
in Figure 6.11(b), where the users seem to be more closely packed in terms of the rates they
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Figure 6.11: User Throughput Distribution for Dual Connectivity (DC) with Minimum Rate
(MRT) constraints in (a) CEBAS, (b) CEBMS, (c) CEIAS, (d) CEIMS, (e) SEBAS and (f)
SEBMS scenarios.
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Figure 6.12: User Throughput Distribution for Dual Connectivity (DC) with Minimum Rate
(MRT) constraints in (a) SEIAS and (b) SEIMS scenarios.
obtain. This is inline with our discussions in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, wherein the AnyDC
setup outperforms the MCSC setup for DC modes in terms of overall network throughput
but with a lower system fairness.
Next we consider the interference limited scenarios (Figures 6.11(c) and (d)) and immedi-
ately we can observe that the per user throughput values are concentrated more towards the
1-2 Gbps range. This is validated by the fact that in interference limited regimes the SINR
experienced by users is significantly less as compared to that in the beamformed regime.
As a consequence, the throughput experienced per user is also affected, which leads to the
aforesaid observations. In addition to the circular deployment scenarios, we also explored the
user throughput distribution for the square deployment scenarios through Figures 6.11(e)-(f).
We see that the user distribution characteristics follow a similar trend as to those observed
for the circular deployment scenarios. Concretely, and as discussed earlier, with the beam-
formed regime the throughput performance of AnyDC setup for the 95th percentile users is
far greater than that of the MCSC setup. However, this comes at a cost of reduced system
fairness.
Lastly, the user throughput distribution curves as seen from Figures 6.12(a) and (b)
show that, for the DC modes with Minimum Rate requirement constraints and with mMTC
and eMBB services co-existing together, they are invariant when compared with the user
distribution curves obtained for scenarios with only eMBB services. This is so because,
based on our evaluation framework defined in Section 6.3, the mMTC services only impact
the available backhaul capacity. And so, in the absence of backhaul capacity constraints,
the mMTC services will not impact the user throughput distribution. Further, given the
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extremely challenging nature of the scenarios where Minimum Rate and Backhaul Capacity
constraints are imposed in conjunction (see Section 6.4.7), we do not illustrate the results
for the same.
6.4.4 Backhaul Utilization
The primary goal for analyzing the backhaul utilization after the AURA-5G framework
has been implemented on certain scenarios, is to determine if the existing backhaul setup,
wherein we consider a combination of wired and wireless backhaul links with the wired links
having capacities of 1Gbps and 10Gbps (Section 6.3), is a bottleneck. Further, we also utilize
this analysis to understand the compliance of the AURA-5G framework with the backhaul
capacity constraints. For this analysis we select a subset of representative scenarios, which
we believe will help concretize the understanding with regards to the performance trends.
Hence, through Figures 6.13 and 14, we depict the backhaul utilization as observed for
CABE, CMBE, CAIE, CMIE, SABE, SAIE, CABEm and CAIEm scenarios. The choice of
the aforesaid scenarios stems from the fact that these selected scenarios include the MCSC
and AnyDC setup, beamformed and interference limited regime, square deployment setups,
as well as the mMTC and eMBB services together in the beamformed and interference
limited scenarios alongside AnyDC setup. This set of scenarios owing to their diversity
and challenging nature give the necessary and sufficient idea with regards to the backhaul
utilization characteristics.
From Figures 6.13(a)-(f) and 6.14(a)-(b), we firstly observe that the AURA-5G framework
is successful in satisfying the backhaul capacity constraints as and when they have been
imposed. Here by backhaul capacity constraints we mean that the wired backhaul links are
capped by their designated capacities as stated in Table 6.3. Further, the wireless backhaul
links are constrained by the capacity computed utilizing the Shannon-Hartley formula based
on their corresponding SINR value. It is also important to state here that on the vertical axis
in all the subplots presented in Figures 6.13 and 6.14, we represent the difference between
the demand and the available capacity. Hence, a negative value on the vertical axis indicates
that the backhaul resources on the corresponding BS have not been fully utilized, whilst a
positive value indicates over-utilization by the corresponding amount. And so we can see that
for the unconstrained scenarios the backhaul resources are always over-utilized. However,
for the backhaul capacity constrained scenarios, we observe that our framework succeeds in
finding an optimal solution without over-utilizing the total available backhaul resources. This
significant difference in backhaul utilization also reflects the greedy nature of the optimization
framework, whose objective is to maximize the total network throughput. Note that we have
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Figure 6.13: Backhaul Utilization for Dual Connectivity (DC) and DC with Backhaul Ca-
pacity constraints in (a) CABE, (b) CMBE, (c) CAIE, (d) CMIE, (e) SABE and (f) SAIE
scenarios. Red colored BS indices are for MCs and the rest for SCs.
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Figure 6.14: Backhaul Utilization for Dual Connectivity (DC) and DC with Backhaul Ca-
pacity constraints in (a) CABEm and (b) CAIEm scenarios. Red colored BS indices are for
MCs and the rest for SCs.
also indicated the maximum available backhaul capacity for the SCs (broken blue line) and
MCs (black line). This assists the readers in understanding the maximum data carrying
capacity that the set of SCs and MCs in the network have, as well as in exemplifying the
fidelity of the AURA-5G framework. Concretely, the maximum capacity on an SC should
not exceed that on an MC. This is so because, all SCs, in our framework, route their traffic
through the MC. Hence, a higher maximum bandwidth availability on the SC as compared to
an MC would be equivalent to trying to balance a big box on a thin needle. Additionally, and
for the reasons as stated above, from the backhaul utilization values for the unconstrained
setup we observe that the backhaul through the MCs (the BS indices marked in red in
Figures 6.13 and 6.14, i.e., the last 9 BS indices on the x-axis) is significantly over-utilized
as compared to the SCs.
Next, we observe that scenarios wherein beamforming has been applied, i.e., Figures
6.13(a), (b), (e) and 6.14(a), are severely limited for backhaul resources. The reason be-
ing that, the blue bars (the darker bars, if viewed in black and white), which indicate the
available demand to backhaul capacity difference in the constrained setup, are extremely
small. This indicates that nearly all of the available capacity has been utilized, even without
the Minimum Rate constraints being applied. The reason being that, beamforming results
in an improved SINR measure within the system. This consequently enables the users to
achieve a better throughput, and hence, the aforementioned backhaul utilization charac-
teristic. Thus, an important insight for network operators, suggesting a requirement for
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network re-dimensioning (Section 6.5), can also be drawn from these observations. Further,
in Figures 6.13(c), (d), (f) and 6.14(b), wherein the interference limited regime has been
adopted, the overall backhaul utilization in the unconstrained setup is much lower than that
observed for the scenarios involving beamformed regime. This is as a result of the severe
interference causing a significant loss in SINR, and hence, per user throughput. This claim
is also corroborated by the reduction in network throughput observed in Section 6.4.1 for
interference limited scenarios.
Lastly, through Figures 6.14(a) and (b), wherein the mMTC services have been considered
alongside the eMBB services, it can be observed that the AURA-5G framework is able to
provision optimal user-BS associations whilst adhering to the backhaul capacity constraints.
Furthermore, as compared to the corresponding scenarios where only eMBB services are
present, i.e., CABE and CAIE, the backhaul utilization for the constrained backhaul case in
CABEm (Figure 6.14(a)) and CAIEm (Figure 6.14(b)) scenarios is slightly higher. This is
so because, in addition to the eMBB services, the mMTC services also consume a portion of
the backhaul resources. Hence, the overall increase in backhaul utilization.
6.4.5 Latency Requirement Compliance
As part of our fidelity analysis for the AURA-5G framework, we delve into how it satisfies
the specified service latency requirements through Figures 6.15(a)-(f). It is important to
state here that, the latency (or the downlink delay which we define as latency in our work)
is governed by the number of hops the data has to traverse to reach the user from the core
network. Moreover, as defined in Table 6.4, the imposed latency constraint upon the eMBB
users is 3 ms. Hence, we consider certain representative scenarios such as CABE, CMBE,
SABE, SMBE, CMIEm and CAIEm for our analysis. These scenarios encompass the AnyDC
and MCSC setup, the beamformed and interference limited regimes, as well as the eMBB
only and eMBB with mMTC services based setups. Note that, the downlink delay for the
eMBB services is considered to be 3 ms, based on the scenario parameters defined in Table
6.4. The mMTC services are considered to be delay tolerant in our framework. Further, we
do not include the last wireless hop, i.e., MC or SC to the UE, in our optimization framework
as it does not induce any variability within the scenario given that it will be omnipresent
whatever the given association be. Hence, we focus on the number of hops that the data has
to traverse from the CN to the BS.
From Figures 6.15(a), (c) and (e), wherein the AnyDC setup is employed, we observe that
the density of users with 3 ms latency is higher as compared to the ones where MCSC setup
is employed, i.e., in Figures 6.15(b), (d) and (f). This is so because, in AnyDC to maximize
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Figure 6.15: Observed Latency for (a) CABE, (b) CMBE, (c) SABE, (d) SMBE, (e) CAIEm
and (f) CMIEm scenarios.
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the total sum rate our algorithm tries to find SCs first for all the users. However, in the
MCSC setup, we force our algorithm to find atleast one MC for each user. Hence, given the
fact that an SC is connected to the CN through a corresponding MC, the latency incurred by
the users in the MCSC scenarios is comparatively less as compared to the AnyDC scenario.
The operators can utilize this insight to design base station selection schemes wherein for
services that can tolerate higher delays the AnyDC setup maybe employed, whereas for
services with extreme latency constraints, an MCSC setup could be employed. Further,
for the square deployment scenarios (Figures 6.15(c) and (d)) and mMTC based scenarios
(Figures 6.15(e) and (f)) the trend for latency compliance follows that of the CABE (Figure
6.15(a)) and CMBE (Figure 6.15(b)) scenarios, as discussed above. Hence, through this
analysis we reinforce fidelity of the AURA-5G framework towards the joint optimization
problem that we explore in this chapter.
6.4.6 Convergence Time Distribution
Next, we study the convergence time to the optimal solution for the AURA-5G framework.
This will be critical for real time implementation, and hence is of immense value to not only
the academic but also to the industrial community. The reason being, network scenarios
with the combination of constraints discussed in this work, will be prevalent in 5G networks.
And given that there will be a central controller within a local area of these networks [C2, J1,
J2], the newly designed mobility management algorithms, such as the AURA-5G framework,
will be placed on these controllers to enhance the QoE for the users. Consequently, through
Figures 6.16 and 17, we evaluate the convergence time parameter for the various constraint
combinations imposed on the myriad scenarios explored in this chapter. From the CDFs
presented in Figures 6.16 and 6.17, a probability measure of 1 indicates that all the 100
iterations (Monte Carlo trials) for the specific constraint combination over the scenario under
study have converged. On the other hand, a probability measure of 0 indicates that none of
the iterations converge. Note that the simulations were performed on a commodity server
with 20 cores (with each being an i9-7900x at 3.3GHz core), Ubuntu 16.04 LTS OS, and
64GB of RAM.
From Figures 6.16(a)-(d) and 6.17(a)-(b) we observe that for all scenarios and most
constraint combinations, the AURA-5G framework is able to determine an optimal solution.
It is worth mentioning that, the AURA-5G framework is able to provision an optimal solution
in an acceptable time frame, given the density and heterogeneity of 5G networks. This is of
extreme importance for real-time implementation because of the elevated level of dynamics
in 5G networks as compared to its predecessors.
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Figure 6.16: Convergence time CDF (Empirical) for (a) CABE, (b) CAIE, (c) CMBE and
(d) CMIE scenarios.
Next, we observe that for the Single Association (SA) scenarios the time required for
obtaining an optimal solution is significantly less as compared to the Dual Connectivity
(DC) mode scenarios. This is so because, the solution space for an SA scenario will be
much smaller than that for a DC scenario, hence the time required to search for the optimal
solution is correspondingly also reduced. We further observe that as constraints are imposed,
the amount of time required to search for the optimal solution increases. This is inline with
our intuition, since addition of constraints adds extra dimensions to the search space. Most
notably scenarios with the Minimum Rate (MRT) constraints for both the SA and DC modes
do not converge to an optimal solution in the given timeframe (we set a 600 seconds cutoff
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Figure 6.17: Convergence time CDF (Empirical) for (a) SABE, (b) SAIE, (c) CAIEm and
(d) CMIEm scenarios.
time) for all the Monte Carlo trials carried out. This reflects the complexity introduced by
the MRT constraint and a possible requirement to re-dimension the network so as to be able
to accomodate the rate requirements for any given topology. We refer the reader to Section
6.5 for further details on the network re-dimensioning aspects.
Further, in Figures 6.16(a)-(d) and Figures 6.17(a)-(b), we also highlight an exception to
the generic trend stated above. The Path latency (CPL) constraint when imposed on SA and
DC leads to a faster search time as compared to their respective SA and DC counterparts in
most scenarios. This is due to the fact that while most constraint combinations in our work
lead to an increasingly complex search space, and hence an increased convergence time as
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corroborated by our results in Figures 6.16 and 6.17, the addition of path latency constraint
creates a cut in the solution hyperspace that reduces the overall complexity of the search
space and consequently the convergence time. This is also indicative of the fact that very few
BSs in the topology are actually able to satisfy the path latency constraint when imposed in
combination with other network constraints. Thus, this gives an insight into the contrasting
behavior of different constraints, and their overall impact on the system performance.
Lastly from Figures 6.17(c) and (d) wherein the mMTC services are considered as well, it
can be observed that most of the iterations for the scenarios, in which the backhaul capacity
is constrained, do not converge to an optimal solution in the stipulated time. This is so
because the mMTC services place an additional burden on the backhaul by consuming a
portion of their available capacity. This, as a result, leads to a more challenging scenario
for the AURA-5G framework to determine an optimal solution as the eMBB services have
less amount of available backhaul capacity. Consequently, we observe the non-convergent
behavior of the scenarios with the backhaul capacity constraint.
6.4.7 Solvability Analysis
In Section 6.4.6 we observed that certain scenarios with backhaul capacity and minimum rate
constraints do not converge to an optimal solution in the cutoff time period of 600 seconds,
as defined in our evaluation framework. However, it might very well be possible that either
a solution does not exist or the optimizer got timed out, i.e., it might or might not have
a feasible solution, but, it was not able to determine the same up until the 600 seconds
timeframe. Hence, with this background, in this section we undertake a solvability analysis
with the specified time limit parameters and aim to understand the bottleneck constraints
for the AURA-5G framework, given the various scenarios we have studied. Moreover, for the
analysis we have only considered scenarios wherein there are 275 eMBB users, which is the
maximum number of users from the range of values we evaluate upon, i.e., 150-275 eMBB
users, as mentioned in Table 6.4.
For the solvability analysis we introduce Figures 6.18(a)-(f), wherein we have also provi-
sioned an analysis for the most complex combination of constraints, i.e., CB + MRT, CPL
+ MRT and CB + MRT + CPL (see Table 6.3 for description). From Figures 6.18(a)-(f) we
observe that for all the scenarios explored, the Minimum Rate (MRT) constraint behaves as
a bottleneck constraint for the optimizer in the AURA-5G framework. This is also reflected
from the time convergence plots in Figures 6.16 and 6.17. The reason being that there is
limited access bandwidth available. In addition, given the nature of the scenario, i.e., if its
beamformed or interference limited, the SINR characteristics transform and subsequently
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Figure 6.18: Optimizer Status for (a) CABE, (b) CAIE, (c) CMBE, (d) CMIE, (e) SABE
and (f) SAIE scenarios with 275 eMBB users.
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Figure 6.19: Optimizer Status for (a) CAIEm and (b) CMIEm scenarios with 275 eMBB
users.
impact the decision of the optimization framework. Such system based variability in SINR
also limits the achievable per user rate, hence, rendering the MRT constraint as a bottleneck.
Further, from Figures 6.18(a)-(f) we see that in the interference limited regime the opti-
mizer performance is much more severely affected as compared to the beamformed scenario,
which is in line with the rest of our analysis so far. Moreover, for the square deployment
scenario (Figures 6.18(e) and (f)) the backhaul constraints are even more restrictive given
the fact that the probability of the SC BSs being more distant from the MC is higher. Hence,
the probability of having a wired backhaul, which has a 1 Gbps capacity and is in most cases
much lower than what is offered by the mmWave wireless backhaul, is also subsequently
higher. As a consequence, from Figures 6.18(a), (c) and (e) it can be deduced that for the
square deployment scenario with CB and MRT constraint, the system performance is im-
pacted severely with at least 10 more iterations without a solution compared to those in the
circular deployment scenario.
Next, we observe the performance for the scenarios wherein both the mMTC and eMBB
services have been considered (Figures 6.19(a) and (b)). Recall that the analysis provisioned
here is for the case when we consider 275 eMBB users in the system, i.e., the maximum
number of eMBB users evaluated within our evaluation framework (Table 6.4). From Fig-
ures 6.19(a) and (b), it can be seen that the backhaul capacity constraint also emerges as
a bottleneck. This is corroborated from the time convergence curves in Figures 6.17(c) and
(d), where the scenarios with the CB constraints do not illustrate convergence for all the
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iterations. This is because of the fact that the mMTC devices consume a portion of the avail-
able backhaul capacity. Consequently, due to the reduced backhaul capacity, the optimizer
finds itself in a situation wherein these very backhaul resources transform into a bottleneck.
Lastly, from Figures 6.18(a)-(f) and 6.19(a)-(b) we deduce that as the complexity of the
constraint combinations increases, the AURA-5G framework finds it increasingly challenging
to determine the optimal solution. In particular, the MRT and CPL constraints appear to be
fairly challenging for our user association methodology. Further, as has already been stated
above, for the scenarios with mMTC services included, constraint combinations with CB
also transform into being extremely challenging ones to satisfy. Consequently, in the next
section we explore certain network re-dimensioning methodologies that assist the optimizer
to determine an optimal association.
6.5 Network Re-dimensioning
From the analysis presented in Sections 6.4.6 and 6.4.7, we have observed that certain con-
straint combinations for the scenarios analyzed prove to be significantly difficult for the MILP
framework to satisfy. These insights can be a useful network designing tool for the opera-
tors, and subsequently they can re-dimension/upgrade their networks to meet the demands.
Hence, in this section through Figures 6.20-6.31, we discuss certain network re-dimensioning
options and their corresponding results. We present the fact that re-evaluating and re-
defining appropriate network parameters results in an improved performance by the AURA-
5G framework. However, for our analysis, we consider only SABEm and CABEm scenarios
in this section as they encompass all the complexities of the scenarios that we have studied
in this chapter.
And so, the analysis presented thus far has led to the conclusion that one of the con-
straints that has proven to be extremely difficult to satisfy, especially when mMTC and
eMBB services are considered together in the system, is the backhaul capacity constraint.
Moreover, scenarios wherein beamforming and AnyDC modes have been utilized will prove
to be particularly challenging, given the lack of backhaul resources and the throughput max-
imization nature of the optimizer. In addition, due to the lack of access resources as well
as the prevailing SINR characteristics, the MRT constraint also imposes a severe challenge
for the AURA-5G framework. Hence, through Figures 6.20-6.25, we analyzed scenarios with
a re-dimensioned backhaul and access network wherein both mMTC and eMBB users are
considered alongside the circular and square deployment, and the beamformed and AnyDC
regime.
For the re-dimensioning we firstly calculated the average amount of backhaul utilized
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Figure 6.20: Optimizer Status for (a) SABEm without Relaxed Backhaul, and (b) SABEm
with Relaxed Backhaul scenarios with 275 eMBB users.
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Figure 6.21: System Fairness Measure for (a) SABEm without Relaxed Backhaul, and (b)
SABEm with Relaxed Backhaul scenarios with 275 eMBB users.
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Figure 6.22: Total Network Throughput for (a) SABEm without Relaxed Backhaul, and (b)
SABEm with Relaxed Backhaul scenarios with 275 eMBB users.
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Figure 6.23: Optimizer Status for (a) SABEm with Relaxed Backhaul and Increased SC
density scenario with 275 eMBB users, and (b) SABEm scenario with Relaxed Backhaul,
Increased SC density, 5 ms downlink latency requirement and 275 eMBB users.
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Figure 6.24: System Fairness Measure for (a) SABEm with Relaxed Backhaul and Increased
SC density scenario with 275 eMBB users, and (b) SABEm scenario with Relaxed Backhaul,
Increased SC density, 5 ms downlink latency requirement and 275 eMBB users.
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Figure 6.25: Total Network Throughput for (a) SABEm with Relaxed Backhaul and In-
creased SC density scenario with 275 eMBB users, and (b) SABEm scenario with Relaxed
Backhaul, Increased SC density, 5 ms downlink latency requirement and 275 eMBB users.
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Figure 6.26: Optimizer Status for (a) CABEm without Relaxed Backhaul, and (b) CABEm
with Relaxed Backhaul scenarios with 275 eMBB users.
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Figure 6.27: System Fairness Measure for (a) CABEm without Relaxed Backhaul, and (b)
CABEm with Relaxed Backhaul scenarios with 275 eMBB users.
in all the SCs when no re-dimensioning is done for the scenario under study. Next, we
increase the backhaul capacity of all the SCs in the system by a percentage of this average
consumption. For the percentage increment we utilized four quantized levels, i.e. 30%,
50%, 80% and 100%, and assigned a random and different choice from these values to each
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of the SCs. Subsequently, and to account for the worst case scenario, we increment the
capacity of the backhaul for each MC by 10 times the aforementioned average SC backhaul
utilization. The factor of 10 arises from the fact that in our evaluation framework the
maximum number of supported SCs by an MC is also 10. Next, we re-dimension the access
network by increasing the average number of SCs per MC in the topology from 6-7 (uniform
distribution of 3 to 10 SCs per MC) to 8 (uniform distribution of 6 to 10 SCs per MC). This,
automatically provisions more access network resources, in terms of bandwidth, as well as
increases the likelihood for a user to find an SC in close proximity. It is important to state
here that, we maintain the receive beam angle and beamforming gain. Whilst, these can
be exploited to improve the performance of the system further, it might lead to increased
capital/operating expenditure for the operator given required infrastructure overhaul, such
as antenna replacement, etc. Hence, we leave the discussion on this aspect for a sequel work.
Consequently from the analytical results in Figures 6.20(a)-(b) and 6.23(a), we observe
that when the backhaul capacities are enhanced by the methodology explained above, the
scenarios where backhaul was a constraint ceases to be so anymore. For example, in Fig-
ure 6.20(a), constraint combinations only CB, and CB + CPL highlight the fact that the
backhaul capacity is a constraint for the scenario under study, i.e. SABEm. Hence, by
the re-dimensioning employed as specified in our work, through Figure 6.20(b), we observe
that the number of iterations that converge for the only CB and CB + CPL constraint
combinations increases by 14.47%. Furthermore, when we employ the increased SC density
framework to provision more access network resources, the percentage improvements in the
number of converged iterations, as can be seen in Figure 6.23(a), for constraint combinations
CB, CB + CPL, MRT and CB + MRT are at 30.2%, 30%, 55% and 11%, respectively . As a
result, to a great extent the re-dimensioning performed, according to the guidelines specified
above, helps in alleviating the bottlenecks that hampered the AURA-5G framework earlier.
In addition to the solvability analysis, discussed above, we see that the re-dimensioning
efforts result in an increase in the system fairness. This is more prominent for constraint com-
binations CB and CB + CPL, as understood from Figures 6.21(a) and (b), while from Figure
6.24(a) we deduce that a re-dimensioned access network topology leads to an across the board
positive effect on the system fairness. The positive effects of network re-dimensioning are also
prevalent in the network throughput plots in Figures 6.22(a)-(b) and 6.25(a). From these
results we observe that the network re-dimensioning enables approximately 35% and 40%
increase in the total network throughput for the CB and CB + CPL constraint combinations,
respectively.
However, as can be seen from Figure 6.23(a), path latency still remains a bottleneck
constraint in scenarios where MRT+CPL and CB+MRT+CPL constraint combinations are
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Figure 6.28: Total Network Throughput for (a) CABEm without Relaxed Backhaul, and (b)
CABEm with Relaxed Backhaul scenarios with 275 eMBB users.
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Figure 6.29: Optimizer Status for (a) CABEm with Relaxed Backhaul and Increased SC
density scenario with 275 eMBB users, and (b) CABEm scenario with Relaxed Backhaul,
Increased SC density, 5 ms downlink latency requirement and 275 eMBB users.
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Figure 6.30: System Fairness Measure for (a) CABEm with Relaxed Backhaul and Increased
SC density scenario with 275 eMBB users, and (b) CABEm scenario with Relaxed Backhaul,
Increased SC density, 5 ms downlink latency requirement and 275 eMBB users.
imposed. Moreover, when path latency is imposed as the only constraint, our optimizer
converges to a solution in each of the 100 Monte Carlo trials. Hence, in a network wherein
there can be multiple constraint combinations, such as MRT+CPL and MRT+CPL+CB,
the operators should be careful when they sign the service level agreements (SLAs). These
SLAs should not be overly restrictive, such as the one we have here where the 3ms downlink
latency cannot be guaranteed in most topologies. As a consequence, we present our obser-
vations for the case when this downlink latency requirement is relaxed to 5ms. Immediately,
through Figure 6.23(b) we observe that the optimizer is able to determine an optimal as-
sociation in 68.3% more iterations for the CB+MRT constraint scenario, and in 11% more
iterations for the CB+MRT+CPL. Further, the fairness and the total network throughput
in the presence of MRT+CPL and MRT+CPL+CB constraints are also improved as seen
through Figures 6.24(b) and 6.25(b). In addition to the relaxation in the SLAs, edge clouds,
through appropriate placement [140, 141], can also provision great improvements in system
performance. This is so because, they bring the services closer to the users, which reduces
the total round trip time, and hence the downlink delay as well.
Also, from Figures 6.26-6.31, wherein the circular deployment is considered, we observe a
similar trend in results as that in Figures 6.20-6.25. Concretely, from Figures 6.26(a) and (b)
we notice that the number of iterations that converge to an optimal solution for the CB and
CB+CPL constraint combinations increases by 15.9%. For the system fairness, from Figures
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Figure 6.31: Total Network Throughput for (a) CABEm with Relaxed Backhaul and In-
creased SC density scenario with 275 eMBB users, and (b) CABEm scenario with Relaxed
Backhaul, Increased SC density, 5 ms downlink latency requirement and 275 eMBB users.
6.27(a) and (b), it can be observed that for scenarios with CB and CB + CPL, the fairness
is also improved. The reason being, the improved backhaul capacity allows the AURA-5G
framework to assign resources more equitably to the users in the system. Additionally, as
seen from Figures 6.28(a) and (b), the improvement in system throughput is nearly 71.4%
and 60% for the CB and CB+CPL scenarios, respectively. Furthermore, from Figures 6.29-
6.31, it can be deduced that the increase in the average number of SCs per MC from 6 to 8,
as well as having less stricter latency requirements, results in resolving to a great extent the
bottleneck nature of the MRT and path latency constraint alongside increasing the system
fairness and the total network throughput.
Thus, the above observations highlight an important aspect of the AURA-5G framework,
wherein the operators can test their network topology and infer its performance as well as
the bottlenecks. And although we randomly increased the various network settings, the
operators, through the use of the AURA-5G framework, are empowered with the ability
to re-dimension their networks according to the inferences they make and inline with their
ultimate objectives.
6.6 Related Work
User association has been an area of major interest ever since wireless networks came into
existence. Over the course of these many years, multiple intriguing algorithms and method-
ologies have been proposed by academia and industry, aiming to resolve the incremental
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challenges that user association presents as wireless networks continue to evolve. Concretely,
while 2G and Wi-Fi networks utilized an RSSI/SNR based criterion for BS selection, the
increasing complexity of the networks has driven the growth of algorithms that utilize TOP-
SIS [195], Fuzzy logic [196–198], Genetic Algorithms [196], Multi Attribute Decision Making
(MADM) [199–204] and Optimization theory [205, 207, 223] among others as tools to ac-
complish an optimal user association. Moreover, they not only aim to provision an optimal
association, based on maximizing sum rate of users for example, but they also try to optimize
other system parameters such as interference, bandwidth allocation, interference reduction,
etc.
Specifically, the authors in [188] consider an SDN enabled LTE network and utilize the
global knowledge of the SDN controller so as to be able to distribute information about
the backhaul load of neighboring BSs as well as the bottleneck backhaul link bandwidth
for an BS of interest. Such a mechanism consequently allows for a more backhaul and BS
load aware load-balancing mechanism. Next, in [189] the authors propose a distributed user
association policy wherein they explore multiple dimensions to the user association problem.
These dimensions explore the association policy while trying to optimize rate, throughput,
minimize file transfer delays and load balancing. They do so by varying a factor, which
characterizes each of these dimensions. Further, the distributed nature encompasses the fact
that part of the optimal solution search is performed on the UE and a part of it is performed
on the BS. Further, authors in [190] utilize the k-nearest neighbors principle and the azimuth
angle to determine the next BS to associate to in a mobile environment. They analyze the
pattern associated with a given k-value and then utilize pattern recognition methods to de-
termine the optimal BSs to associate to given an ultra-dense topology and severe interference
scenarios. Moreover, in [191], the authors utilize Media Independent Handover (MIH) and
its corresponding services so as to be able to execute a MADM algorithm. They compare
it with other simplistic counterparts, such as Additive Weighting strategies, to project the
benefits of MIH based MADM. While these discussed strategies consider multiple constraints
and propose effective solutions, they limit the number of BSs that a UE can connect/choose
to just one.
As a consequence, authors in [192] proposed a Dual Connectivity (DC) based user asocia-
tion solution, wherein they formulate an optimization problem based on maximizing the sum
throughput. Since, the problem is ridden with non-linearities and is NP-hard, they propose
a tractable solution to achieve the optimal solution. Also, in [193], the authors study the
problem of user association with the objective of maximizing the weighted sum rate with user
rate (minimum and maximum) constraints as well as with another objective of maximizing
the proportional fairness of the system. Note that, in [193], for DC, the authors consider that
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a UE can be associated with an MC and an SC that is within the coverage of this selected
MC. Next, the authors of [224] consider the problem of user association for the uplink with
power allocation optimization being another objective. They consider user minimum rate
requirements as well as backhaul limitations at the pico BSs as the constraints and aim to
find an association that reduces the overall cost for the network while demands of all the
users are satisfied.
Moreover in [20] the authors consider the downlink aspect of dual connectivity as well
as the mmWave aided HetNets. Correspondingly, the authors develop a two stage itera-
tive algorithm for user association where their objective is to maximize the total network
throughput subject to the fact that the overall access-fairness amongst the users has to be
improved. However, for the analysis the authors consider a very small representative sce-
nario, which in essence does not represent the real world densities of SCs, MCs and users.
In addition, in [225] the authors propose an opportunistic method for cell selection in a DC
scenario, wherein the load characteristics of the network are taken into account. However,
according to the network model considered for simulations, their analysis is only limited to
the sub-6 GHz scenarios. Another significant study in the direction of user association for
5G networks is in [30]. The authors of this work analyze the impact of wireless backhaul on
user association. The optimal association is determined such that it maximizes the overall
network throughput whilst not exceeding the backhaul capacity limits.
Lastly, multiple studies such as [205–208] propose a joint optimization approach towards
user association. In these studies the objective function is maximized/minimized, depend-
ing on the utility, and an optimal association strategy that provisions the same is deter-
mined. Additionally, they also incorporate, within their optimization approach, a search
for the association that will lead to an optimal system interference/energy consumption
regime/spectrum allocation system, etc. Such mechanisms are termed as joint optimization
approaches, and through the use of binary decision variables they introduce another dimen-
sion of non-linearity to an already non-linear optimization problem. However, a relaxation of
these decision variables or a decomposition into simpler sub problems is in general possible.
And so, in [205–208] such techniques have been utilized and a discussion on the optimal
solution obtained has been presented.
6.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have provided a first holistic study in literature with regards to the joint
optimization based user association framework for multiple applications in 5G networks. The
study entails utilizing a MILP formulation based joint optimization process, which takes into
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account the service classes and accordingly assigns the bandwidth and BS to the users in the
system. Further, we organized the entire process into a software suite, wherein the location
generation, system model specifics, optimization and data analytics are performed. We refer
to this softwarized framework as AURA-5G, and present it to the academic and industrial
community for analyzing the user association and resource allocation behavior in conjunction
with each other.
Next, for the optimizer, we developed a MILP framework wherein the objective is to
maximize the overall network throughput, and find the appropriate user-BS-bandwidth asso-
ciation that achieves the same. We established the various constraints that help us perform
the multi-dimensional study carried out in this chapter. Subsequently, we also establish
certain methodologies to resolve the non-linearities introduced by multiplication of binary
decision variables. This, assists in reducing the complexity of our optimization problem.
Further, we also present a novel discussion on the complexity of SINR calculation and how
our computation method, while being a lower bound and sub-optimal, assists in reducing
the complexity of the AURA-5G framework.
In addition, as part of this study we presented the performance of the AURA-5G frame-
work for dual connectivity (DC) and single connectivity (SA) modes. For the performance
evaluation process, we utilized realistic network scenarios and parameters so as to be able to
ensure the efficacy of the AURA-5G framework. Consequently, we showed that the estab-
lished framework outperforms the baseline scenario in terms of the total network throughput.
Further, we presented the performance characteristics of the AURA-5G framework for the
DC and SA modes alongside the multiple constraint combinations in terms of system fairness,
backhaul utilization, latency compliance, convergence time distribution and solvability. Note
that, for DC modes we present a novel analysis for scenarios where the choice of SC does
not have to be geo-restricted by the choice of MC and where the user has the opportunity
to connect to any two BSs, i.e., SC-SC, SC-MC or MC-MC.
We now summarize some of the important findings from our detailed analysis as follows:
1. For the total network throughput metric (Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.6 and 6.7), scenarios,
wherein circular deployment, beamformed, only eMBB services and AnyDC setup was
considered, showed significant performance gains of upto 17.2 % for dual connectivity
as compared to single association. On the other hand, with the MCSC setup the gains
were not as significant. However, both the AnyDC and MCSC scenarios registered
improvements of upto 529× and 476× over the baseline scenario, respectively. Note
that, while these values correspond to the scenario where dual connectivity without
any other network or application constraint has been considered, our framework out-
performs the baseline framework for all the studied scenarios (Figures 6.3 and 6.4).
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Further, the CPL and CB constraints severely impact the overall network throughput
for all scenarios. In addition, for the scenarios with the interference limited regime,
one can immediately observe a significant reduction in the overall network throughput
due to the degradation in SINR. Moreover, for the square deployment scenarios, a gain
of nearly 6% in the total network throughput is observed, as compared to the circular
deployment scenarios. Finally, for the scenarios with both eMBB and mMTC services,
since we consider the mMTC services to operate in the guard band and consume only
the backhaul resources, a corresponding reduction in the overall throughput for the
eMBB services in the presence of CB constraint was observed.
2. For the system fairness metric (Figures 6.8-6.10), scenarios wherein only eMBB ser-
vices, circular deployment, AnyDC setup and beamforming are considered, showed
that single association achieved higher fairness than dual connectivity. The Minimum
Rate (MRT) constraint however assisted in a slight improvement of system fairness,
given the DC setup. Moreover, the CB and CPL constraints resulted in a significant
lowering of the overall system fairness. Furthermore, for MCSC setup, an overall im-
provement in system fairness for the DC setup was observed. However, for the scenarios
where an interference limited regime was considered, a significant drop in system fair-
ness was noticed, given the SINR degradation and the greedy nature of the objective
function (Section 6.1, equation 6.14). Next, the square deployment scenarios showed
an overall improvement of 5-6% in system fairness as compared to the circular deploy-
ment scenarios. Lastly, we analyzed the scenarios wherein both eMBB and mMTC
services co-exist. For these scenarios, we observed that fairness measure is not affected
significantly as compared to that noticed for only eMBB scenarios.
3. For the user throughput distribution metric (Figures 6.11 and 6.12), we observed that
the AURA-5G framework is able to determine user-BS-bandwidth associations such
that the rate constraints are satisfied. It provisions an interesting insight into how the
user rates are distributed when AnyDC and MCSC setups are studied in the presence
of beamformed and interference limited regimes.
4. For the backhaul utilization metric (Figures 6.13 and 6.14), we discern that the AURA-
5G framework works exceptionally well in being able to adhere to the strict backhaul
capacity constraints imposed by the network. Further, for the scenarios with beam-
forming we observe that the backhaul capacity is almost completely utilized as com-
pared to that in the scenarios with interference limited regime. Additionally, for sce-
narios wherein both eMBB and mMTC devices are considered, it was observed that
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the overall backhaul utilization by the eMBB devices is lower than that in scenarios
where only eMBB devices exist.
5. For the latency compliance metric (Figure 6.15), we observed again that the AURA-
5G framework is able to determine user-BS-bandwidth associations such that the la-
tency constraints are satisfied. It was observed that, while in AnyDC setups the users
accessed SCs more than MCs, for the MCSC setups, a higher density of users was
observed to have access to MCs and thus a reduced latency.
6. Through our novel convergence time distribution and solvability analysis, it was ob-
served that certain constraint combinations are very restrictive and hence, the network
requires re-dimensioning. It is imperative to state that such insights will be significantly
important for the operators in network planning.
7. We presented, in Section 6.5, an analysis of certain challenging scenarios wherein the
network re-dimensioning was carried out on both the access and backhaul network.
We showed that, a simple re-dimensioning process, wherein the SC density was in-
creased from 6 to 8 SCs on average per MC, the backhaul capacity was increased and
less restrictive SLAs were agreed to, resulted in significant improvement in system
performance, thus alleviating the bottleneck constraints concern. Concretely, an im-
provement in total network throughput performance of upto 75.8% – 77.29%, alongside
the illustrated improvements in system fairness and number of solvable iterations for
CABEm (Section 6.5), is provisioned by our framework. Additionally, for SABEm, the
total network throughput performance improvements by utilizing our framework range
from 42.51% – 96.39%. Similar to CABEm, improvements in the system fairness and
solvability have been illustrated through our discussions in Section 6.5.
Lastly, the proposed user association and resource allocation methodology, through its
ability to utilize application requirements related details, and access and backhaul network
related information, provisions a method that satisfies the cross layer methodology compo-
nent of the MM framework defined in Figure 3.1. Moreover, given the fact that the proposed
user association strategy facilitates dual connectivity and performs intelligent RAT selection,
it also helps cater to the multi-connectivity and RAT selection solution block components
for the MM framework defined in Figure 3.1.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
The dawn of mobile Internet age in the 2000s with the arrival of GPRS and subsequently
3G services, transformed how we have lived our daily lives. This transformation, driven by
faster data rates, versatile applications and better QoS, has since grown and evolved at an
exponential rate. With the ushering in of the 5G networks, the conventional algorithms and
procedures will cease to service the network and user requirements efficiently. The reason
being, 5G networks will be more dense in terms of the number of users and BS [7,9] and will
need to support a wider range of applications (eMBB, URLLC and mMTC) with different
mobility profiles and QoS requirements [7, 9]. More critically, designing newer methods will
be challenging than ever before, given the enhanced requirements for reliability, scalability
and flexibility by the 5G networks. Amongst those is the critical mechanism of Mobility
Management (MM). As we have already emphasized throughout this thesis, MM is important
for users as it grants them seamless mobility and seamless access to services irrespective of
their location and movement patterns, thus also cementing its importance for any wireless
networks’ ubiquity.
Hence, in this thesis we have illuminated the broad field of mobility management, wherein
the erstwhile legacy mechanisms devised and developed by multiple standardization bodies,
academia and industry have been at first discussed in detail. Through these discussions,
which were carried out in Chapter 2, we also highlighted upon the mechanisms that are
currently being developed for the 5G networks. A very unique feature of the discussions in
Chapter 2 was to also take into cognizance the prevailing works with regards to Beyond 5G
networks. With this background, in Chapter 3 we then laid out a framework for a novel
qualitative analysis. The main goal of this qualitative analysis was to assess the readiness
of existing/developing MM mechanisms for 5G and beyond networks. For this, we first
defined the three main pillars of any future mobility management mechanism, i.e., reliability,
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scalability and flexibility. Recall that while reliability will ensure seamless connectivity even
in the most adverse environments, scalability will guarantee that the MM mechanisms are
able to service the exponentially increasing number of users/devices. Additionally, flexibility
will ensure that the heterogeneity prevalent in the future networks will be an ally and not an
adversary. Following this framework we have provisioned the qualitative analysis for multiple
MM mechanisms, which have been widely utilized in the existing wireless networks as well
as for those that have been newly developed given the arrival of 5G networks. The analysis
determined that the existing and current mechanisms do not fully satisfy the requirements
of the 5G and beyond networks. Consequently, we then outlined the persistent challenges
towards the development of MM mechanisms for such networks. We have then presented the
potential strategies that the research community can explore to circumvent these challenges.
With the inferences from the rest of the discussions in Chapters 2 and 3, we finally presented
a framework for 5G and beyond MM strategies.
Building on this framework, in Chapter 4 we introduced a novel on-demand MM strategy.
This strategy aims at provisioning the required granularity and flexibility for the future
MM mechanisms. Concretely, it presents a methodology wherein multiple aspects such as
mobility profile, type of flows, network load and predefined policies can be utilized to tailor
the MM mechanisms on-demand. In addition, it also aligns the implementational aspect
of the MMaaS strategy with the upcoming SDN based framework. And so, through this
strategy we provide a MM methodology that is applicable not only in the future softwarized
network architectures, but it also provisions scalability and flexibility aspects necessary for
the future MM strategies.
Next, in Chapter 5, we have tackled the issue of smart CN signaling, which has also been
stated as one of the building blocks for the 5G and beyond MM framework (Chapter 3).
Notably, we present a novel handover method and system, wherein we improved the handover
preparation and failure phase signaling sequences. We have also proposed a novel handover
failure aware handover preparation signaling, which further enhances the performance of
the handovers that have been designed for legacy as well as 5G networks. The aforesaid
performance is analyzed using the latency, transmission cost, processing cost and message
size analysis metric. The analysis has been conducted for the myriad scenarios that have
been defined in the 3GPP technical specifications, and subsequently the performance of the
proposed mechanism has been compared with the standards. In addition, we also performed
a novel network wide analysis, wherein we consider an ensemble of 3 million users and varying
percentages of the various handover types studied to assess the benefits that the proposed
strategy grants to the network operators in a large deployment scenario. Notably, to realize
the gains that the proposed strategy provisions over the standards, we also utilized data from
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a Greek and Japanese telecom operator. We showed that the proposed handover sequences in
fact can lead to significant reduction in signaling load in real network scenarios. To conclude
this work, we then proposed an evolutionary 4G/5G network architecture that would help
adapt to the proposed signaling strategy whilst causing minimal disruption through network
re-design as well as minimal increase in the CAPEX.
Lastly, in Chapter 6, we have presented a novel user association and resource alloca-
tion strategy. As we have already noted in Chapter 3, ensuring context awareness, multi-
connectivity, optimal RAT selection and possibility of cross layer strategies will be essential
building blocks for 5G and beyond MM framework. Hence, in this chapter we have developed
the AURA-5G framework, which utilizes a MILP formulation to perform the user association
and resource allocation task, with the objective of maximizing total network throughput. We
subject the system and topology analyzed to multiple real network constraints and also take
into account the application requirements while designing these aforementioned constraints.
Through our analysis we observed that the proposed strategy performs better than the base-
line scenarios in terms of the total network throughput, which is also the objective function.
Further, we analyzed myriad scenarios including dual connectivity scenarios for which, to the
best of our knowledge, no studies exist. Our analysis also delves into the fidelity and scala-
bility of our solution through the convergence time, latency compliance, backhaul utilization
compliance and user throughput distribution CDF metrics. These will be essential to both
industry and academia, as we have developed this tool keeping in mind the requirements of
both these communities.
To conclude, our work advances the area of Mobility Management and proposes methods
that are of great utility to both industry and academia. This is concretely highlighted by
the fact that our research work has been featured in 4 international conferences, 1 Journal
(Q1 Journal with IF 4.096) and 1 Patent Application (PCT application with a positive
International Search Report), with 2 Journal papers still under review (1 in Q1 Journal
with IF 3.03 and 1 in Q2 Journal with IF 2.766). However, we believe that more efforts are
required to enable the future MM strategies to be capable of satisfying the 5G and beyond
network requirements. Thus, in the next chapter we briefly discuss some of our possible
future directions.
Chapter 8
Future Work
In this thesis we have endeavored to push the status of the MM strategies from being benign
and insufficient towards satisfying the 5G and beyond network requirements, to potent and
effective. However, there still remain certain areas that require more research and develop-
ment efforts to realize this goal.
And so, one of the most important areas that we are already in the phase of addressing is
the fact of including URLLC services within the ambit of the AURA-5G framework. Recall
that, in Chapter 6 we defined the AURA-5G framework, which utilizes a joint optimization
process to determine an optimal user association and resource allocation strategy. The
URLLC services will consequently represent a far more challenging service class for the
5G networks to cater to, given their low latency and ultra-reliability requirements. Hence,
we will develop a multi-objective optimization problem wherein we aim to satisfy the QoS
requirements of all the prevailing service classes(i.e., eMBB and mMTC), including the
URLLC services. In addition to this, we also intend to formally release the code of our
simulation tool as an open source toolbox, which can be adapted for research in academia
as well as for implementation by the industry.
Next, with the formalization of the Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) paradigm, it will
become critical to be able to perform effective service migration and service relocation, given
the user mobility and application profile. Particularly, in scenarios where the users move
from one PLMN to another, it will be extremely critical to have effective strategies for
service migration/relocation in order to ensure seamless mobility. Hence, a future work will
be to understand the dynamics of stateless and stateful applications and devise prediction
algorithms to understand when and what to migrate to the destination MEC.
Another aspect that has to be actively explored is the implementation and testbed based
analysis of the proposed handover strategy in Chapter 5. Note that, through Chapter 5 we
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introduced a novel handover preparation and failure phase signaling process, wherein we were
able to reduce the amount of handover signaling by upto 50% in certain scenarios. Hence, by
utilizing the testbed we intend to elevate the level of our invention to TRL-4, which would
then make it viable for introduction to actual field trials and possible adoption as a market
product. For this we are already in the process of determining the input costs and accordingly
reaching out to relevant industrial partners. Simultaneously, we are also tirelessly pursuing
the possibility of including our work into 3GPP specifications. Additionally, we have also
been exploring the possibility of utilizing open source platforms, such as Open Air Interface
(OAI), for carrying out the testbed analysis. Notably, and in this regard, a training was
undertaken in NEC Laboratories Europe GmBH, in 2019, to gain operational experience in
utilizing OAI to setup SDN/NFV based testbeds.
Lastly, given the current research trends in Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning,
as well as certain important works in the area of MM utilizing the same [226], we believe it
will be prudent to explore these techniques for the future MM strategies as well. Note that,
due to the ability of the AI algorithms to learn complex relationships between input and
output data, we endeavor to utilize them in determining the user association and resource
allocation strategies in an increasingly stringent network scenario. However, it remains to
be seen, the scale of performance benefits that can be achieved given the relatively short
amount of time MM mechanisms have to determine and orchestrate the best solution. Thus,
computational complexity and accuracy of the solution will be an interesting trade off that
can be looked at as future work.
Appendix A: Handover Signaling –
Other Scenarios
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Setup
Figure A.1: Proposed Handover Signaling for LTE to 3G/2G Inter-RAT HO with Target
S-GW and Direct Tunnel.
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Figure A.2: Proposed Handover Signal mapping for LTE to 3G/2G Inter-RAT HO with
Target S-GW and Direct Tunnel.
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Figure A.4: Proposed Handover Signal mapping for LTE to 3G/2G Inter-RAT HO without
Target S-GW and Direct Tunnel.
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Figure A.6: Proposed Handover Signal mapping for LTE to 3G/2G Inter-RAT HO without
Target S-GW and Indirect Tunnel.
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Figure A.8: Proposed Handover Signal mapping for LTE to 3G/2G Inter-RAT HO with
Target S-GW and Indirect Tunnel.
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Figure A.10: Proposed Handover Signal mapping for 3G/2G to LTE Inter-RAT HO without
Target S-GW.
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Figure A.12: Proposed Handover Signal mapping for 3G/2G to LTE Inter-RAT HO with
Target S-GW..
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Figure A.14: Proposed Handover Signal mapping for LTE Intra-RAT HO with MME relo-
cation (without S-GW relocation).
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